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Quantum chaos is associated with tt '0 phencr-ienon of avoided level crossings on
a large scale which leads to a statistical 'Jehav JOur similar to that of a Gaussian
Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE) of matricer, 'J.'hesame behaviour is seen, in a pure
quantum one dimensional system consisting of a square well containing 8-function
barriers on a Cantor set. For a representative Hamiltonian of the form Ho -I- 'AHl,
avoided level crossings are associated 'with branch point singularities when they are
continued into the complex A-plane., These are \~heexceptional points which are
proposed to determine the form of the spectrum and thus the spectral fluctuation
properties. It is prohibitive to determine the exact positions of the exceptional
points but a procedure is given to determine their distribution and its implementa-
tion is demonstrated considering simple matrix models. By investigating the chaotic
quartic oscillator the intricate connection between the distribution of exceptional
points and the particular fluctuation properties of level spacings and associated
eigenvector statistics is shown. The effect of the coupling matrix elements are also
stressed. This means that a GOB, which has no physical input a P1r1()ri, only sim-
ulates the behaviour of a chaotic system but states nothing as to the origin of this
peculiar behaviour. The actual underlying mathematical mechanism that yields
the special features of the spectrum is prescribed by the exceptional points in, con-
junction with the coupling matrbc elements. 'J,'hisis called the exceptional point
method. These results are substantiated by thE)chaotic system ~lJatea:cellenc~: the
hydrogen atom in n. strong uniform magnetic field. It is shown t'llat the behaviour
or this system only depends on the coupling matrix elements and the density of
exceptional points. A measure is proposed that characterises the chaotic behaviour
and it corresponcs to the known classical and quantal behaviour. 'I'his leads to the
conjecture that wemust be able to retrieve the elassical unstable periodic orbits and
understand the deviations of ..6.3 from GO~,~and the scarring of the wave functions,
seen when the system is analysed semiclassically, by investigating the density of
exceptional points. We show that results from an exceptional point, analysis follow
that from a classical, semiclassical and quantum mechanical analysis. The exceptio-
nal points are therefore proposed as suitable quantities to build the bridge between
the quantum mechanical and classical regimes, 'I'he exceptional point approach
may then lead to a conclusive theory whereby quantum chaos can be characterised
thoroughly.
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Kwantumchaos word met vlaka£stotings, wat op groot skaal in die energiespektrum
voorkom, geassosieer, Dit lei tot 'n statistiese gedrag soortgelyk aan die van 'n
Gaussiese Ortogonale Ensemble (GOE) van matrikse. Dieselfde gedrag kom voor in
'n suiwer kwantum, eendimensionale sisteem wat uit 'n potensiaalput, met h'-r.mksic
versperrings op 'n Cantor versameling, bestaan. 'n Verteenwoordigende Hamiltoni-
aan Ho +A1I1 se vlakafstotings word, in die. kompleksa A-vlak, met vertakpuntsin-
gulariteite geassosieer. Dit is die uitsonderingspunte wat voorgehou word as die
groothede wat die vorm van die spektrum, en dus die spektraalfluktuasie-eienskappe,
bepaal. Dit is egter me moontlik om die spesifieke posisies van die uisonderlngspunte
te bepaal nie maar 'n handelswyse word beskryf waardeur die verspreiding bepaal
kan word. Die implementering van die proses word met twee eenvoudige matriks-
modelle toegelig. Die ingewikkelde verhouding tussen die verspreiding van die uit-
sonderingspunte en die spesifleke fluktuasie-eienskappe, van die vlakspasierings en
die eievektor statistiek, word beskryf deur die kwartiese cssillator te ondersoek. Die
uitwerking van die koppelingsmatrikselemente word ook omskry:f. Dit beteken dat 'n
GOE, waar geen a priori fisiese insette bestaan nie, slegs die gedrag van 'n chaotiese
sisteem naboots en niksseggend oor die oorsprong van die vreemde gedrag is rue. Die
eintlike onderliggende wiskundige meganisme, wat tot die spesiale gedrag van die
spektrum aanleiding gee, word deur die uitsonderingspunte, in samewerking met die
koppelingselemente, voorgeskryf, Dit word .die uitsonderingspuntmetode genoem.
Hierdie result ate word verder ondcrskry:f deur die chaotiese sisteem par excellence:
die waterstofatoom in 'n sterk eenvormige magneetveld. Daar word gewys dat die
gedrag van hierdie sisteem slegs van die koppelingselemente en cUf:l verspreiding van.
uitsonderingspunte afhang, 'n Maatstaf, wat die chaotiese gedrag kenmerk, word
voorgestel en die stem ooreen met die bekende klassieke en kwantum gedrag, Dit
lei tot die vermoede dat die onbestendige klassieke periodiese bane; verkry kan word
deur die uitsonderingspunte te ondersoek. Die afwyking van ~ van GOE en die
brandmerking van die golffunksies, gesien wanneer die sisteem halfklassiek onder-
soek word, moet dus ook deur die uitsonderingspuntformalisrne beskryf lean word.
Ons toon aan dat resulbatevan 'n uitsonderingspuntanalise die van 'n klassieke,
halfklassieke en kwantummeganiese ondersoek onderskryf. Die uitsonderingspunte
word dus as geskikte groothede, om die brug tussen klassieke en kwantummeganika
'liebou voorgestel, Die uitsonderingspuntmetode kan dan tot 'n omvattende teorie,
waardeur kwantumchaos behoorlik omskryf word, lei.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
According to Newtonian mechanics all systems in nature are regular. This means
that wecan integrate the equations of motion and the dynamical system runs along
a predictable and regular course that ends in some periodic or steady state. These
systems are called integrable and their trajectories are confined to invariant tori.
'The special examples discussed in undergraduate physics courses create this er-
roneous impression. The general methods for solving more difficult problems are
presented as technical refinements best left to the experts.
A century ago) however, mathematicians discovered that some apparently simple
mechanical systems can have very complicated motions. Not only is their behaviour
exceedingly sensitive to the precise starting conditions, but they never settle to
any reasonable final state with a recognisable fixed pattern. Their movements look
smooth over short time scales but they seem to jump unpredictably and indefinitely
when we check their positions and momenta over large intervals. Astronomers
became increasingly aware of this problem during the last 60 years but physicists
began recognising it only some 20 years ago. This phenomenon now goes under the
name of chaos that is an extensive research field [De 891.
Chaos denotes the irregular motion generated by nonlinear systems whose dy-
namical laws uniquely determine the time evolution of a state of a system. from a
knowledge of its previous history. Nonlinearity is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for the generation of chaotic motion. The observed chaotic behaviour in
time is neither due to external sources of noise nor too infinitely many degrees of
freedom. The actual source of irregularity is the property of the nonlinear system
that initially close trajectories separate exponentially fast in a bounded region of
phase space. It therefore becomes practically impossible to predict the long-time be-
haviour of these systems because in practice one can only fix their initial conditions
with finite accuracy and errors increase exponenoally fast [Sc 841, [LL 831.
Classical chaotic motion is intimately connected to the concept of periodic orbits,
that is, solutions to the equations of motion that return to their initial conditions.
Periodic orbits of an integrable system have a polynomial growth in contrast to an
I__)
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exponential growth in a chaotic system. ASIearly as 1892 Poincare pointed out that
periodic orbits are densely distributed amongst all possible classical trajectories
and that a 'study of them would provide the clue to the general behaviour or any
mechanical system.
A well established and comprehensive theory has been set down since Lorentz
rediscovered chaotic motion in 1963. A fundamental theorem is the KAM theorem
that says that the motion in phase space of classical mechanics is neither completely
regular nor completely irregular but the type of trajectory depends sensitively on
the initial conditions. Classical chaos changed our intuition about the harmony and
beauty of the universe. The existence of chaotic motion in classical conservative
systems naturally leads to the question of how this irregularity manifest') itself r,n
the corresponding quantum systems? wm we observe the same irregularity!' This
research field has been named 'Quantum Ohaos' and started to attract attiention
some 15 years ago.
Although much insight has been gained into the behaviour of quantum systems
,nat have a classical chaotic counterpart, no conclusive theory has been formulated.
The state of affairs can be summarised by the seven year old resume of Gutzwiller
which is to a large extent still applicable today [Gu 85]:
The word 'chaos' is not a technical term for the time being, in contrast to
words such as ergodicity, mixing and entropy, which can be defined even
if there '~\l'edifferent kinds of each. Chaos, at this point, describes rather
a vague feeling of malaise am vong scientists, an embarrassing state of
affairs whose precise symptoms are not clear. This applies in particular
to chaos in quantum mechanics; but in any situation, our recourse to
chaos is almost an admission of failure about our efforts to find order
and beauty in the description of nature.
Following this one can ask, what is 'Quantum Ohcos' good for? Where is it
needed? Can it be avoided? The answer is almost contradictory in terms: chaos is
necessary to unify the following four basic areas of physics,
1. newtonian mechanics,
2. thermodynamics and equilibrium statistical mechanics,
3. atomic and molecular physics,
4. electromagnetism including optics.
Each of these separate fields was discovered and developed independently of the
others. At this stage, nobody has any serious doubts about our understanding of
these four (by now) classical areas based on the underlying mathematical principles.
This situation is quite different from what nrevails, e.g., in hydrodynamics, physics
of condensed matter, nuclear and elementary particle physics.
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Wha.t happens if these classical areas come in contact with one another? Evi-
dently we have to tie different ideas, pictures and mathematical structures together.
The process of establishing the connection works in some very special circumstances
but generally it runs into great difficulties. With only slight exaggeration, one al-
ways finds some kind of chaotic behaviour at the root of our troubles. Even greater
problems arise when these four fields are quantised,
The last few decades has seen the emergence of two approaches for investigating
the nature of the signature of 'Quantum Chaos'. The first is due to the believe
that classical mechanics is quantum mechanics in the limit where Planck's constant
vanishes and the second is a statistical approach that began with the study IOf
nuclear energy levels. The first approach targets one of the most fundamental
problems of' physics today [Gu 90]: how can the classical mechanics of Newtun,
Euler and ,Lagrange be understood as a limiting case within the quantum mechanics
of Heisenberg, Schrodinger and Dirac?
Einstein in 1917 was the first, and for 40 years the only, scientist to point out
Lue true dimensions of this problem when the classical dynamical system is chaotic
[Ei 17]. The Bohr-Sommerfeld quantisation rules state
(1.Jl)
c
with N the number of integrals of motion. Einstein was not satisfied with (1.1)
because they were applicable only to the case of completely separable variables of
the system. He pointed out that an absence of invariant tori in phase space would
prevent any use of (1.1) on. the corresponding classical system so that it is only
applicable to integrable systems, This problem is so fundamental and complicated
that a general quantisation procedure has not yet been established. .The main
obstacle is our inability to provide an effective quantal description. for the chaotic
trajectories in classical Hamiltonian systems.
During the last two decades periodic orbits have turned out to be of special
significance in the transition from the classical to the quantum regime. Remnants of
the classical unstable periodic orbits are seen in quantum cnaotic systems. They are
used as the link between the classical and quantum regimes. Selberg used periodic
orbits to derive an equation that can be used to compare the classical and quantum
representations of special systems [Oz 88]. This gave way to the Gutzwiller trace
formula. It is today widely used in semiclassical mechanics to attempt to answer the
question: how can classical mechanics give us any hints about the quantal energy
levels when the classical system is chaotic [Gu 90]? Using the trace formula one
can obtain the unstable periodic orbits from the quantum system and describe the
localisation of the eigenfunctions around the unstable r "'ciodic orbits. This is known
as scarring [He 84]. This motivates Chapter 2 which is a brief survey of aspects from
semiclassical mechanics relevant to quantum chaos and this thesis.
The second approach (statistical analysis of spectra) emanated from the expe-
\""'}'~.'-
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rimental and theoretical studies of nuclei. In the ground state energy region of the
nuclear excitation spectrum wher.e the level density is low, a detailed description.
of the individual levels is possible. However, at excitation energies of several MeV,
because of the high density, microscopic detail is relinquished. We thus come to
rely on a statistical theory of energy levels that describes the general appearance
and the degree of irregularity of the level structure. Such studies, whose nature
is essentially different from the study of individual levels, are of interest because
they reveal new features 'of the system. In the face of the complexity of nuclear
systems, and the many degrees of freedom, Wig"l<' r turned the problem around. He
wanted the spectrum of an object whose Rami. .onian is unknown, or more pre-
cisely, a Hamiltonian that is drawn at random from a large collection) subject only
to the general restrictions of quantum mechanics [Wi 51]. This method is today
known as Random Matrix Theories [BF 81]. There is thus no physical input a
priori yet much success was achieved in describing nuclear spectra with high level
density. Physicists extended this method to other systems where their fluctuation
properties were compared to those of random matrices. It was found that the l-wel
fluctuations ofmany physical systems are similar to those of random Hamiltonians.
This is unexpected because the agreement cannot be due to a presumed random
character of the matrix elements of the studied systems,
Random matrix models might have quite different global properties but the lo-
cal fluctuation properties are always the same and determined only by the overall
symmetries of the system [BG 86]. These symmetries put important restrictions on
the admissible matrix ensembles that can be used to describe the behaviour of a
system. All the systems described in this thesis are time-reversal invariant so that
the Hamiltonians are real symmetric and the random matrices can be chosen Gaus-
sian Orthogonal. A Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE) of matrices exhibits
many features ascribed to chaotic systems [Bo 91]. This gave way to the hypothe-
sis that the relationship between time reversal invariant systems, whose classical
counterpart is chaotic, and the GOE is universal. Random Matrix Theories and
the relevant statistical measures used in characterising the statistical behaviour of
a system are outlined in Chapter 3.
The level fluctuations in chaotic spectra are due to level repulsions (avoided
level crossings) in the spectrum [BG 84]. To study level repulsion at least one
parameter is required to visualise the repelling levels [Be 85]. A Hamiltonian of the
form H(>..) = Ho + >"HI, the starting point of many investigations in all branches
of physics, is thus suitable. It is assumed that the two Hamiltonians Ho and HI
are regular that is without fluctuations, therefore, as the strength parameter >.. is
varied between >.. = 0 and >.. ~ 00, a transition from order to order is seen. If the
symmetries relating to Ho and HI are incompatible or simply if the two operators
do not commute, the mixed problem is usually characterised by many avoided level
crossings. Genuine degeneracies are excluded by assuming that the full Hamiltonian
is irreducible with respect to internal symmetries. Each level repulsion is associated
,.::,()
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with a square root branch point singularity when the spectrum is continued into
the complex >.-plane" These are known as exceptional points and are specific to the
particular Hamiltonian under scrutiny [Ka 66]. The definition of exceptional points
is general and applies to operators in an infinite dimensional space also to spectra
of operators with a continuum contribution.
Globally the exceptional points determine the shape of the spectrum and thus
the fluctuation properties [liS 91a]. Determining the exact positions of these branch
point singularities is impractical for large systems. It is shown, however, that the
positions of the exceptional points in the complex A-plane are determined by Do
and HI only. It is also possible to obtain information on their distribution and
density from knowledge of these two operators alone [HS 91], [HK 91]. The connec-
tion between the distribution of ,exceptional points and the emergence of quantum
chaos is seen as the fundamental mechanism that produces quantum chaos as far
as operators of the form Ho + >'H1 are concerned.
There are two physical quantities that determine the spectral behaviour of a sys-
tem: the density of states and the coupling matrix elements [GW 901. In a chaotic
system there is a relation between the density of states and the density of exceptio-
nal points in that the higher the one, the higher the other; the precise theoretical
relation is not' yet known [KH 92b). The theme of this thesis is to characterise the
chaotic behaviour of a system by investigating the excepii01talpoints, that is, the
underlying mathematical mechanisms and common structures of quantum mechani-
cal operators that give rise to fluctuations characteristic of quantum chaos. Within
this investigation, the role of the coupling matrix elements is thoroughly considered.
This is termed ths exceptional point method and is put forward as a third approach
to the study of quantum chaotic systems.
As stated earlier, the exceptional points determine the shape of the spectrum
where u chaotic spectrum leads to a GOE statistical behaviour. Exceptional points
are also essential for the occurrence of phase transitions in finite Fermi systems
[He 88], [HK 88b] where Wu, Feng and Valliers showed that GGE level statistics
occur in the quantum phase transitional region ['VF 90]. The exceptional point
approach thus explains the statistical GOE behaviour well. On the other hand,
the periodic orbits are obtained semiclassically, with the use of Gutzwiller's trace
formula, from hidden periodicities in the quantal spectrum. It is thus conjectured
that the substructure found in the spectrum and the eigenfunctions relating to the
unstable periodic orbits of an associated classical system must therefore be related
to the exceptional points. The fact that GOE behaviour is detected in quantum
chaotic systems is just a fluke of nature and Random Matrix Theories cannot be
used to obtain the origin of this behaviour. This is substantiated by the fact tha.t
the Li3-statistic does not follow the GOE results, exactly, over large intervals. The
deviations can be explained with the Gutzwiller trace formula reinforcing the con-
jecture that the origin of the behaviour should be sought in the exceptional points.
The aim of this thesis is now twofold: the first is to, relate the density of exceptio-
I~ c
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nal points of the underlying Hamiltonian to the occurrence or absence of spectral
fluctuations characteristic of quantum chaos or regular behaviour respectively. This
will reconcile the statistical approach to the exceptional point method. The findings
are believed to be generic for quanta! spectra even if no classical analogue is avail-
able. The second aim is to give the first steps into obtaining the periodic orbits and
explain scarring of the wave functions with the density of exceptional points. We
believe that a thorough investigation will also reconcile the semiclassical approach
with the exceptional point methc 1.
A detailed introduction to the idea of exceptional points and the exceptional
point approach is given in Chapter 4. We introduce an efficient method to obtain the
density of exceptional points. Use is made of the conjecture that the chaotic spectra
discussed in this thesis have simple substructures th I can be extracted. This can,
however, only be achieved if a representation where Eo is a diagonal matrix is used.
Simple mathematical models are used to aid the understanding of these branch point
singularities and the associated Riemann sheet structure. Using this knowledge,
the density of exceptional points of the chaotic quartic oscillator is calculated and
compared. to the known statistical behaviour in Chapter 5. The behaviour of the
eigenvectors is also investigated in the chaotic regime. This investigation is given as
first hand. evidence of the connection between the statistical and exceptional point
approaches.
Chapter 6 is a detailed analysis of the hydrogen atom in a strong uniform mag-
netic field.. This is a practical application where the role of the exceptional points
can be studied, This system has been described as the chaotic system par excel-
lence because of its experimental significance. In this example the coupling matrix
elements play a significant role. Although this system is complex, the underlying
simple structure found in the spectrum gave way to the derivation of a measure that
is used to characterise the behaviour. This gives physical impetus to the conjecture
that the only quantities relevant in the characterisation of quantum chaos are the
coupling matrix elements and the density of exceptional points. The last section
is a first attempt to obtain a connection between the semiclassical and exceptional
point approaches.
The second last chapter, Chapter 7, introduces a one dimensional quantal system
that does not have a classical counterpart. This model was invented in the light of
the fact that all one dimensional classical systems are integrable and thus .. -nchaotic
meaning that their quantal counterparts also should n('~ display chaotic oehaviour.
This chapter is slightly removed from the main theme of this thesis, but it eN'!: i to
illustrate the fact that one dimensional quantum systems can display fel:.·,tu63 a.')-
cribed to quantum systems having multidimensional classical chaotic coun.erparts.
A thorough statistical analysis of the spectrum does then show a GOE behaviour.
The eigenfunctions are also investigated and show aspects that are reminiscent of
scarring. Tbis association must, however, be seen in the light that this system does
not have a classical analogue. Th0 investigation is seen as evidence in part to the
(1
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more general conjecture thai in quantum mechanics any multidimensional system
can be transformed into a one dimensional system. This transformation will, how-
ever, in the end lead to a potential that is complicated in nature and will always
lead to chaotic behaviour [He 88]. It has also been implemented in one dimensional
systems like the Lipkin model which is nonchaotic but shows chaotic behaviour after
a rotation of the potential [Sa 91].
Thus being guided by examples that we believe are relevant and significant, we
conjecture that the exceptional point method gives the underlying mathematical
mechanism that could provide a bridge between the semiclassical and random matrix
theory formalisms of quantum chaos. A summary of the conclusions drawn from
this thesis is given in the concluding chapter. The appendices elucidate some of the
mathematical rigour used in the thesis.
(Chapter 2
Chaos in Classical and Quantuln
Mechanics
Our understanding of the qualitative behaviour of classical dynamical systems has
been improved by the discovery of the so-called (deterministic chaotic motion'
[Sc 84], [De 89]. Chaotic motion is characterised by an exponential instability of
almost all orbits with respect to the initial conditions. In turn this instability leads
to loss of memory of initial conditions, decay of correlations and an approach to
statistical equilibrium [Ca 88].
The question whether the richness of chaotic behaviour persists, in Rome way,
in quantum mechanics is of primary importance for the foundation of quantum
statistical mechanics as well as for the explanation of several experimental results.
At first sight the question seems to receive a negative answer because the spec-
tra of classical systems are continuous while, bounded, conservative, finite particle
number systems have discrete quantal spectra, no matter whether the correspon-
ding classical systems are chaotic or not. This implies almost-periodicity in time
of the wave functions and therefore an absence of chaotic behaviour. On the basis
of Ehrenfest's theorem, however, one expects that, in the semiclassical region, a
narrow wave packet will follow the classical trajectory anJ one is led to believe that
quantum systems have different qualitative properties depending on whether the
corresponding classical systems are integrable or chaotic.
The subject of' Quantum Chaos' has been an active research field for more than
a decade. Although a lot of experience and understanding has been accumulated. a
detailed systematic theory is still lacking. It appears that the fascinating properties
of systems that are the quantum mechanical analogues of classical chaotic systems
still awaits thorough comprehension.
8
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2..1 Introduction
c
There are good reasons for studying qi!antal systems, whose classical behaviour
are chaotic. They are more generic- than the integrable ones. They reveal signifi-
cant differences in the character of their wave :functions, the distribution of their
energy levels, the response to outside perturbations and related characteristics. Al-
though !)l3"lY applications of quantum mechanics have had the primary purpose
of solv .,pedal problems and comparing the results with experimental data, the
concern with chaos is based on the hope of gaining (lome systematic awareness for all
possibilities in quantum mechanics. Qt.antum mechanics may then become better
appreciated in all its tremendous, but. subtle, variety and some of its mysterious
ambiguities may become better understood.
Since our physical intuition is so firmly grounded in classical mechanics, we have
little choice but to advance as far as we can into the quantum regime along the trails
that can be laid out withthe help of classical mechanics. In the semiclassical Jim~t
17.. -t 0 we can apply our understanding of classical dynamics to the. study of wave
functions, energy levels and other quantum mechanical entities. The behaviour
that emerges must be distinguished from the strict classical limit because of the
nonanalyticit, of quantum mechanics at the limit 17.. -~ 0 [Oz 8B), The semiclassical
behaviour of quantum chaotic systems is currently an. imp ortan .. research topic.
This led to a better comprehension of these systems and many new features were
discovered [Bo 92].
Percival proposed as early as 1973 that in the semiclassical limit, the quantal
energy spectrum should consist of two parts with strongly contrasting properties:
a regular and irregular ~ ~t where the first is associated with the classical regular
region, and the second vV.t"h the irregular region in phase space [Pe 73]. Extensive
statistical studies also found that the distribution of eigenvalues of classical chaotic
systems fall into different universality classes depending on the symmetry of the
system. These distributions have the same statistical properties as those of random
matrices (see Chapter 3) and do not depend on the dynamics of the system nor on
the particular 'I;ypeof interaction.
It is conjectured that the underlying mathematical mechanism linking the uni-
versal fluctuations, seen both in the semiclassical treatment and random matrix
theories, are the exceptional points and. the coupling matrix elements as far as ope-
rators of the type Ho+>"Hl are concerned. We conjecture that there is a link between
the periodi.c orbits and the exceptional points such that the patterns seen as scars
of periodic orbits will also emerge through the Riemann sheet structure and distri·
b11,tionof the exceptional points (see Chapters 4 and §6.5) [HC 92J. It is the aim
of this thesis to examine the distribution of these singularities, associated with the
onergy levels and the corresponding spectral fluctuation properties, in correspon-
dence to the role of the coupling matrix elements, thus providing a bridge between
the semiclassical treatment and. the statistical analysis of chaotic systems.
c
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In this chapter, a brief survey of a selection of results, relevant to this thesis
will be presented. To render the thesis self-contained, the first part will introduce
a few basic concepts from 'deterministic chaos'. Becaure classical chaos is such
a vast expanding field of research, the description will be brief and covers only
the relevant quantities, that will be referred to later on", The second part briefly
introduces semiclassical mechanics because of its current central importance to the
study of quantum chaos. Various quantities such as periodic orbits, scars and the
Gutzwiller trace formula. are outlined. The last part gives at' overview of the recent
advances made in the experimental detection of 'Quantum Chaos'.
2.2 Deterministic Chaos
For centuries, after the discovery 'of Newton'« equations of motion, it has been
essentially impossible to go beyond the two-body Kepler problem and systems of
harmonic oscillators. The main way to analyse the behaviour of many-body sys-
tems, interacting via nonlinear forces, was the us~ of perturbation theory. It was,
however, soon realised that resonance phenomena. rendered the traditional pertur-
bation methods divergent.
It was in this connection that great significance Was attached to the proof of
Poincare that, under very general conditions, any perturbation of all integrable
system will destroy all the analytical constants of motion, except the energy. This
was considered as a convincing argument in favour of the ergodic hypothesis and of
the justification for equilibrium classical statistical mechanics. Recently, two major
achievements led to a new and better understanding of the qualitative features of
classical motion [AI' 80]:
• The Kolmogorov, Arnold and Moser (KAM) theorem states that small pertur-
bations of all integrable system leave the system close to the integrable system
and most orbits remain quasi-periodic. As the strength of the perturbation is
increased, the system undergoes a gradual transition from near-integrable to
ergodic motion.
• Classical dynamical systems, governed by purely deterministic 18. '.3, may ex-
hibit a purely random motion despite the seemingly contradiction of these
terms.
To quantify classical chaotic behaviour we outline a few relevant concepts in the
following subsections.
lSee the book by Bsi-Lit: (Ba 90] for reprints of the most important, papers in this field.
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2.2.1 Classical Integrability
Integrable dynamical systems are characterised by the existence of constants of
motion in addition to the energy. "Weconsider Hamiltonian systems with N degrees
of freedom. If the Hamilton-Jacobi equations 27'e separable into N independent
equations, one for each degree of freedom, then we say that the Hamiltonian, and
resulting motion, is i1~tegrable. The separation constants are known as isolating
integrals.
A conservative Hamiltonian system, with N degrees of freedom, is called com-
pletely integrable if it possesses N (functionally) independent single valued ana-
lytic first integrals, which commute with respect to the associate Poisson bracket
[8L 86]. The energy stays constant so that all trajectories are confined to a compact
N-dimensional manifold in the 2N -dimensional phase-space. The topology of this
manifold is the one of an N-dimensional torus [Ec 88], [LL 83].
We also say that a time-independent Hamiltonian system is integrable if there
is a canonical transformation S( q, 1) to two new variables (J and J (the so-called
action angle variables) viz,
q,p = as(q,J) <-t J,O = 8S(q,J)
8q 8J
and the Hamiltonian is independent of J. The action-angle variables give the com-
plete solution of the equations of motion.
This is in contrast to what happens in nonintegrable systems. Here, an arbi-
trary chosen piece W of phase space, with an initial simple shape, gets progressive' y
deformed into a tangle of interwoven arms and branches, while staying simply con-
nected and keeping the same volume (Liouville's theorem) on a constant energy
surface [Ma 92].
The following can be stated:
.. If a classical system is integrable, e.g. all the constants of motion can be
found, the motion is always regular and all the trajectories :"ieon invariant
tori.
• If a system is classical and nonintegrable, the motion might not be regular
and the system might be chaotic when the trajectories diverge exponentially
in phase-space. For a fully chaotic system there are no invariant tori and a
single generic trajectory covers the whole energy shell uniformly,
2.2.2 Poincare Surface of Section
c
The trajectories in phase space often have very involved global features which are
in apparent contradiction to the locally smooth flow. Poincare proposed to deal
with this problem by intersecting the flow at discrete times. The definition of ar~
,,
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Figure 2.1: Poincare surface of section for a chaotic trajectory. The development
of the torus is clearly shown. The system is not fully chaotic and some trajectories
are still on the torus (from [Gl 87]).
Poincare Surface of Section thus lies at the heart of the treatment of Hamiltonian
flows [LL B3}, [Gl 87].
The surface of secti.on is especially useful in systems with two degrees of freedom,
because the surface of section has two dimensions and the map can be visualised
rather easily, For an autonomous system with two degrees of freedom, the phase
space is four dimensional. The trajectory in phase space is then given by
The trajectory lies on a three dimensional energy surface H(Pl,P21 qI, q2) = Ho in
the four dimensional phase space. This equation determines any of the four variables
in terms of the others, say
pz =P2(PIl qI, Q2)'
We are therefore led to consider the projection of the trajectory onto a three dimen-
sional volume (Pll qil Q2). If the motion is bounded, t.he plane q2 = constant, within
this volume, may be crossed, repeatedly, by the trajectory. 'I'his plane, consisting
of a single coordinate Ql, and its canonical momentum PI, is a convenient choice
for the surface of section. The time evolution and Poincare section of a particular
chaotic orbit is shown in Fig, (2.1). If a constant of motion exists in addition to Ho,
then Pi = Pl(ql, q2) and the successive crossings with the surface of section must lie
on a unique curve. The existence of constants of motion can thus be determined ill
principle. This procedure is, however, not recommended in practice.
A regular or integrable system will have a Poincare map showing a unique pat-
tern where only a fraction of the area of the plane is filled with crossing points. A
'.
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chaotic system's chaotic trajectory never meets the starting point and nearly every
single point on the plane is traversed by the trajectory. The surface of section is
used to show how the orderly structure of phase space is lost when an integrable
system is perturbed so as to undergo a transition to a chaotic one.
2~2.3 Classical Lyaponov Exponent
Nonlinearity is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for tile generation of
chaotic motion. This chaotic motion is neither due to external sources or noise, nor
to an infinite number of degrees of freedom. The actual source of irregularity is
the property of the nonlinear system of separating initially close trajecf.ories eepo-
ne%tially fast in a bounded ,'egion. It therefore becomes impossible to predict the
long-time behaviour of these systems because, in practice, one can only :fixtheir
initial conditions with finite accuracy and errors increase exponentially fast ..
The Lyaponov exponent is a measure of the exponential divergence of initially
close trajectories where
A ::: lim ~.In (d(t) ..)
t_oo t a(O),
where d(t) is the distance between two initially close orbits and t is the time. It
also measures the average loss of information about the position of a point. 'I'his
exponent is zero for integrable systems (no divergence of trajectories) and larger
than zero for chaotic systems (divergence of trajectories) which means that almost
all trajectories are random, unpredictable and uncomputable for arbitrary long
times.
2.3 Quantisation of Integrable Systems
The quantisation of classical integrable systems relies explicitly on the invariant
tori that foliate phase space. This was realised by Einstein who modified the Bohr-
Sommerfeld quantisation rules in (1.1) to read [Pa 90]
r p dq = 21f'1injJOj (2.1)
where the contour OJ can be any closed loop on an invariant torus and nj ~ 0 are
integers. This shows that only integrable systems can be quantised in this manner,
If a system is also separable, (2.1) can again be modified such that
(2.2)
cc
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where Pi ~ 0 are integers. The energy spectrum for an integrable system is now
given explicitly by the equations
Ei =H[1i(ni + [!,t.))
4
so that the eigenenergies correspond to level surfaces of the Hamiltonian H. Pi is
called a Maslov index and can be understood as the number of conjugate points,
or Morse index for the trajectory. The quantisation condition (2.2) has been given
the name EBK quantisation after Einstein, Brillouin and Keller [Oz 88].
If the system is integrable, the motion is confined to a Lagrangian manifold
such that the Maslov index is a topological invariant of this manifold. The l!lfaslov
index is determined by the topology of this manifold, in phase space, with respect
to position space. This more general perspective is used to define Morse indices for
nonintegrable systems provided that one studies the Lagrangian manifold which is
generated by a particular trajectory and its neighbours in phase space [Gu 90].
Einstein's objection to the quantisation conditions of Bohr and Sommerfeld went
unnoted for nearly 40 years. After it was 'rediscovered' it prompted people to look
for a more general quantisation condition. To get a connection between classical
and quantum mechanics use is made of the hypothesis that classical mechanics is
quantum mechanics in the limit 1i ~ O. This procedure is used to search for more
general quantisation rules and falls under the heading of semiclassical mechanics.
.".
2.4 The Semiclassical Approach
Classical mechanics has served humanity well for three centuries and still does.
It; has been confirmed to very high precision, particularly in celestial mechanics.
'I'he relevance, though, to very small systems like atoms and molecules has been
severely questioned for about a 100 years. This prompted the advent of quantum
.mechanics which served to explain the problems where classical mechanics failed.
The boundary between classical and quantal behaviour, however, lost some of its
interest after Heisenberg's decisive results.
Although quantum mechanics has been the object of intensive studies, and has
been confirmed by all experimental evidence available, it nevertheless remains some-
what a mystery. For this reason it is essential to understand as much of quantum
mechanics as feasible, and as explicitly as possible, from a classical point of view;
but can classical mechanics be understood as t, .imiting case of quantum mechanics?
The trace formula of Gutzwiller for classical chaotic systems, seems to be the only
general tool available, at this time, to establish a quantitive connection between the
Classical and quanta! regimes.
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2.4.1 Semiclassical Mechanics
,
Semiclassical mechanics is a wave mechanics based firmly on classical dynamics. It
focuses all the attention on a quantum system's classical analogue. It is known that
the fundamental tenets of quantum mechanics can not be derived from classical
mechanics. Once they are known, however, it is natural to look for the opening
tha.t leads from the narrow classical confines to the wide open quantum fields.
This way of thinking was used by Van Vleck to write down a classical propagator
[Gu 90). Quantum mechanically the propagator K(g", q', t) is the value of the wave
function in q" at the time t > 0 if it was concentrated in q' at the time t = 0 so
that2
OC)
K(q", g', t) == 2: (/>i(q")t/J}(q') exp( -iEjtln).
j=O
In the energy representation the Green's function is defined to be
(2.3)
G(" 'E) = ~ <pj(q")¢}(q')
q,q, LJ E-E.
j=O j
(2.4)
l )
I~
where the energy levels are an ordered set such that Eo < El < ... :5 Ej < ... to
each of which belongs a well defined normalised eigenfunction rpj. Van Vleck used
this knowledge to obtain a crucial classical propagator, for a single trajectory tha.t
runs from q' to q" in time t = t" - tf, where
Kc(q", (i,t) = (27ri1i)-JI2VC(q", g', t) exp[kR(qll, g', t) - it/J] (2.5)
where (27ri1i)1/2 is always short for (2n"'i)1/2exp(i7r/4). Further is C the density of
trajectories in phase space which started out in (q', t') and are observed in (q", t"),
after a time t = tf! - t', such that
and R is the Lagrangian action integral,
{
til
R(q",t",q',t') = drL(i.zo,qo,r); t' < r:5 til
..t'
with L the Lagrangian, f the number of degrees of freedom and t/Ja phase. The Tole
of the propagator is to Ile.scribe the evolution of the dynamical .sy.stem at the time
til.
K; describes a wave which originates at q' and spreads to q" such that
(2.6)
KC(qll,g', t) ~ J dql Kc(g", q', t" - t)KC(q, fl.', t - t')
2This formulation is only valid if the potential. is time-independent.
(2.7)
'I
I
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where til > t > t' and the integral is evaluated by the stationary phase method.
in most situations, there is more than one trajectory going from q' to q" in fixed
time t. The classical propagator is then simply assumed to be
KC(q",q',t) = E. (27rih)-f/2 VO(q",q',t)exp [~R(q",q"t) - i;v] (2.8)
clus. iraJ. "
with u the number of conjugate points along the trajectory3. Here, the superpo-
sition principle of quantum mechanics has been used but the computation of each
individual term is still entirely classical. The result is thus simply the sum of the
individual waves each following its own, mainly classical, "trajectory. Equation (2.8)
is the semiclassical approximation to the quantum propagator given in (2.3). This
approximation is related to the stationary phase approximation near the classical
trajectories [Bo 92].
The conversion from time to energy is accomplished by the transformation that
defines the Green's function
G(q", ql, E) = 1000 dt J«qll, q', t) exp(iEtj'li) (2.9)
where we have omitted the subscript c for K. The integral is a Laplace integral and
G is defined in the whole upper half of the complex energy plane. By inserting 'Vlw
Vleck's formula (2.5) we obtain the semiclassical Greea'e function
27r < . I i i7rGc(g", q', t) = ---. .t±! 2: v (- v=o exp[-S(q", g', E) - -v]
(27rzh) 2 el, Ir. Ii 2
with D the density of trajectories defined to be
D(" I E) 8
2
SG( II , )q ,q , = - 8E2 q, q ,t .
S is the Hamilton-Jacobi action integral where
(2.10)
(2.11)
S(q",q',E) = R(q",q',t) +Et (2.12)
or
J lqllS(q",q',E) = pdq = ']' V2m(E - V) Idql (2.13)G
with the integral taken along the trajectory. Equation (2.10) is the semiclassical
approximation (in the energy representation) to the quantum Green '8 function given
in (2.4). The necessary condition for the applicability of the semiclassical formulae
(
IS
S(q", q') ~ 1
'Ii ,""
3points along the trajectory where the semiclassical approximation should be modified.
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and if n -+ 0, only points where 8S(qll, q', E) = 0 will contribute to G. We stress the
fact that equations (2.8) and (2.10) could not have been guessed without knowledge
of the corresponding quantal relations. , :
Dirac was the; first who thought to break the time interva3 ,froni {}tq t rap i:d~o
N pieces of equal size so that the propagator from q' = gf} to g'~'= q~ in (2.7) now
appears as an (N -I)-fold integral over all the intermediate positions gIl g2,·.·, gN-i'
Feynman recognised that if the path is defined as a polygonal in position space to
consist of the sequence of points
then the Lagrangian action for each path is well approximated by
(2.14)
Feymnan's Path Integral for the propagator K(g", g', t) is then the expression
(2.15)
where the (N - 1)-fold integral can be interpreted as adding up, independently, the
contributions from all the possible paths that lead from g' to q" in the given time
interval t' to til.
The path integral is the ideal tool for investigating what happens when 'Ii be-
comes small compared with the prevailing values of the Lagrangian action integral
RN• If the path is allowed to vary freely, the phase angle of the integrand in (2.15)
goes many times through 27r, and the individual contributions destroy one another
[Ec 88]. The destructive interference does not happen in the neighbourhood of those
paths whose Lagrangian action does not change under small variations of the path.
These are exactly the classical periodic orbits because the variational principle de-
mands that the first variation of their Lagrangian actions vanish for any path which
has the same initial and final values q'(t), i.e. which has a displacement such that
Sg(t') = 8q(t") = O. The value of RN is then well approximated by the second
variation.
In semiclassical mechanics (2.10) is interpreted, as far as feasible, as an approx-
imation to (2.4). This is very difficult and can only be done for a few exceptional
cases like the hydrogen atom. A reduced version, however, by taking the traces
only, of (2.4) and (2.10), provides the most direct method of connecting classical
and quantum mechanics. This leads to the known Gutzwiller trace formula which
will be discussed in §2.4.4.
.'" _, ~~-'--""---~----~-----~--------'---"'---~---~-------- ---
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2.4.2 Periodic Orbits
The idea of everything returning eventually to its point of departure has a strong
hold on humanity. Kepler's discovery of the elliptical orbits for the planets seemed
to give a scientific basis to this predilection for things running along a closed track
and repeating their history over and over again.
Poi care found that exactly periodic orbits, i.e, solutions of the equations of mo-
tion that return to their initial conditions, are densely distributed among all possible
classical trajectories. He also suggested that a study of periodic orbits would pro-
vide the clue to the overall behaviour of any mechanical system. Periodic orbits also
form continnous families in phase space that can be investigated by varying either
the energy of the system, or some external parameter. By using the action-engle
formalism, it is found that the number of periodic orbits has a polynomial growth
for integrable systems. '1his is in sharp contrast to the exponential growth in a
chaotic system. Periodic orbits show up in the surface of section as a finite set of,
say, n isolated points whose locations line up again on a simply closed curve.
To investigate the neighbourhood behaviour of a periodic orbit, we latch onto
one particular periodic orbit with starting momentum and position (p, q). This
orbit returns to this place aft~r a time T. \Ve also assume that all trajectories
that start at (p', q'), in some sufficiently small neighbourhood of (ii, q)) return to
that neighbourhood after some time t close to T and none of the trajectories ever
strays far away from the periodic orbit during time t. Now, the action integral
S(q", q', E) is taken along the trajectory that starts at q' and ends up at '1" after
one, two or more turns while moving at energy E. Note that each energy E has a
full complement of periodic orbits and the action integral is a well-defined function
of energy for each periodic orbit.
The displacements op = p - p and oq = q - q are given by
(,'
spt _
(2.16)op"
c or in abbreviated form
(2.17)
c
In order to understand the geometry of the trajectories in the neighbourhood of the
periodic orbit, one would like to have formulas for lip" and oq" in i~erms of Sp' and
oq', such as
oq" = ASq' + Bop'; Bp" = Coq' + DSp'.
with A = -b-1a, B = -b--1, G == bt - cb-1a and D .= -cb-1.
(2.18)
cc
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The behaviour of the trajectories are now described by the linear transformation
(Sp', 8q') ---+ (Sp", Sqll) of (2.18). The trajectories can now be classified according to
the eigenvalues A of this transformation to be [Gu 90]
(a) elliptic for ). = e:!:ix with X real;
(b) direct parabolic for>. = 1or inverse parabolic for>. = -1;
(c) direct hyperbolic for A = e::l:x, or inverse hyperbolic for A = _e::l:x
with X real,
(d) lo:todromic for A = e::l:u±iv with independent signs and real values
of u and v. (2.1.{;,)
The situation in an integrable system can only be reconciled with the parabolic
case so that integrable systems are nongeneric. H a mechanical system, with two
degrees of freedom, is generic, the neighbourhood of a periodic orbit has to be elliptic
(stable) or hyperbolic (unstable). In most cases there is an intimate mixture of
elliptic and hyperbolic behaviour which is called soft chaos in the literature [Gu 90).
An alternative criterion for integrability is fOUJ?din the multiperiodic nature of
trajectories. The coordinates of a trajectory can be expanded ill a Fourier series
with as many frequencies as degrees of freedom. The power spectrum I( w) (If the
autocorrelation function r(r) can then be obtained (see §3.7). The power spectrum
of an integrable system has sharp peaks in contrast to a nonintegrable system where
broadened lines appear.
The power spectrum can now be used to obtain an accurate classical approxima-
tion to the quanta! energy levels. By trying many initial conditions, one will eventu-
ally obtain a function E(Glh,W2" •• "Wi) which gives the the energy of the trajectory
whose frequencies are found to be WI, W2, ••• , wJ' E(w) can now be transformed to
E, which is the classical approximation to the quantal energy levels [Gu 90]. Tan-
ner et a1 found the remaining periodic orbits ill the strongly chaotic system of the
hydrogen atom in a magnetic field. They then used this procedure to obtain ac-
curate approximate quantum eigenvalues for this system [TS 91]. This is evidence
of a connection between the periodic orbits and energy eigenvalues which will be
indicated by Gutzwiller's trace formula discussed later.
Unlike the nearest neighbour spacing distribution there is a conjecture that the
periodic orbit formalism is not the ideal probe to study the me structure of the
spectrum [Oz 88]. The fine structure is, however, governed by the exceptional points
of the spectrum (see Chapter 4). The exceptional points also determine the form
of the spectrum so that there must be a connection between the exceptional points
and the remains of periodic orbits found in quantum chaotic systems (see discussion
at end of §2.4.4).
H an integrable system is perturbed strongly enough, the tori with periodic
orbits will break up. The only surviving smooth invariant manifolds, beyond the
energy shell itself, will then be isolated periodic orbits. The semiclassical limit of
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stationary states must therefore bear some relation to these invariant curves. The
uncertainty principle, though, prevents us from attempting to tighten too closely
the association between a given orbit and a specific state. As a last resort, a state
has to rely OIl a collection of periodic orbits or at least on a periodic orbit "dressed"
with the. local motion around it [Oz 88].
The basic instrument for revealing the· itribution of periodic orbits is the semi-
classical propagator (Van Vleck1s formula in (2.8)) for points that return to their
:initial positions. The propagator can also be represented as a sum over the inten ...
sities of the stationary wave functions. A local analysis establishes that individual
wave intensities may exhibit strong 'scars' along some periodic orbits. The trace of
the propagator gives the density of states as a sum over ali periodic orbits. This is
known as Gutzwiller's trace formula.
2.4.3 Scarring of Eigenfunctions
The state of a quantum mechanical system is uniquely d~scribcd by its complex-
valued eigenfunctions 'Ij;( q). The stationary states can be expected to display what-
ever chaotic features can show up in the framework of quantum mechanics. These
features will: however, only show up in the highly excited states which brings us back
to the limit of small Planck's constant, and thus to the 'Connection with classical
mechanics.
Heller studied the eigenstates of a two dimensional classical chaotic system e.g,
the stadium billiard to obtain a detailed picture of the eigenstates [He 84J. In
using Gaussian wave packets, he constructed: the eigenfunctions so that a graph of
l'lj;(x, y) 12 is feasible. When a certain threshold is exceeded, 1'Ij; 12 is plotted and the
results are striking as shown in Fig. (2,2a).
From Fig. (2.2a) we conclude that some eigenstates has an intensity pattern
showing scars i.e. narrow linear regions with an enhanced intensity which stands
out dearly. The scars coalesce around the unstable periodic orbits ever more closely
as 1i -j. O. This is shown in Fig. (2.2b) which shows the major contributing periodic
orbit in each case. From Gutzwiller's trace formula it is deduced that scarring is the
localisation of the eigenfunctions around 'Gheleast unstable classical periodic orbits
(see §2.4.4).
The intensitj' is obtained by noting that there is, usually, an infinity of periodic
orbits, with arbitrary long periods, on the energy shell. The sum of the successive
repetitions of a single periodic orbit supplies the total intensity of' its scar, The
intensity is thus determined by is~parameter
,)
~,
c 2?rI~-
A7' (2.20)
with A the Lyaponov exponent and 7' the period. A. periodic orbit will show up in
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Figure 2.2: (a) Scarred eigenstates of the stadium with (b) the corresponding clas-
sical unstable periodic orbits (from [He 84]).
((
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this manner provided it is n("j to unstable. 'The stability is given by
211"Ax=-w (2,21)
with w the frequency of the periodic orbit. Periodic orbits are stable if )( is ~maii
and unstable if X is large (A large compared to w). Scars of periodic orbits will
appear if X < 211".The total contribution of an unstable periodic orbit is absolutely
convergent and tends to zero as A ~ 00. It is, therefore? the orbits with a small
Lyaponov exponent that will have strong scars; but even in the limit >. ~ 0 the
intensities will have broad peaks denoting unstable periodic orbits that are not tied
to a single eigenenergy. Between the peaks the total cqntribui;1on of the scars is
destructive, so that for these energies, the orbits copt,ribiite weak antiscars,
2.4.4 The Gutzwiller Trace Formula
The Gutzwiller trace formula connects a function of time or of energy, computed 111
quantum mechanics, to another such function calculated in classical mechanics. This
equality is only valid in the limit of 1i -) D. The exact formal classical expressions
depend on the behaviour of the classical dynamical system, whether regular, softly
or harshly chaotic but the quantum expressions are independent of this classical
predicament. The main idea is to use the knowledge ofthe classical behaviour, to
compute the classical expressions, and then switch sides so as to draw conclusions
about the quantum mechanics of the system. The trace fnrm111arelies on knowledge
of the classical periodic orbits to understand the quanta! spectrum.
Van Vleck's formula (2.5) and the classical Green's function Gc (2.10) are a.8-
sumed to be valid bipproximations for chaotic Hamiltonian systems. The difficulty
lies in finding all the classical trajectories from the starting point "1' to the end
point q" 1 either in the given time t or at the given energy E, for a chaotic dynami-
cal system. Up to now it was only possible to take the trace of Gc• Each term in
the sum over.classical periodic orbits is treated separately and remains separate in
all further developments. There is no simple way to compare d.ifferent trajectories
and the presence of the sharp spikes in the density of states will remain a problem
without a general solution.
Gutzwiller was able t.J I'arry out the scm over classical trajectories using Feyn-
man's path integral in (2.15) as well as a phase space representation such as Wigner's
function [HO 84]. In calculating the sum Gutzwiller obtained a semiclassical ap-
proximation qc(E) to the trace geE) of the quantal Green's function in (2.4) where
fGu 71J
fOOlgeE) = dq! G(q', q"l E) = ~ E _ E.'
.1=p .1
(2.22)
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and
gc(E) = Tr Gc(ql,q",E) = i~~ 2sin~(X/2) exp [i(~- p;)]
with X defined in (2.10) and (2.21). Each term in the sum over periodic orbits
consists of an amplitude A = To/[2'i1isinh(X/2)] and a phase factor with f3 the
Maslov index of each orbit. The primitive period To, the instability exponent X and
the action integral S are continuous functions of the energy E where the energy is
assumed to be ~~eomplex number in the neighbourhood of the real axis [Bo 92]. The
superposition of the smooth classical functions of E is expected to yield at least an
approximate spectrum fur the quantum mechanical energy levels.
The quantal density of energy levels of a particular system is given by
(2.23)
peE) =E S(E - Ei) = -.!.~g(E).
• 7r~
(2.24) .
which can be separated in a smooth and fluctuating part (see §3.4)
pCE) = pCE) + Pf1uc'
)
\,_..-/'
Semiclassically p is given by Weyl's rule in (3.8) and the fluctuating part by
Pf1u¢ = -!.~gc(E)
7r
such that
piE) = piE) +~{ :1i ;,tA'Jexp [ij ('; -,8, ;) l}· (2.25)
Equation (2.25) is the density of states in terms of the trace formula. The label
r runs over all primitive orbits and j = 1,2,3, ... counts the number of traversals
of the periodic orbit. For integrable two dimensional systems A.rt; falls off as j-l/2
for large j; for isolated stable orbits Ar,i oscillates as a function of j whereas it is
exponentially damped in j for isolated unstable orbits. This means that fulfillment
of the condition in (2.2) for isolated unstable periodic orbits does not lead to sharp
peaks, but only to smooth maxima in the fluctuating part of the level density.
Therefore, the power spectrum of the fluctuating part of the level density of a
chaotic system will show sharp peaks. Each peak can be associated with a classical
periodic orbit and for each periodic orbit there is a corresponding peak in the .}laurier
transformed spectra, The locations of the peaks agree with the directly calculated
scaled action of the classical orbits. The trace formula thus provides a simple but
powerful way of, quantitatively, explaining quantum spectra in the low frequency
domain (see §6.8) [Wi 87a], [FW 89].
The trace formula has been used by Bogomolny [Bo 92], Wintgen et al [Wi 87a],
['WF 87], [WH 89] and Eckha:rd ei al [EHP 89J to analyse the scars in the quantum
(
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eigenstates using the semiclassical level density given in (2.25). They show explicitly
how the scars are associated with classical periodic orbits i.e. how the eigenstates
localise around the isolated least unstable periodic orbits in the quantum system
(also see §5.8and §6.8). Rost et a1 studied the nodal structure of the wave functions
of the Helium atom [RG 91]while Ezra et a1calculated the energy of doubly excited
states for Helium [ER 91].
Though of great theoretical interest, the trace formula in itself merely relates
OUI ignorance of the density of states to the even more mysterious maze of periodic
orbits. We can only at-tempt to explain the semiclassical fluctuations of the density
of states by supplying further information about the distribution of periodic orbits
[Oz 88]. This might be possible by obtaining a connection between the periodic
orbits and the exceptional points. The distribution 0;" exceptional points can, for
certain systems, be obtained relatively easily (see Chapter 4) so that the necessary
information on the .distribudon of periodic orbits are available. This important
point is dealt with, in greater depth, in Chapter 6.
2e5 Experimental Evidence of Quantum Chaos
c
The most profound experimental evidence of quantum chaos is shown in the hydro-
gen atom in a strong uniform magnetic field [HM 88] [MW 86]. The experimental
spectrum has also been tested against the theoretical spectrum and found to be ex-
tremely accurate (WH 86]. The results, from a statistical analysis, thus show Gaus-
sian Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE) fluctuations. By analysing the Fourier transform
of the experimentally obtained spectrum, periodic orbits have been associated with
the relevant peaks. These also coincide with theoretical calculations [WF 87].
GOE fluctuations have also been shown to occur in the spectra of N02 [ZK 88J
moleculesand Ape [MB 88J. The Iast example was subsequently explained by using
a random matrix model involving the GOE [GW 90]. The theoretical spectrum of
N02 has been calculated by Lu et al and found to be accurate when compared with
the experimental spectrum [LZ 91]. The hydrogen atom in a strong elecsric field
can, theoretically, be associated with the periodically kicked rotor which is classi-
cally, and quantally, chaotic. The quantum kicked rotor shows dynamical localisa-
tion (which is globally similar to Anderson localisation) of the eigenfunctions and
suppression. of chaotic behaviour in contradiction to the classical behaviour [Fi 92],
[Iz 90], [Ko 92]. The same features are observed experimentally for the microwave
ionisation of highly excited hydrogen and Rubidium atoms [JS 91]. Experiments on
disordered conductors (mesoscopic systems) show the localisation of the eigenfunc-
tions and GOE fluctuations [Pi 92] which can be described using Random Matrix
Theories [MF 91], [We 92]. Haake et a1 studied the spectrum. of a microwave re-
sonator, which corresponds to a pseudo-integrable billiard, which also shows GGE
type fluctuations [HL 91]. Experiments with electrons in quantum, wells are also
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Figure 2.3: Experimental eigenstates of the stadium with the corresponding classical
periodic orbit. These eigenstates correspond to the theoretical states shown in Fig.
(2.2) (from [S8 92]).
proposed.
An astonishing confirmatic {I of quantum chaos, and the semiclassical approach,
Wasgiven by Stockmann and Stein. They analysed the two dimensional stadium
billiard which is known to be chaotic both classically and quantum mechanically
[Oz 88], rOc 84J, [Za 85], [BG 84]. They first measured the spectrum experimentally
and showed that it correlates with the theoretical prediction and thus shows GOE
fluctuations [SS 90]. The wave functions were also measured experimentally which
resemble the results of Heller (see §2.4.3) exactly. The experimental results ate
shown in Fig. (2.3) (compare with Fig. (2.2») [88 92]. The first experimental
observation of scarred eigenfunctions was actually given by Sridhar [Sr 91). He
studied microwave cavities shaped in the form of two dimensional Sinai billiards
consisting of a circular disc inside a. rectangle. The experimental and theoretical
results are in good agreement and some unstable periodic orbits, associated to the
scarred eigenfunctions, were obtained.
o
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Chapter 3
Statistical Behaviour of Chaot ic
Systems
The quantum mechanics of a dynamical sy JtpUl, in a compact space yields a set of
discrete energy levels rather than the continuum obtained in classical mechanics.
Details of the spectrum change from system to system, but certain properties are
quite general, and Romeseem to be directly correlated with the nature of the chaos
in the corresponding classical system. These general properties of spectra are ex-
tracted and described through a thorough statistical analysis which shows striking
similarities to results from Random Matrix Theories.
3.1 Introduction
The statistical analysis of the behaviour of a system gives useful information on
the properties of the system. A remarkable property of universality has been es-
tablished for the spectral fluctuations oI quantum systems with classical chaotic
counterparts [BG 86]. The spectral fluctuations were found to depend only on ge-
neral space-time symmetry considerations and are the same as those of Random
Matrix Ensembles [FMP 78]. In contrast, integrable systems do not display the
same spectral fluctuation behaviour as chaotic systems. These systems give rise
to mainly Poissonian fluctuations which are characterised by a complete absence
of level correlations whereas random matrix spectra are typically very rigid with
strong level correlations. Therefore by studying the level fluctuations of a quantum
system we learn about the dynamics of the classical analogue or vice versa.
The richness of behaviour of quantum systems is not exhausted by their spectral
properties b·.:itan enormous body of information is encoded in the eigenfunctions.
Because of their multidimensionality, eigenfunctions are technically more difficult
to study than the spectrum. Such an analysis focuses on concepts like scarring
(described in the previous chapter) and localisation of eigenfunctions [He 84], [Iz 90].
26
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In this chapter, a survey of the relevant statistical measures, used in the study of
'Quantum Chaos', are highlighted and briefly discussed. In the first part, Random
Matrix Theories are introduced and their relevance to quantum chaos outlined.
The second part describes the level repulsion in chaotic systems and the unfolding
of spectra with the help of Weyl's rule. The third part features the level correlations
in spectra and introduces the Nearest Neighbour Spacing Distribution and the .63-
statistic, The fourth part describes statistical functions taken from Time Series
Analysis which are used to enhance our knowledge about the system itself. These
functions include the autocorrelation coefficients and power spectrum. The last part
presents the concept of localisation of eigenfunctions making use of the information
entropy.
3.2 Statistical Analysis
It is often taken for granted that one resorts to statistical studies of certain systems
because detailed properties of the spectrum are not really open to calculation. This
is one of the reasons but not the main one. Such studies, whose nature is essentially
different from the study of individual levels, are of interest because they reveal new
features of the system, and they can be essential for a more complete understanding.
Thirty years ago, Dyson made an. eloquent resume of the situation [Dy 62] (reprinted
in [BG 84])
"Recent theoretical analyses have had impressive success in interpreting
the detailed structure of the low-lying excited states of complex nuclei.
Still there must be a point beyond which such analyses of individual
levels cannot usefully go. It is improbable that level assignments based
on shell structure and collective or individual particle quantum numbers
can ever be pushed as far as the millionth level. It is therefore reasonable
to inquire whether the highly excited states may be understood from the
diametrically opposite point of view, assuming as working hypothesis
that all shell structure is washed out and that no quantum numbers
other than spin and parity remain good. The results of such an inquiry
will be a statistical theory of energy levels. The statistical theory will
Dot predict the detailed sequence of levels in anyone nucleus, but it
will describe the general appearance and the degree of irregularity of
the level structure, that is expected to occur in any nucleus which is too
complicated to be understood in detail.
In ordinary statistical mechanics a comparable renunciation of exact
knowledge is made. By assuming all states of a very large ensemble to
be equally probable, one obtains useful information about the overall
behaviour of a complex system when the observation of the states in
")
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all its detail is impossible. T},.Jstype of statistical mechanics is clearly
inadequate for the discussion of nuclear energy levels. We wish to make
statements about the fine detail of the level structure and such state-
ments cannot be made in terms of an. ensemble of states. What is re-
quired is a new kind of statistical mechanics in which we renounce exact
knowledge, not of the state of a system, but of the nature of the system
itself. We picture a complex nucleus as a 'black box' in which a large
number of particles ate interacting according to unknown laws. The
problem is then to define in a mathematical precise wayan ensemble of
systems in which all possible laws of interaction are equally probable."
According to Dyson, in order to study a highly dense spectrum, an ensemble of
systems must be defined. There is a strong logical expectation, though no rigorous
mathematical proof, that an ensemble average will correctly describe the behaviour
of one particular system which is under observation. The appropriate language to
define such an ensemble is provided by Random Matrix Theories (RMT). With this
theory the physical laws that govern the statistical behaviour of systems can be
extracted.
3.2.1 Random Matrix Theories
,Random Matrix Theories have their origin in the following physical problems:
• Hamiltonians of heavy nuclei are either unknown, or too complicated to be
solved, and
6 whilst most of the low energy states can be described, using appropriate nu-
dear models, the level density increases rapidly with the excitation energy E
such as
peE) fV exp(VE).
In the region of the neutron threshold (E fV 6 MeV), the number of levels
is so high, and the intermixing so strong, that a detailed description of the
individual levels is impossible. When the complications, however, increase
beyond a certain point it is only necessary to explain the average properties
of the levels which is much simpler.
o
G
For theoretical studies it is thus impossible to integrate the equations of motion.
and the introduction of ensembles of operators are essential. Through a Random
Matrix Theory (RMT) analysis of systems [Bo 91]
1. simplicity may emerge in situations which initially appear at: desperately com-
plicated and random, and
C( .• 0
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2. probabilistic and statistical arguments may be fruitfully applied to systems
where no external randomness nor stochasticity has been introduced from the
outside.
To avoid the difficulty of working with an infinite dimensional Hilbert space, we
make approximations amounting to a truncation, keeping only the part of Hilbert
space that is relevant to the problem at hand", We are also only interested in
the discrete part of the energy level schemes of various quantum systems so that
we approximate the Hilbert space by one having a finite, though large, number of
dimensions. By ch()o8ing a basis in this space, we represent the Hamiltonians by
.finite dimensional Hermitian matrices. 'The elements of these matrices are random
variables whose distributions are restricted only by the general symmetry properties
we might impose on the ensemble of operators. The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
of these ensembles are then studied statistically.
Wignerwas the first to propose the hypothesis that the local statistical behaviour
of levels in a simple sequence/ is identical with the behaviour of the eigenvalues of
an ensemble of random matrices [Wi 51], [Me 91J. This discovery of the similarity
of the level statistics of RMT and quantum Hamiltonians was striking because this
agreement can not be due to a presumed random character of the matrix elements
of the latter,
The following method is employed when studying RMT: one considers an en-
semble of Hamiltonian matrices Hi such that Hi are N X N stochastic matrices i.e.,
all the individual matrix elements ate independent random variables. According to
Dyson a proper ensemble of random matrices should fulfill the following require-
ments [Dy 72J (revised by Bohigas and Guuuioni [EG 75]):
• It should predict a global level-density in agreement with observations.
• It should predict a local statistical behaviour of energy levels also in agreement
with observation.
c:
• Its definition should be physically plausible and
• the mathematical problems involved should be tractable.
This means that with Rlv.IT there is no physical input a prio1'i but, the statistical
behaviour of real physical systems are simulated. The power of RMT have not
only been demonstrated in describing the behaviour of nuclear systems, but also
in describing the behaviour of mesoscopic systems [We 92], [IW 90J, [MF 91] and a
variety of mathematical model systems like quartic oscillators [Bo 92a].
lThe effects of the truncation have to be taken into account,
2A simple sequence is one whose levels all have the same spin, parity and other strictly conserved
quantities which result from the symmetry of the system e.g. the eigenvalues of a heavy nucleus like
U239•
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Random matrix models might have quite different global properties, however,
the astonishing thing about them is that local fluctuation properties are always the
same and determined only by the overall symmetries of the system. This shows
that the behaviour of ergodic systems is universal, i.e. the statistics do not depend
on the fine details of the system [CGR 90].
3.2.2 Gaussian Orthogonal Ensembles
The underlying space-time symmetries obeyed by the system put important re-
strictions on the admissible matrix ensembles. If the Hamiltonian is time-reversal
invariant and invariant under rotations the Hamiltonian matrices can be chosen
real symmetric; if H has time-reversal, but no rotational symmetry the matrices
can be chosen self-dual Hermitian and if H has no time-reversal symmetry, the
matrices can be chosen Hermitian. For a system of real symmetric matrices the
Gaussian. Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE) would be an appropriate choice [BG 84],
[BF 81), [Me 91].
Definition 3.1 GAUSSIAN ORTHOGONAL ENSEMBLE
The GOE is defined in the space TlG of real symmetric matrices with time-reversal
a",7 rotational inuariomce with the following two requirements:
1. The ensemble is i1tVariant under e~lery transformation
II/~WTHW
of T'G onto itself, where W is any real orthogonal matrix.
2. The various elements HijJ i :::;j, are statistically independent random vari-
ables which are Gaussian distributed.
The Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble can describe the statistical properties of
many-particle systems, in which all the particles interact simultaneously with each
other, with astounding success, Such a system is believed to be a truly chaotic one.
It is therefore extensively used in the study of nuclear and atomic spectra.
A GOE of matrices describes the statistical properties of nuclear spectra very
successfully in the higher energy regions (~ 5-10 MeV) where the nuclear system
is complex and there are many degrees of freedom. Investigations of the energy
levels of neutral and ionized atoms in the rare-earth region shows good agreement
between experiment and the GOE predictions [CG 83].
A GOE of matrices exhibit many features ascribed to chaotic systems [BF 81).
It is tendered that the relationship between time reversal invariant systems, whose
classical analogues are chaotic, and the GOE is universal. Because of this, the
results obtained from a statistical analysis of a GOE, will serve as a standard to
which other ensembles would be compared in order to see whether they show any
properties of chaotic behaviour.
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Figure 3.1: Segments of complex spectra, each containing 50 levels and rescaled to
the same spectrum span. The arrowheads mark pairs of levels with spacings smaller
than one quarter of the average spacing D (from [BF 81]).
3.3 Level Repulsion in Spectra
Regular (linear) systems like the harmonic oscillator have completely rigid discrete
spectra. The whole spectrum is analytically known and uniformly distributed. If,
however, the quantal spectrum of a classical nonlinear system is calculated, it is
found that analytical techniques do not suffice and the analysis must be done nu-
merically. The energy levels are also not uniformly distributed but fluctuations
occur. With energy-level fluctuations, we mean the departure from uniformity in
the spectrum, The problem is to find what systems give rise to GOE fluctuations
and to find when deviations may be expected [SVZ 85].
In order to understand the behaviour of level sequences, having very different
origins, the stochastic laws governing them have to be unraveled [BG 84]. A star-
ting point for such a study would be to consider spectra of different systems. In
Figure (3.1), six spectra are displayed) each containing 50 levels rescaled to the
same spectrum span and each with the same (J, 1'() i.e, total angular momentum
and parit.y. .
Although the spectra have very different origins, they arc similar in their general
nature, for example, the number of spacings much smaller than the average spacing
is statistically the same for (a), (b) and (c). This has been made evident by marking
all average spacings D smaller than D/ 4. The similarity of the spectra is made
more obvious in Figures (3.2 a-c), which give histograms of the nearest neighbour
spacings" for each spectrum. From Figures (3.2 a-c) we observe that the three
o
3For a description see §3.5.1
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Figure 3.2: Nearest neighbour spacing histograms for the six cases of Figure (~.l),
constructed by considering all the available levels instead of the 50 shown (from
[BF 81]).
spectra in Figures (3.1 a-r.;) have the same nearest neighbour spacing distribution,
thus exhibiting the same statistical nature, though the spectra themselves differ in
the three examples. The continuous curve (Wigner's distribution) fits them quite
welL
In the spectra of Figures (.3.1a-c) small (and large) spacings have small prob.
bility of occurrence. Figures (3.1 d) and (3.2 e) show a Poisson spectrum where the
energy levels form a complete random sequence. The spacings distribution is then
a Poisson type in which small spacings predominate. If we compare Figures (3.2
a-c) to Figures (3.2 d) and (e) we discern that the spectra in Figures (3.1 a-c) dis-
play leuel repulsion. The spectral fluctuations are governed by the level repulsions"
which were first discussed by Von Neumann and Wigner [VW 29].
Figure (3.1 f) shows an equally spaced sequence of levels or the so-called picket
fence'' spectrum. Figures (3.1 d) and (f) represents two limiting cases: maximum
randomness and no randomness at all, respectively. For the system, giving rise
to spectrum (f), the correlations between the spacings are maximum and it shows
perfect short and long range order. However, the Poisson spectrum shows no cor-
relations between sj scings. The knowledge of a stretch of the spectrum puts no
restriction on the behaviour of the spectrum beyond the interval considered. In
intermediate situations between Poisson and the picket fence the degree of 8pectral
rigidity will depend on the nature and strength of the correlations between spacings.
Q
o
"A detailed analytical discussion of this phenomenon is given in Chapter 4
5This spectrum is totally rigid
;)
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Before any statistical test can be undertaken, the secular behaviour of the spec-
trum has to be removed. This win ensure that the statistical measures on different
spectra can be compared directly.
3.4 Unfolding of Spectra and Weyl's Rule
. \
The level fluctuations are the microscopic fluctuations of the level density. Expe-
rimental densities have of course a "secular" variation i.e. a long range variation
with energy. The operation between secular variation and spectral fluctuations is
emphasised by introducing a new energy variable which maps the secular density
to a constant. Such a mapping is known as an unfolding (or rectifying) of the
spectrum. It results in a sequence of energy levels that is invariant of the secu-
lar variation of different types of spectra. Spectra with very different origins, and
average behaviours, can then be compared statistically.
Let the spectrum of a Hamiltonian operator H be discrete such that
I}.
,,
{El < 1p2 s ...sEd s ...}
are the eigenvalues of the system. To get a visual impression of the overall regularity
of the level series we may define a staircase function which represents the experi-
mental level distribution graphically by a plot of N(E) against E where N(E) is the
number of levels having energy between zero and E [DM 63]. A typical staircase
is shown in Fig. (3.3 a). It is also customary to measure the average level spacing
by drawing a line hs,ving the same average slope as the staircase .representing the
average or uniform behaviour of the spectrum. Fluctuations in the level series then
appear as deviations of the staircase from the smooth line.
The staircase function N(E) can thus be separated in a smooth part Nall(E)
and a fluctuating part Nfl(E) [BG 84j such that
')
(3,1)
o
where
o
N(E) = E e(E - Ei) = E 1= tr aCE - H) (3.2)
i Er5.E
with E> the unit step function and H the Hamiltonian under consideration. The
level density (density of states), peE), is given by the derivative
dN 00
peE) = dE = ~li(E - Ei) = tr liCE -- H)
.=1
(3.3)
The secular variation with energy is depicted by the smooth part N1w(E). To
get rid of Nall(E), the spectrum is "unfolded" through the map E --? X so that
(3.4)
o (!o
,
•
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Figure 3.3: (a) A staircase function N(E) and its appropriate smooth fun(~tion
Nav(E). (b) The resultant level fluctuations.
~ ..
The effect of Eq, (3.4) is that the sequence {Xi} h~s on the average a const~p.ltifoea1.l
spacing (or a constant density) equal to unity; irrespective of the particr,uat form
of Nav{E). The spectral average is equal to the ensemble averag "iter unfolding.
The fluctuating part of {xi} corresponds to the departures from uniformity. As a.
function of i, the deviation of the i-th "level" Xi from the average behaviour is given
by
NIl = Xi - (i - ~); i = 1,2, ... (3.5)
which will fluctuate around zero. Level fluctuations of a spectrum with level "'~pul-
sion are shown in Fig. (3.3 b).
The simplest estimate of Nav(E), for a d"dimensional system, can be obtained
by applying the semiclassical rule that each quantum state is associated with a
phase-space volume hd with h Planck's constant. One therefore has [Bo 91]
and
(3.7)
Nav(E) ~ r(d/~ +- 1) (2~2)d/2 i;»-U(q)]d/2dq. (3.6)
If the potential U( q) is homogeneous of degree I-L,
U( aq) = al'U( q); a En
o
If VeE) is the volume of the classical phase space, (3.6) can be rewritten to give
'Weyl's rule [Oz 88]
VeE)
Nav(E) ~ (27l"1i)2ti' E -...+ 00 (3.8)(J
with
VeE) = r I dp dq 0(E-1I(p,q))In.! In.1 .
I
"
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where e n",s from the ground state Eo to JJJ .< U( q) with U the potential, H
the HI aian and f the number of degrees of freedom of the system.. Weyl's
rule. is; Jetely general and no distinction is made as to the dynamical nature
of the system, whether integrable, ergodic or otherwise. Because WeyJls rule is
in8en.~itive to the nature of the clasoica! motion, it is only the more subtle properties
of the spectrum (fluctuations of the density about the mean) that may distinguish
the dynamical nature of the corresponding classical motion. In the limit of large E,
Nav( E) is the approximate number of states with energy less or equal to E which is
determined by the volume within the corresponding energy shell, measured in units
of (Z7i1i)f: The average density of states is given by
\\
peE) = d:;v = (2:1i)f hI kl dp dq S(E - R(p, q)) (3.9)
which is consistent with Liouville's theorem and the adiabatic principle, For a more
elaborate description of this method see Appendix C.
3.5 Level Correlations
To study the statistical properties of sequences of eigenvalues one defines suitable
functions such as level spacings or correlation and cluster functions, or a statistic
such as the .6.3 [Bo 91].
The n-level correlation and cluster functions are defined as follows: let
be the positions of N points on the real axis, with average density unity, and let
PN(Xt, ... ,XN)dxl'" dXN
be the probability of having one point at Xl, another at X2, .," another at XN within
each of the intervals [Xj, Xj + dXj]. The density of states is then given by
(3.10)
o
and the statistical properties of the sequence {Xi} are characterised by the set of
n-leuel correlaiioii j1J,nctions Rn( Xl, X2, •.• ,xn)
(J
N! JRn(Xl, X2,···, xj1) = eN _ n)!. dXn+1'" dXN&(Xl, X2, ••• , XN).
Rn is the probability density of finding a level around each member of {Xl} where
the positions of the other levels remain unobserved. Rl will ,n.vethe overall level
density.
(3.11)
~---
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For practical purposes it is convenient to work with the n-level duster functions
Yn defined by
m
Yn(X1, X2" •• , xn) =2:(-)n-m(m -I)! IT RGj(Xt, with tin Gj)
G j=1
(3.12)
with G any division of the indices [1,2,.,., n] into rn. subgroups [GIl G').,•.. , Gm}
[EG 86], [Me 91] The advantage of the cluster functions are that they vanish when
anyone (or several) of the separations IXi - xjl becomes large in comparison to
the local mean level spacing. The function Yn describes the correlation properties
of 8, single cluster of n levels, isolateu from the more trivial effects of lower order
correlations. In the following subsections, the correlation and cluster measures
which are in common use are described.
3.5.1 The Nearest Neighbour Spacing Distribution
The nearest neighbour spacing distribution is a measure of the correlation between
adji..ent levels in spectra i.e. it is a: short range level correlation measure.
In order to obtain this measure, the distances (spacings) between the spectral
points {xi)· (after unfolding) must be calculated
(3.13)i = 1,2,3, ... ,N.
Now, let P(S)dS be the probability that a spacing S lies between S and S + dB.
From Eq. (3.3) we know that after unfolding
(S) = J P(S)SdS = 1.
The fluctuations of em unfolded spectrum can be revealed by plotting the distribu-
tion P( S) in the form of a histogram.
For a set of random numbers, arranged in ascending order, peS) = e-s. A
spectrum with such a distrlbntion will have a large probability of level clustering
(P(O) = 1) and I.'.t small probability of level repulsion so that for intermediate values
of S, peS) <..~ 1. This spacing distribution is termed Poissonic and can be seen in
Fig. (3.2).
The distribution of a spectrum with level repulsion has the form of a Wigner
surmise derived by VonNeumann and Wigner [VW 29]. Metha and Gaudin [MG 60]
gave the following result for a GOE of matrices
(3.14)
A GOE of systems avoids level clustering because P(U) = 0 and for Intermediate
values of S, peS) > O. The levels are, h0wever, sti.ll close to one another so that
..
.,
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Figure 3.4: The nearest neighbour spacing distribution for Poisson (dashed curve),
Wigner (solid) and Picket Fence (dotted) distributions.
peS) vanishes for large S. This shows that level repulsion is a distinct feature of
this distribution and of any chaotic system" (see Fig. (3.2)) [COG 85].
For a totally rigid, picket fence, spectrum the distribution is simply a delta
function at S = 1so that
peS) = 8(S - 1). (3.15)
The distributions for the aforementioned cases are shown in Fig. (3.4).
Eq, (3.13) can be generalised to higher moments of this correlation function.
Define the spacing between the i-th and (i + k)·th spectral point to be
Sic= Xi+k - Xi; i = 1,2, ... .N; .0< k :5 N. (3.16)
Pk(Sk) is then the k-th moment of the distribution o; spacings between energy levels
and
00
I:Sk(X) = R2(x) = 1-Y2(x)
k::::O
with R2 and. Y2 the two point correlation and cluster functions, respectively, as
defined above.
3.5.2 The Brody Parameter
The degree of level repulsion can be measured by the Brody parameter w (also known
as the repulsion parameter). This parameter fits peS) to the Wigller distribution
with the only fitting parameter w. It is be-sedon a generalization of the Wigner
J,istribution given by Eq. (3.14) and may be written [Br 73]
SP",(z) = AZ"'exp(-(l(zl+",), z = D (3.17)
6AUsymmetries must be reduced out and there should be Ito quantum number mixing.
o
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with D the average level spacing; D is unity for an unfolded spectrum. The para-
meters A and w are found from the conditions that the averages of z and the area
under the curve must be unity. The resultant values are
A = (1+w)a
with
a = [r (i !:)]1+w.
Here r is the Gamma :function and the value of w is found by fitting (3.17) to the
data (or a theoretical distribution) by least squares. It is found that w varies in the
range 0 :::;w ::; 1. The Brody parameter is zero for the uncorrelated spacings of a
Poisson spectrum, unity for a Wigner type spectrum and w = 0.953 for the GOE.
3.5.3 The 3.s..statistic
The Lia-statistic measures the rigidity of the spectrum i.e., the departure from
uniformity of an observed run of levels.
This measure is obtained by noting that, alter unfolding, the staircase function
described in §3.4 has an average that is a straight line. For a GOE of systems (or
chaotic systems) the steps of the staircase will, however, not be of equal length. This
leads to deviations between each step of the staircase and the averaged straight line.
Dyson and Metba thought it possible to construct a statistical measure from the
deviations between the staircase and the best straight line fitting it. 'I'his measures
the overall irregula-ity of the calculated level series and will show to what extent, the
results are in agreement with the pattern associated with the results obtained from
the spectra of GOE Hamiltonians [DM 63]. It is convenient to take the observed
energy interval as [(, (+ L], starting at ( and of length L.
The problem is to analyse the deviation of the staircase graph
y = N(z) (3.18)
from a suitable straight line
y=Ax+B (3.19)u
over a suitable length L of the staircase where A and B are constants to be deter-
mined. This can be achieved by fitting (3.19) to (3.18) by a least squares criterion.
The mean-square deviation of the staircase from the averaged straight line is given
by
(3.20)o
The quantity ~ measures the irregularity of the level series in an interval between
[(,(+L] and of length L. With ~ we study the long .range correlations of the 1evels,
I
\ "
f
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and, consequently is meaningful only when the interval contains a sufficiently large
number of levels.
There are three possible ways of fitting the straight line to the staircase, which
give rise to three different statistics ~1' A2 and .6.3. For .6.1, B = 0 and for .0.2 the
line is constrained to pass through the fixed point y = N«(). We only look at the
A3-statistic in which case A and B may vary independently.
By minimising" (3.20) with respect to A and B, the following measure is obtained
(3.21)
I'rorewrite (3.21) in a usable manner, use is made of the geometric interpretation
of the integration over N(x). N(x) is a step function so that J N(x)dx is the
evaluation of the area under the stepfuncfion curve. The unfolded eigenvalues are
also ordered from lowest to largest such that {' ~ Xl $ X2 ~ ••• ::; Xn $ , + L}
with n the number of eigenvalues in this interval. If xn+! = ,+L, Eq, (3.21) can
be tI~nsforIt.ed to the following simple form
'322)
I.' I
where
Xk:::;Xk-('+~)'
The long-range character of A3 is reflected in the fa':l< tha.t the summation goes
from 1 to n [BG 75].
A meaningful statistical measure is obtained by taking the mean of A3 denoted
by ~3' The mean is calculated by taking many non-overlapping adjacent segments
of length L of the spectrum, compute A3 with (3.22) for each segment and by
performing the average. For a Poisson spectrum one obtains
- L.6.3(L):::; _,15 (3.23)
and for a picket fence
- 1
A3(L):::; 12'
.6.3 for the GOE was calculated by Haq, Pandey and Bohigas viz. [HPB 82]
2l~OE(L) = :4 fo\,l} - 2L2r + r3)~2(r)dr
(3.24)
(3.25)
7We seek the extremum i.e, the point where the variation qf A and B vanishes simultane ously,
1.\
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Figure 3.5: Li3 for Poisson (dashed line), ODE (solid) and picket fence (dotted)
spectra.
where
2]2(L) _ !{In(21l'L) + I'+ 1+ ~(Si(1l'L)]2 - ~1l'Si(?rL)
- cos(21l'L) - Ci(271'L) + 71'2 L[l- ~Si(21l'L)]}.
71'
Here i]2 is the variance of the number n of levels in a given interval of length L. Si
and Ci are the sine and cosine integrals respectively. In terms of tho duster function
- GOE() L 1 [L( )3( 2 2) () ()
~3 L = 15 - 15L4 Jo L - r 2L - 9~" - 3r 1'2 r dr 3.26
which is a pure two point measure. AU three cases are depicted in Fig. (3.5). The
large L asymptotic of Li3 is given as [DM 63]
- 1~3(L) IV '2lnL - 0.007, L > 15.
71'
In summary we conclude that the departure oj the average value of Li3(L) from
the linear increase with L characteristic of the Poisson spectrum will give} in in-
termediate situations between Poisson and picket fence, in/cnmaiion on the corre-
lations between 8pacings and on the .,pectral rigidity or 8pectral stiffness. From this
and (3.25) (which becomes essentially straight for large L) we conclude that a GOE
and therefore a chaotic spectrum exhibits long range order.
3.6 Spectra.l Analysis
To complete a statistical study of spectra) use is made of concepts from the theory
of Spectral Analysis, Time Series Analysis and Stochastic Theory [Pr 76J, rOE 78],
[Pa 65J, [Oh 84J.
o
c/
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'~
A time seriesX(t) is the result of a process that varies ~th a parameter t, tEn.
t is usually taken as time. In studying such series we ask the following questions:
1. Is there a certain periodicity in the series?
2. Is the series a random series?
3. If a series is known for t < a, can it be predicted for values t > a?
Series which axe not time dependent but which have n elements and are charac-
terised by a parameter m such that m E {mll m2, ... ~m,J where the 'distances'
between elements mij = m; - mj are constant, can be seen as a certain class of
time series. Series of discrete eigenvalues, sets of eigenfunctions or amplitudes of
eigenfunctions are all elements of this class of ';ime series. The theory of Spectral
Analysis can thu.sbe applied to analyse such series. The autocorrelation coefficients
give an estimate to the correlation between different levels of a specific time series
whilst the spectral density function is a measure of the periodicity in a sequence of
levels.
Through studying the time series of a certain process, a better comprehension
of the process itself comes .to the fore. A much tter insight into the behaviour of
quantum systems can be ex.,tJectedthrough such an analysis of the eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions [HK 90b], [Iz 90], [Ee 88J. The concepts from this theory, relevant to
the study of quantum chaos, are outlined in the following subsections. The spectral
density function is subsequently used to detect the remaining classical motion in
the quantum system, This is done by obtaining the classical periodic orbits from
the quantum spectra where Use is made of the Gutzwiller trace formula. [Gu 90),
[Oz 88].
3.6.1 . The Autocorrelation Coefficients
Suppose we have a random. sample of N pairs of observations on (X(t), yet)) in
which the pair of values (Xi, Yi) occurs Ni" times (i = 1,2, ... kj j = 1,2, .. ,1), so
thai 2:7=12:~=1NiJ = N. A measure of the relation between the elements of two
time series X(t) and Yet) is given by the autocorrelation coefficient.
The linear or Pearson correlation coefficient~sdefined by
(N) _ cov{X(t), yet)}
r. - var{X(t)}var{Y(t)}
with cov and var denoting the covariance and variance respectively. For discrete
processes
(3.27)
o
o(l
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Figure 3.6: The ~··t.ocorrelationcoefficients for a GOE series.
or more conveniently
IN) N Ef:1 XiYi - L~l XiLf:l Vir~ = _. __;;=;;.::_.....;;.._ "==_~;;;;;.O:.... ;
{ [
N 2 (N \ 2] [ N 2( N ) 2] } 1/2N Li=l Xi - Li=l Xi) N Ei=l u; - Li=l Yi
with N the number of points and OJ
(3.28) (I
1IT 1 N
.,!:Xi and ijj = - LYi.
1=1 N i=l
If we put Yi = X~+k with k = 1,2, .•. , n (1 < n < N) tle autocorrelation
coefficient will be a measure of the 'similarity' between a realisatic '\ of X(t) and the
same realisation shifted to the left by k units. The, correlation coefficient is then
given by
N ""N-li ""N-k ~-k
(N) _ LJi-l XjXi+k - LJi"",l Xi L-i=l Xi+krIc - •. /[N~-k 2 ("N-k )2][N "N-k 2 ("N-k _)2]V L-i=l Xi - LJi,-=l Xi L...ti=lXi+l: - LJi=l XHk
As k increases we would expect the correlation between X(t) and X(t + k) to
decrease. The rate at which rk(N) decays to zero may be interpreted as a measure
of the 'memory' of the process. For a harmonic series rk is a delta function at each
value of k i.e., perfect correlation between series points. For a Poissonic series ric
is zero so that there are no correlations between levels and for a GOE of systems,
rk decays exponentially for increasing k, showing long range correlation and order.
This is shown in Fig. (3.6).
3.6.2 The Spectral Density Function
One of the main aspects of Time Series Analysis is the search for periodicity in a
real time series X(t). 'I'hi8 it; done with discrete Fourier Analysis because X(t) is a
discrete function.
~)
o
,0
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To do this a function G(w) is defined which is the Fourier transform of X(t) so
that we have the Fourier pair
(3.29)XCt)
with WI: the angular frequency such that -71" < wk $; 11'.
The total energy used over the interval (-00,00) is given by Parseval's relation
for Fourier transforms e.g.
00 00
2: X2(t) = L: IG(Wk) 12.
t=-oo k=-oo
With
(3.30)
the term f(wk) is the contribution, to the total energy, of each component of X(t)
with frequency between Wk and Wi: + dWk. f(wk) is called the spectral density
function. A graph of few,,) against Wk is termed the Power Spectrv.m of the series
X(t).
A regular series will then give a power spectrum consisting of discrete lines
(sharp peaks) for the corresponding frequencies, whereas a Poissonic (or t<\\-j;ally
random white noise) series will have a horizontal straight line (every frequency can
appear with equal probability). A pure GOE series has a broad continuum in f(Wk)
while the power spectrum of a chaotic system contains a few pronounced peeks
which can be correlated to the remaining unstable periodic orbits of the classical
system (see §2.4.4 and §6.8) [WF 87], [MWH 86}. The actual energy spectrum
and corresponding power spectrum for a chaotic system is shown in Fig. (3.7).
Also shown are some closed periodic orbits which can be correlated to the peaks
(resonances) of the power spectrum. Contrary to the universality hypothesis of
Wigner, there is thus a distinct difference between the behaviour of a GOE matrix
and a chaotic system which is explained in §3.8.
There is a relation 'between the autocorrelation coefficients and the spectral
density function such tha.t
(3.31)
The autocorrelation and spectral density functions are used to analyse the fluctu-
ation patterns (Nfl(E) in (3.5)) that are obtained when the eigenvalues of a system
are unfolded,
_'
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Figure 3.7: (a) Experimental spectrum for Hydrogen in a magnetic field. (b) The
corresponding power spectrum with closed orbits correlated to the respective reso-
nances (from [HM 88]; also see Chapter 6).
3..7 Eigenfunction Statistics and Localisation
Unlike spectral statistics, little is known about the structure of the eigenfunctions
for quantum systems which are strongly chaotic in the classical regime, On the
other hand, localisation of quantum wave packets in cases where classical mechanics
predicts diffusivebehaviour is a well known phenomenon in solid-state physics. The
time-independent Hamiltonian of a particle in a r-andom potential ona line has a
pure point spectrum with eigenfunctions exponentially localised in space. This is
known as Anderson localisation (see [Fi 92] and references therein).
By the localisation of eigenfunctions, we mean that a finite number of unper-
turbed states, less than N, are essentially occupied by each eigenfunction. This is
depicted in Fig. (3.8) which shows some localised and some fully extended (delo-
calised) eigenstates. The eigenfunctions of a GOE matrix, however, are completely
delocalised and the fluctuations of the components have a Gaussian distribution as
predicted by RMT [Bo 92a]. The eigenfunctions of a fully chaotic system shows the
same random character and delocalisation when the dimension N -I- 00 [Iz 90). Lo-
calisation of eigenfunctions was, however, found in quantum chaotic systems like the
kicked rotor where the classical system is strongly chaotic [Ca 88]. This localisation
is related to Anderson localisation and strongly suppresses the chaotic behaviour in
the quantum system compared to that found in the classical model [Fi 92}.
The localisation length (see Fig. (3.8)) of the eigenfunctions can be obtained
by making use of the standard definitions in statistical mechanics and information
theory. Let <Pic be the k-th eigenvector of the system, Uk = ~</>k and Wk = u~ so that
L'f=l Wk := 1. The information entropy is defined as follows
"
N
?iN(U!) U2,'''' UN) = - E 'W/:ln Wk'
k;::::l '
(3.32)
'.
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Figure 3.8: Some localised and delocalised eigenfunctions for the kicked rotor. The
probability Wn = ItPnl is drawn on the vertical axis with the number of unperturbed
states n on the horizontal axis. IH is the localisation length (from [Iz 90]).
Here UN is essentially the logarithm of the number of sites significantly populated
by the given eigenstate tP(E). If all the sites were equally populated, then 'HN would
be In(N). If, on the other hand, Uk were exponentially localised around some site
ko with localization length 1 ~ 1 <t:: N, then >
'HN = 1+ In1+0(1/1).
In general, the quantity exp(?1.N) is proportional to the effective number of
nonzero components Uk of the eigenfunctions, and can be taken as a measure of
localisation so that
(3.33)
Here, lk is the effective number of components of tPk with not too small a value.
l.k will be N for a totally extended eigenfunction and unity for a totally localised
eigenfunction. For a GOE we have
'H'lv0E = W(~N + 1) - W(~) ~ In(0.48N) + O(l/N)
with Wthe Digamma function.
To take the chaotic structure of the eigenfunctions into account, the entropy
localisation length IH is defined where
o
., ('JJ 'LIGOE)in = exp I "IV - I "N • (3.34)
Ie is normalised so that a completely chaotic state has a value of unity. An N-
dimensional sys rm will lead to N values for IH in ('3.34). The distribution of the
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Figure 3.9: (i) Distribution of localisation lengths for (a) regular, (b) chaotic and
(c) Poissonic systems. (ii) Mean localisation length Id for the kicked rotor (From
[Iz 90]).
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localisation lengths can then be calculated. The cases for a regular, chaotic and
Poissonic system are shown m Fig. (3.9 i).
The distribution of the localisation lengths indicates that lH has large fluctua-
tions from one eigenfunction to another. The normalised mean localisation length
Id is therefore defined to be
(3.35)
o
The averaging is done over all eigenvectors of the same matrix (or over an ensemble
of similar matrices). With the definition in (3.35), Id will be zero for a Poissonic
system and unity for a fully chaotic system", ld for the kicked rotor is shown in
Fig. (3.9 ii) and that for the quartic oscillator is obtained and shown in §5.6.2.
Fig. (3.9 H) shows that the kicked rotor is nonchaotic for small values of the para-
meter k and becomes increasingly chaotic as k increases.
A question that needs to be answered deals with the chosen basis in position
space when we study the structure of the eigenfunctions. There is a basis in which
all the eigenfunctions of the system are completely localised, namely, the basis where
the Hamiltonian is diagonal. However, the probability in having such a basis in a
physical setting in N-dimensional Hilbert space is negligibly small. It, is thus very
unlikely to have such a special basis from the outset and these special bases can be
seen as exceptional ones. Still, the choice of the basis has to be kept in mind when
studying the eigenfunctions of physical systems.
SIn litera.ture this is also denoted as hard chaos.
\, .'>.,. ;-"-"-~----'-~'-'---~------_-~ ~~--'." -~'~~~ ~~--.-~.--.~'-~~- =r=::': -'--~~',_-,_:;:I
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It should be noted that the random character of thr.;:eigenfunctions of a chaotic
system, in position space, seems to coIiii"~tijct the sears as studied by Heller (see
§2.4.3). These SC('IIS appear for some eigenf!llJ.ctitln!sin the coherent state basis (or
Wigner representation) in the form of increased density in the regions of tJhase
space where unstable periodic trajectories of 10"...• periods are situated [He 84]. The
structure of the eigenfunctions in the coherent state basis can thus not be treated
as random since the regions of increased density are well predicted by the periodic
orbits of the classical system. There is thus no contradiction and an interesting
question is whether the scars can be detected in the distribution of wn?
3..8 Breaking of the Universality Regime
1}
The universality hypothesis of Wigner stated that the spectral fluctuations of sys-
tems which are: chaotic classically are similar to GOE fluctuations (see §3.2.1).
However, distinct differenc ss are observed when comparing the fluctuating part,
Nfl, of the spectrum 0+ n. system th'.··,~sd )tic classically and that obtained from a
pure GDE matrix. O:..aoti- systems ~;kethe Laplacian on a compact smooth surface
of negative curvature [Gu 90]; the anisotropic Kepler problem [WM 88]; the zeros
of the Riemann , function [Be 85]; the Hydrogen atom in a strong magnetic field
[Wi 87a] and the quartic oscillator [ZM 86] all show such departures.
The eigenvalues of a chaotic system can show periodic components which are
not visible in the spectrum of the random matrix. This is clearly seen when the
power spectrum of a GOE matrix and that of a chaotic system is compared. The
power spectrum of a quantum chaotic system can have distinct peaks which can be
identified with the periods of the short periodic orbits whose instability is relati vely
weak (see Fig. (3.7». These orbits are the classical orbits still remaining in the
quantum system. A GOE of matrices only simulates a quantum chaotic system, it
has therefore no' relevance to an actual system and will thus not show the existence
of any orbits.
Berry also pointed out that systematic deviations from RMT predictions for
the 6.3-statistic can occur and were due to the existence of classical periodic orbits
[Be 85]. Berry argued that there are two scales in any p..c· " n. The first is the
inner scale provided by the mean level rpacing Nav whereo
»; = lip'" hi
(see (3.6) and (3.9») where h is Planck's constant and f the number of degrees offree-
dom. The second is the outer scule provided by h. All discussions so far concerned
the inner scale [Bo 91]. The spectral properties with inner-scale resolution are de-
termined by the very long classical periodic orbits whereas the ones 'Withouter-scale
resolution are determined by the short ones. The properties of the latter depend
on each particular system and give rise to the nonuniversal features of the spectral
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fluctuations, features which are not contained inRMT descriptions. In investigating
the zeros of the RiemaIln (-function, Beey used the Gutzwiller trace formula to
explain this nonuniversality and found excellent agreement between the measured
number variance and his semiclassical description [Be 85], [Bo 92]. Wintgen studied
the hydrogen acorn in a strong magnetic field and also found the deviations between
the measured 63-statistic and that of the GOE to be due to the classical periodic
orbits which can be accounted for by a semiclassical analysis [Wi 87~]. This is taken
as evidence that the fact that the statistical behaviour of a quantum chaotic system
follows the GDE behaviour is just a fluke of nature. Random Matrix Theories can
therefore not lead to a conclusive description of the origin of the behaviour. The
oritr'll of quantum chaotic behaviour should be sought in the exceptional points
discussed in the next chapter.
The Guizwiller trac 'ormula has thus been very successful in predicting spectral
lluctuations at the outer scale energy resolution. Problems still remain to achieve
inner-scale resolution. As stated in. the last paragraph of §2.4.4, more inzormetion
on the distribution of the periodic orbits is necessary to be able to obtain such a
description. Ozorio de Almeide even stated that the periodic orbit formalism may
not be the ideal probe for the study of such fine scales of the spectrum [Oz 88]. A
promising method for investigating the spectrum at very fine scales is by studying
the exceptional points. The exceptio» ~point approach might be the bridge between
the semiclassical treatment and the RMT description at the inner-scale. It is the
aim of this thesis to build that bridge and the subsequent chapters deal with this
problem in detail.
()
All the measures described in this chapter serve to analyse the spectrum and.eigen-
functions of chaotic systems, A thorough statistical analysis of any spectral series
and eigenfunctions will lead to a bette! understanding of the quantal system under
consideration.
A comparison between the statistical results from a GOE of matrices and that
of quantum chaotic systems led to the conjecture that GOE statistics are universal
for systems with classical chaotic cO·'''lterparts. Departures from this universality
were, however, found in several systems. The departures from GOE is due to the
fact thut the GOE results only mimics the level fluctuations but it does not provide
any information on the origin of the behaviour of the system. On the outer-scale
(see §3.8) these deviations are thoroughly described with Gutzwiller's semiclassical
analysis. A description of the spectrum on the very fin ...scale ;8 not yet viable by the
semiclassical formalism. An understanding is, however, amenable by investigating
the exceptional points of the spectrum, This method is described in the following
chapters.
o
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Chapter 4
A.nalytic Properties of the
Spectrum
Avoided level crossings play an important role in quantum mechanics such as nu-
clear physics, quantum electrodynamics and quantum chromodynamics [SW 72],
[GH 86]. A distinct feature of a quantum chaotic system is the many avoided level
crossings evident in the spectrum. The universal spectral behaviour of quantum
chaotic systems (as was shown In Chapter 3) is directly linked to these avoided
level crossings.
In this chapter the properties of the spectrum of 1\. matrix representation vf
a quantum chaotic system, pertaining to ....Hamiltonian H(A) ::::Ho + AlII) ace
analysed analytically, All work is done in an irreducible subspace so that actmJ
degeneracies of the selfadjoint problem can oe excluded. The repulsion of energy
levels governs all the spectral fluctuations. In turn, they are associated wit.h. the
exceptional points of the operator. Exceptional points are a distinct property uf ice
HamIlton operator. From this we note that if Hamiltonians in quantum mechanic d
are distinct from others by their spectral behaviour, such properties must reside
with the intrinsic operator properties of the Hamiltonian.
The exceptional points determine the specific shape of the spectrum. An analysis
of the distribution of these points will shed light on the intricate statistical behaviour
of the spectrum. It is also conjectured that the scars of periodic orbits can be
obtained from an exceptional points analysis. The exceptional point method thus
provides a link between a semiclassical and spectral analysis.
4.1 Introduction
The approach used in this thesis is to investigate quantum chaos from the following
point of view: if a matrix representation of a Hamiltonian, which is the quantised
version of a classical chaotic system, is given, what is the mathematical mechanism
that yields the special features of the spectrum within the particular range of the
49
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parameter where classical chaos is discerned? The answer lies in what is known as
the exceptional points of an operator IKa 66}.
The first part of this chapter describes the :~rmof the Hamiltonians used
throughout this thesis. The second part introduces lih ' concept of avoided level
crossings and describes how level repulsion comes about in a spectrum. The third
part defines the exceptional points of a spectrum .and.shows how these points effect
the form of the spectrum. The fourth part defines the line spectrum of a system and
shows how the distribution of the exceptional points can be obtained confirming the
statement that a high level density is a necessary condition for chaotic behaviour
[HK 91]. To illuminate this point and to show the influence on the statistical be-
haviour of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, the last part introduces two simple
(though relevant) model Hamiltonians as demonstration.
4.2 'I'he Form of the Hamiltonian
To elucidate the concept of exceptional points and to study quantum chaos, we
investigate matrix Hamiltonian systems of the form
H = Ho+>.HI (4.1)
with Ho and HI Hermitian matrices in Hilbert space 1!.2(N). The parameter>. can
play the role of a perturbation parameter; it may serve to effect a phase transition
or it may steer the system, under variation, from an ordered into a chaotic regime.
It is assumed that the eig; nvalues of both Ho and HI are readily available and that
Ho is the matrix representation of a classical integrable system.
A plot of the energy levels Ek(A) pertaining to H, against the strength para-
meter >.,will show multiple isolated degeneracies if the system is regular and near
degeneracies if the system is chaotic. H the symmetries relating to Ho and HI are
incompatible or simply if the two operators do not commute, the mixed problem
is usually characterised by many avoided level crossings. This will lead to a region
where the level statistics may, or may not, display the characteristics of quantum
chaos. The precise p:.~tterns,such as the energy ranges for which the GOE statistics
are established at a particular ;\ value vary strongly from case to case - a general
description is not at hand.
From the viewpoint jlJllo'l.oedin this thesis a representation where Ho is a diagonal
matrix willalwiLYs be used: If a suitable analytic basis is not available, an orthogonal
transformation is carried out such that
H = Do + >.U•DI .U-1 (4.2)
with Do and DI the diagonal representations of Ho and HI respectively. U is
an orthogonal matrix that diagonalises HI in the basis of diagonal Ho. Such a
representation will facilitate the analysis in obtaining a suitable method for the
calculation of the distribution of exceptional points ,as described in §4.5.•
l
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E
Figure 4.1: Two sheets representing energy levels as functions of the parameters
). and ~ with a degeneracy P at ).""",* and energy E". A is a path missing the
degeneracy and B is a path enclosing it (from [Be 81]).
4..3 Avoided Level Crossings
In Chapter 3 it was shown that a universal feature of quantum chaotic systems is
the many near degeneracies in their spectra. Because we work in a subspace where
all degeneracies have been reduced out, actual degeneracies can not occur. This
theorem was proven by Von Neumann and Wigner [VW 29] and states:
In order to produce level degeneracies in a generic real Hamiltonian
system without symmetry, not one, but two parameters must be varied.
It can be stated differently: among all selfadjoint Hermitian matrices, those with a
degeneracy have co-dimension three. When the system has time-reversal invariance,
it has co-dimension two and no real degeneracies can occur.
'1'0 illustrate this theorem, let the system depend on two parameters ). and ~
such that both can be varied. The two degenerate levels correspond to two sheets
of an elliptic cone in the ()., K" E) space near the degeneracy which occurs at a point
p == (XI!,",*, E*) called a diabolical point. This is shown in Fig. (4.1) [Be 81].
If only one parameter is varied (). for instance) this corresponds to traversing a
path in (A) ",)-space that misses (>.*, K*) 60 that the energy level curves are hyper-
bolas cutting the cone. It seems as though the levels repel each other - they move
closer together and then suddenly bounce away from one another as shown in Fig.
(4.2). The wave functions, however, interchange their association (with an accom-
panying sign change) at the near degeneracy at ).0: if rPk and rPm axe associated with
levels Ek and Em respectively for). < >'0 (see Fig. (4.2)), rPk would be associated
a
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Figure 4.2: A near degeneracy at interaction strength AO' Although the levels do
not cross, their corresponding wave functions interchange association at Ao (from
[Be 81]).
with Em and 4>m with Ek for ,,\ > Ao fHK gOb]. The following question naturally
. arises: he, 10 we know when the point (A"', ",.) on Fig. (4.1) is a true degeneracy
rather that .. a very close approach of the two separate eigenvalue surfaces? The
answer is that moving on a small circuit B in (..\,,, )-space, surrounding (..\''',x·),
each of the two wave functions changes sign if (A"', x*) is a degeneracy of two levels,
and the wave functions do not change sign if (A'"j x·) is not a degeneracy,
The phenomenon of "repulsion of levels" is very different from what happens
in separable and integrable systems. In these cases a degeneracy typically occurs
when just one parameter >. is varied which can be seen by considering a separable
two dimensional s~dt\;~m[Be 81]. The energy levels are labelled with two quantum
numbers n and m
E = E(m, nj -X). (4.3)
o
For a given quantum state (m"', n*), in the (m, n) phase space, the energy corre-
sponds to a contour of (4.3) that passes through (m*,n"'). If this contour does
not pass through any other states, (m '", n"') is nondegenerate, When, however, .A is
varied the slope of (4.3) changes so that the contour crosses other states producing
"one-parameter" degeneracies. Such a degeneracy occurs near a point called an
exceptional point and not a diabolical point as indicated above" Diabolical points
refer to selfadjoint operators whereas exceptional points do not.
Al! the systems that we discuss can be represented by Hermlitian matrices with
iime-reversal invariance and are junctions of one parameter ()nly (.\ in (4.2»). We
thus have exceptional points and not diabolical points in the complex energy plane.
There should not be any actual degeneracies in the spectrum because we work in
the irreducible subspace of the system. Accidental degeneracies can, however, occur
and the studied range of the spectrum has to be investigated to see whether this is
the case.
ir o
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From the discussion above we see that diabolical poines are points in the real
(A, ~)-plane where degeneracies occur. When the system only depends on one pa-
rameter A, there are no real values of A for which the eigenvalues coalesce. 'Fwo
eigenvalues can, however, still coalesce in the complex E-plane corresponding to
complex values of A. The complex A-plane thus contains important information on
the behaviour of a system. By analysing the complex A-pla.n.ea connection between
the operators and the spectral fluctuations is obtained. For rw('Ch an mvestigation
we now define the concept of exceptional points.
4.4 Exceptional Points
The definition of exceptional points is general and applies also to operators in an
infinite dimensional space, even when the spectrum of the operator has a continuum
part [Ka 66], [8h 88). From the viewpoint taken in this thesis, we restrict ourselves
to finite dimensional matrices Ho and .HI as in this case the role of the exceptio-
nal points and the associated Riemann sheet structure is thoroughly understood
[HS 90]. We do not believe that restriction to matrices has a major, impact on our
conclusions since virtually all the practical work, even in connection with quantum
chaos, is done in a truncated finite dimensional matrix space.
The physical significance of the exceptional points is due to their relation with
avoided level crossings for real A-values. The spectrum Ek(A), k = 1, ... ,N has
branch point singularities at the exceptional points, in fact, any two of "theN levels
are connected via a square root branch point [BHS 74], ITthis happens near to the
real A-axis, a level repulsion will occur for the two levels for real A-values. 'I'here
is an analogy to the more widely known connection between the pole singularities
of the scattering function and the resonance structure (shape) of the cross section:
in a similar way as the positions of the poles, including their statistical properties,
determine the measurable cross section, the exceptional points determine the shape
of the spectrum and in particular the occurrences of avoided level crossings. This
comparison 11' .st, however, be taken with care because the exceptional points are
square root branch points and thus produce a Riemann sheet structure [HS 91].
The distribution of the exceptional points will therefore determine the fluctuation
properties of level spacings.
We exclude genuine degeneracies of the selfadjoint problem", The exceptional
points then occur in the complex A-plane. The positi(Jlns of the exceptional points are
fixed a,~d are determined solelq by Ho and H1, For large matrices it is prohibitive
to determine the positions of the exceptional points. However, is it possible to
determine the distribution reasonably well from knowledge of the two operators
alone. This is shown in the following sections.
1Note that the operator is not selfadjoint for complex )\-va\ues.
,0
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4.4.1 Definition of Exceptional points
Let the Hamiltonian H have the form given in (4.1) or (4.2). The eigenvalues En(>")
of 11(>..) are. the roots of the characteristic equation
det[E - H('x)] = O. (4.4)
The exceptional points of a Hamiltonian are defined as the complex values of >..for
which two different eigenvalues coincide [BW 69], [ZVW 83], [Ka 66]. To ensure
that the root in (4.4) is a double zero, the fulfillment of an additional simultaneous
equation.
!:_ det[E - R(A)] ;:: 0
dE
(4.5)
is necessary. Equations (4.4) and (4.5) are two polynomials of order. N and (N -1),
both in E and A, respectively. Their simultaneous solutions will give rise to N (N -. 1)
crossing points of the energy trajectories in tLe complex E~plane. These correspond
to the exceptional points found in the complex >..-planeand they occur in N(N-l)/2
complex conj ugate pairs because (4.4) and (4.5) have real coefficients [HS 90].
If we assur.ie that H(>..) is irreducible with respect to symmetries, fulfillment of
the two equations (4.4) and (4.5) simultaneously, is generically excluded for real >..
as this implies a genuine degeneracy of the two levels (see §(4.3)). When solving
(4.4) and (4.5) the real and imaginary parts are taken separately resulting in four
real equations for four real solutions ~E, 9E, ~.x and 9A with the latter two giving
the positions of the exceptional points. A c. nleecence of the two roots of (4.4), as
enforced by (4.5), will not allow an additional condition. We exclude coalescence of
three roots of (4.4), in other words, generically, it is expected that
cP
dE2 det[E - H(>.)] "# 0, (4.6)
and
(1
d
d>' det[E - H(>..)] :f 0 (4.7)
at the points where (4.4) and (4.5) are obeyed. Consequently the polynomial
N
IT [E - Ek(>..)] = det[E - H(>..)] (4.8)
k::;l
vanishes linearly in A at the branch points [HS 91]. A more complicated branch
point of E(>..) would require (4.4) to have a multiple root which is viewed as an
artificial and nongeneric situation.
wren a level Ek shows level repulsion with a level Ek±.l, the roots of (4.41
coalesce in the complex plane viz.
(4.9)
''; o
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The coefficients of Eq. (4.4) are real for real ). and therefore
(4.10)
,
An alten.ative ..method for finding the exceptional points is by eliminating E
in (4.4) and (4.5). This leads to a new equation in A only where the roots of
the discriminant are the exceptional points. Use is made of the following theorem
[Co 74J:
Let I(a;,y) and h(x,y) be two polynomials suck that
I(x, y) -- ao(y)xn + al.(y)xn-1 + + an(y) ao #: 0
hi», y) - bo(y)xm + b1(Y)X""-1 + + bm(y); bo #: o.
With cerilJ,~nlinear combinations of these equations, the degree in x can be reduced
s.uch that a new equation g(y), which is only a jun('.tion of y, is found. The degree
in y lJl g(y) is n(n - 1). If however, h = I' = dl/dx, g(y) is the discriminant of
fez, y) and g(y) = 0 will lead to n(n: -I) common factors of f and I'.
From this theorem, the zeros of the discriminant of (4.4) will then result in the
exceptional points of H(A). Thc.,solutions of the discriminant come in N(N -1)/2
complex conjugate pairs and are denoted by Ac and >'c.
Equations (4.4) and (4.5) can analytically be solved only for N = 2,3. Nu-
merieally it is very time consuming for large values of N because the number of
singularities to be searched f.or is N(N -1)/2. On a main frame computer N < 30
was experimentally found to be practical [HS 91]. Problems also arise because the
numerical procedures usually need guess values for all four quantities ~>'c, StAc, ~E
and ~E as input. In our situations we work in infinite dimensional Hilbert space
which we truncate for practical purposes. We thus need N as large as possible
and the 111sthods described above are impractical. To overcome these problems,
§4.5 describes a method for determining the distribution of exceptional points ap-
proximately. This procedure is possible for values of N up to 3000 on a minisuper
computer.
o 4.4.2 Riemann Sheet Structure
Equation (4.8) implies that if levels Ek(>') and Em(>') are connected at the complex
value >'c (exceptional point) and assume there the complex value Ec, they must have
the form
Ek(A) - s,+ ~dt (+V;;\ - Acr
Em(A) - Ec+ f:dt (-VA - Ac )t
t=l .
(4.11)
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for a particular m == k ± 1. Similar expansions exist about x; Oniy in tbis way
can the determinant have a simple zero ir Aand a double zero in E and be regular
in E and A. These expansions have a finite radius of convergence determined by
+he next nearest singularity and the two eigenvalues Ek and Em are connected by
square root branch points at ,\ = Ac and A = x,
The expansions in (4.11) indicate that Ek and Em are the same analytic function
on two different Riemann sheets rHS ~lJ. Since N(N -1)/2 complex conjugate pairs
of exceptional points connect, analytically, all possible pairs of eigenvalues !".k and
Em (k =f: m) in a similar way, generically the N eigenvalues are the values of one
analytic function on N different Riemann sbeets (for an in detail description see
[Sa 91]).
•
4.4.3 Parametric Dependence of Exceptional Points and
the Line Specrrum
The previous discussion can be illuminated b:lTconsidering a two dimensional matrix
problem where Do is diagonal with eigenvaares f1 and f2, while HI is represented in
the form HI = U.DI .U-l as given in (4.2). Here, the diagonal matrix Dl contains
the eigenvalues WI and W2 of the matrix HI. U can be represented by the rotation
U = (cost.p -Sint.p) (4.12)
sia t.p cos t.p
where the angle t.p is determined by the eigenvector matrix U obtained by diagona-
lising HI'
The eigenvalues of the problem Do + ARI are
(4.13)
where
{ (
€1 - €2)2 (A(WI - W2) \ 2 1 }'fl../2
S= 2 + 2 ) +'2A(€1-C2)(WI-W2)cos2t.p .
Clearly, when tp = 0 the spectrum is given by the two lines
(4.14)
o
.E~(A) = Ck + AWl;
which intersect at the point of degeneracy
(Cl - C2)
(WI -W2)'
k= 1,2 (4.15)
AO = (4.16)
(i This may be termed the unperturbed problem because there is no coupling between
the two levels. The spectrum obtained from (4.15) is called a line spectrum because
it consists of two lines crossing one another as depicted in Fig. (4.3a).
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Figure 4.3: (a) Line spectrum of the unperturbed problem with a real degeneracy
at Ao. (b) The degeneracy is lifted when r.p is switched on and the wave functions
interchange association.
When the coupling between the +-TO levels is turned on by switching on !.p the
degeneracy is lifted and an avoided level crossing occurs as shown in Fig, (4.3 b).
The two levels now coalesce in the complex A-plane where Sin (4.14) vanishes and
E1P.e) = E2(>.c), which happens at the complex conjugate points
(4.17)
At these points, the two levels El and Ez are connected by a square root branch point
(exceptional point), in fact the two levels are the values of one analytic function on
two different Riemann sheets connected at the square root branch point singularity
at A= A~, Under variation of cp, these exceptional points lie 011 a circle whose radius
is de+ermined by a point of degeneracy of the unperturbed problem given in (4.16).
The Riemann sheets are only disconnected for values cp = 0 and r.p = 7r /2 where the
two branch point singularities coalesce on the real A-axis.
It is instructive to examine the eigenvectors of the problem which are the column
vectors of the matrix B(A) that diagonalises H()..). We let BCO) be the unit matrix
and B(oo) equal to U given in (4.2). B(A) can be parameterised by the angle !p()..)
which is given by
(4.18)
so that !p(0) = 0 and cp( 00) = ip, It is also found that cp( -(0) = cp( 00) + 7r /2. In
the vicinity of avoided level crossings cp(A) decreases by 7r /2 indicating interchange
of the positions of the eigenvectors as described. in §(4.3).
These considerations carry over to an N-dimensional problem [HS 90]. The di-
agonal matrix Do contains the elements Ek and Dl the elements Wk, k = 1, ... ,N;
the matrix U is now an N-dimensional rotation which 'an be parameterised by
N(N 1)/2 angles. The spectrum of H(A) .= Do + ADl consists of N v,npertu,rbed
\
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lines given by E2(.\) with intercepts €k on the energy axis and slopes of Wk' Gene-
rically, these lines have N(N -1)/2 intersection points. As before, the degeneracy
is lifted by switching on the coupling terms in HI using the N-dimensional rotation
matrix U. This rotation matrix is determined by N(N -1)/2 angles which may be
defined inmany different ways.
A general rotation in N~dimensional space is a product of N(N -1)/2 Jacobi
(primitive) rotations of the form
( 1
1
COSipk,m 0 0 - sin'Pk,m
-;-
0 1 0
Rk,m=
0 1 0
sinl{k,m 0 0 cos 'Pk,m
1
0
o
(4.19)
1
This rotation only affects the k-th and rn-th axes because cos 'Pk,m and sin 'Pk,m occur
only in the k-th and m-th row and column. In the special case, where U = Rk,m,
a level repulsion occurs between the the two levels E2 = €k + .\Wh and ~ =
em+ .\wm that crossed previou. ,y, when the angle I.p is varied from zero. The
primitive rotations are therefore chosen to be precisely the ones which have a one-
to-one correspondence to all the crossings of the unperturbed lines.
A possible choice is to represent a general rotation by the product of N (N -1)/2
primitive rotations Rk,'m where k = 1,2, ... ,N - 1 and m = k + 1, k + 2, ... ,N.
Each of the angles I.pk,m thus controls the level repulsion of exactly one crossing of
the unperturbed lines labelled k and m. As long as the angles are infinitesimally
small, the order of the product of primitive rotations, which is a second order effect,
is immaterial [HS 90].
I'
l)
4.4.4 Definition of the Angles
o
He.iss and Sesmino presented an algorithiu for defining the angles, of an arbitrary
orthogonal matrix, unambiguously [HS 90]. The angles provide a tool for numerical
experimentation whereby the effects of chang s in angles size (coupling) on the
spectrum can be examined (see §4.6).
Let U be the matrix that diagonalises HI in the basis of diagonal H o- The angles
I.pk,'m of U is uniquely determined by noting that the order of the Jacobi rotations
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in (4.19) is important. The order is fixed as follows
U = Btl •B'},.•. BN-1
where
Em = Rm,m+1 • Rm..m+2 . " •Rm,N
and Rj,k is just the Jacobi rotation in (4,19) involving only the j-th and k-th axes.
The set of angles CPl,2, <P1,a, ••• , 'Pl,N are determined hy identifying the first column
of U with the first column vector of matrix Bl; the angles cp'}.,a, 'P'}.,4,••• ,tp2,N can be
found in the same way from the second column of the matrix BilU (the fust column
of this matrix has zeros everywhere except for the 1•.1 position which is unity); ... ;
'PN-l,N is determined by Bi/:"2··· BIIU. For N = :3 the angles so defined are not
equal to the Euler angles [RS 90].
4.4..5 Effect of the Excepttonal Points on the Spectrum
.
Globally the Riemann sheet structure can be explained in the following manner:
assume that two levels Ek and Ek+1 coalesceat the points >'c and X<!. Two functions
may be defined
l,_)
l'--'
y(>.)
f()..)
1
- 2(Ek(>') +Ek+1()..»
.Ek(>') - Ek+1()..)
- 2";(>.. - }'c)(A - Xc) .
(4.20)
Both are regular at .xc and x, while they hav€: 5\-:" are root branch points at the
exceptional points where Ek and lOk+l are connecse \ to levels with labels different
from k +1 and k, respectively. Rearrangement Ci£ the equations in (4.20) shows the
connectedness of the two levels. Since both functions g and f are regular at >'c and
Xc, the singularity structure is displayed, namely
Ek()..) - g(>.) + ![>.. - >'c)().. - )..c)f()..)
Ek+J(>') - g()..) - f(i:: Ac)().. - Xc)f(>.).
(4.21)
o
The gap between the energy levels is given.by A = Ek - Ek+l' 'T '\C the effect
of the singularity upon the spectrum for real ).
o
must be solved. This leads to the equation
(4.22)
,,
lJ' '~
l
I
i
I
I
f
o
o
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The value of (4.22) in the vicinity of the exceptional point Ac can be found. The
second term of (4.22) is small under two conditions; Firstly J' is expected to be
small if the nearest singularity of f is not too close and secondly (A - .xc) is small
if .xc is close to the real axis. If either one of the two conditions (or both) holds we
have
(4.23)
which means thai an avoided level crossing occurs just at ~Ac. The value of the
gap is
fj. ~ 2f(~Ac) . 9Ac.
Note that these relations become exact for N == 2 as f is constant in this case.
The important conclusion tc he drawn from the previous discr.ssion is that isolated
singularities behave locally like a two dimensional problem.
For N> 2, f'(~Ac) can be large due to a near singularity. This could invalidate
the approximate relatir •. given in (4.23). In this context one must be aware of the
Riemann sheet structr ,f two singularities lie close to one another, or are equal,
there mutual influence w:,u. t regard to the spectrum will depend on whether they
lie in the same Riemann sheet, If the exceptional points lie in different sheets,
even if they coincide, there is no effect on the avoided level crossing and (4.23)
holds. If they closely neighbour one another, or coincide, on the same sheet, Amin ~
~Ac is invalidated. It is then necessary and generally sufficient to study the three
dimensional system which is locally equivalent [HS 91aJ.
By choosing in the A-P' -ne the path of least distance from the real >.-axis to a
particular exceptional point, it is possible to determine which pair of energy levels
(Eil Ek) is connected at that branch point. The shape of the speci ..um is thus
determined. This shows tha' the exceptional points, and the corresponding sheet
structure, determine the statistical properties of the spectrum [ZVVV83].
The level repulsion and corresponding wave functions are very sensitive to any
motion of the singularities (under variation of ,\) since the derivative dE / d>' of the
anti-crossing levels in (4.11), is infinity at >'c and very large in the neighbourhood
of the exceptional points. It is conjectured that this high local sensitivity, of many
exceptional points, under perturbation is a signature of quantum chaos [Sa 91]. The
global statistical properties, however, remain stable under perturbation.
4.5 Density of Exceptional Points
The previous section described how the distribution of the exceptional points de-
termines the fluctuation properties of the level spacings. It was also mentioned in
§4.4.1 that the calculation of the exceptional points is difficult and time consum-
ing. In this section an effident method to determine the distribution of exceptional
points will be introduced. This is done by using the concept of unpe'i'iurued linee
described in §4.4.3.
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The line spectrum preconceives the conjecture that the spectrum of every chaotic
system of the form Ho + AHl has an underlying simple structure. This structure
is imposed on. the system through the symmetries of Ho and Hi, even when' the
symmetries are incompatible [He 92]. When calculating .the line spectrum 'Wethus
keep the following in mind: the definition of the line spectrum should be kept as
simple as possible, preferably, using quantities calculated from He and HI alone
only.
4.5.1 Line Spectrum: Nondegenerate Systems
We consider Hamiltonians of the from (see §4.2)
H = Do + AU . ]J U-I (4.24)
'ivith Do and DI the diagonal representation of .lIe and HI respectively and U ¥= 1.
The eigenvalues of Ho are given by E.k and that of HI by Wk. We assume that there
are no degeneracies in the upectrum of H. If U is the unit matrix the spectrum. of.
H is given by the line spectrum of (4.15) with k = 1,2, ... ,N. The N(N -1)/2
intersection points of the N lines can be calculated with ease. .
The intersection points, however, depend on the relative order of the eigenvalue~,
€k and Wk. If both sequences are in ascending order, all intersecfions occur at
negative A-values; conversely, if one sequence is ascending and the other descending
all intersections occur at :·,ositive A-values. In general the appropriate order for the
actual problem is expected. to lie between the two extremes,
The appropriate order is given by the asymptotic behaviour of ETe(A) of the full
problem. The eigenvalues of Do are known for all the systems that we analyse. If
A is large in (4.24), HI is seen as the dominant part of the Hamiltonian and Ho
as a perturbation. The eigenvalues Ek("\) of H are therefore approximated with
perturbation theory. Because the singularities occur in the complex energy plane at
finite values of A, Ek(A) is expanded in a La"'rent series outside the annulus which
contains all the singularities where
(4.25)
o
There are no exceptional points (singularities) near to A= 00 so that the series is
convergent. The exceptional point furthest from the origin, however, disturbs the
convergence for that specific k, E~I) are then the eigenvalues of HI i.e. Wk. O!Te are
the expectation values of Ho in the basis of diagonal HI i.e. the diagonal elements
of the "backwards" rotated Ho viz.
(4.26)
Because A is large, we neglect higher order terms in I~4.25) to give the line spectrum
(4.27)
I) (.-' .~)
'·1
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Figure 4.4: Asymptotic line spectrum for a system that has systematic degeneracies.
Shown here is Ej = Ej + AOj (solid lines), Ef<; = O!k + >'WI; (dashed lines] and the
dotted lines represent the joining algebraic equations.
This is shown as the dashed lines in Fig. (4.4) where O!I; are the E-rocis intercepts
and (i)1; the slopes. The two quantities O!I; and WI; are calculated from knowledge of
Ho and HI alone so that En in (4.27) are easily calculated. The method described
above is applied in Chapter 5 to the chaotic quartic oscillator.
Another procedure for obtaining the order of the unperturbed lines was given
by Heis« and Sannino [HS 90]. They used the angles cp in their proposal, but the
procedure proposed here is more efficient to implement and, in fact, the lines as
defined here are nearer to the actual spectrum.
4.5.2 Line Spectrum: Degenerate Systems
o
IT either Ho or HI is degenerate, the number of exceptional points is less than
N( N -1)/2 depending on the degree of degeneracy. If the procedure in the previous
section is used however, the degenerate points will appear as intersection points
thus giving rise to N(N _,1)/2 crossing points. The procedure above thus simulates
exceptional points at the points of degeneracy. This problem is overcome by taking
the reducibility of the underlying Hilbert space into account.
Let us suppose Ho has systematic degeneracies and that the underlying space e
is reducible into p subspaces so that (the hydrogen atom for example)
(I
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where each subspace has dimension gp,j p,::;; 1,2,... ,p. Each subspaces &p.is thus
gp.-!'olddegenerate with eigenvalues Cw We again assume that the eigenvalues of
Ho are known and that AHI is a perturbation. If the perturbation is small, the
eigenvalues of H in (4.24) can also be approximated by perturbation theory. In the
subspace ep', the energy is expanded in a Taylor series around .,X= 0 to give
E' - e ..l• .,XE(I) + A2E(2) + O(.,X3).I - p... 1 I ,
where 1 = 1,2, ... ,gJ.l' The second term in the expansion, Ell), are the eigenvalues
of HI and cp.those of Ho in e/.l' Because A is small we have, up to a first GIrder
approximation
(4.28)
with1i1 the eigenvalues of HI in eM ordered ascendingly, This is shown as one bunch .
of levels originating at Ep. with slopes 01 in Fig. (4.4). There is thus a line spectrum
in the form of (4.28) for each subspace. •
The asymptotic line spectrum for the system as a whole is obtained by taking
all the different line spectra for each subspace together so that
Ej = E; + AO;; j = 1,2, ... ,N. (4.29)
This is shown as the solid lines on the left side of Fig. (4.4). Note that Ej are
ordered in ascending order. The order of OJ is obtained by noting the following: let
or be the lowest eigenvalue of HI in the subspace £2. The order of the o's is then
(4.30)
N is the dimension of the system where N = gi + g2 + ... + gpo Note tht;'.t the line
spectrum is again obtainable from quantities easily available from Ho and HI alone,
If HI is nondegenerate (4.27) still holds when .,X~ 1 and (4.29) and (4.2'7) are
approximations of the actual spectrum at the asymptotic values of A. The total line
spectrum is obtained through joining (4.211) and (4.27) with an algebraic equation
that only depends on the fc 'r quantities ISle, 0/:, (){k and Wk. The form of this equation
is determined by the specific form of the spectrum and is represented by the dotted
lines in Fig. (4.4). Care has to be taken to connect the appropriate En in (4.27)
with the appropriate E~ in (4.29). A general procedure is not at hand and the
association is determined by the systr m and the form ofthe spectrum. The method
above is applied in Chapter 6 to the hydrogen atom in a strong uniform magnetic
field.
4.5.3 Distribution of Exceptional Points
The significance of (4.27) and (4.29) lies in the e~<:l~'-vailability of the parameters of
the unperturbed. lines from the knowledge of Ho and HI alone. The line spectrum
I,
_)
o
,0
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approximates the real spectrum so that the exceptional points of the full problem
are expected to lie near to the intersection points of the unperturbed lines (for the
two dimensional problem the real parts of the exceptional points coincide with the
point of intersection).
Because the unperturbed line spectrum consists of a set of lines having actual
. crossings, the intersection points can easily be calculated. If the system is nonde-
generate the line spectrum is given by (4.27) and the A-values of the N(N - 1)/2
intersection points are
, (Xi - (Xi • • "2 N
Ak = j J > ~=.f., , ... , ;
Wi-Wj
k = 1,2, ... ,N(N -1)/2. (4.31)
By choosing a certain bin length in A, the density of the intersection points (number
distribution) can be calculated and this is taken to be statistically equivalent to the
density of the actual exceptional points. Now, because the exceptional points deter-
:nine the form of the spectrum, and hence the fluctuations, the number distribution
is a measure of the chao tic behaviour of the system.
Guhr and Weidenmiiller argued that there are two physical quantities that play
an important role in the occurrence of quantum chaos: the density of states, d, and
coupling matrix elements, C. The fluctuations are dependent on the product, C . d
[G'W gO}. From the arguments above the size of the coupling matrix elements are
essentially determined by t~.e angles cp defined in §4.4.3. The density c:.f states is
inversely equal to the average level spacing in the system i.e.
1d= .
mean level specing
In working with the line spectrum of a nondegenerate system, the density of cros-
sings monotonically increases with the density of states. In fact, the exceptional
points of a chaotic system are essentially distributed in the range of A-values where
chaos is discerned. Likewise, the crossings of the lines are seemingly randomly
distributed in that region which is attained if the lines are themselves randomly
distributed. The line spectrum then has a Poissonic nearest neighbour spacings dis-
tribution (after unfolding). This is further evidence that the density of exceptional
points (or den3ity of crcssinqs} is a mea3ure of the chaotic behaviour of the 3y"tem.
From thi;; discussion it is conjectured that the higher the density of ext('ptional
points, the more likely chaotic behaviour i3 to occur. The coupling matrix elements
play an important role which is evident from the aforementioned arguments: The
nearest neighbour spacing distribution of the lines, without coupling, is Poissonic
but, by turning on the interaction (cp > 0) we ohiain a spectrum obeying GOE
statistics. It is noted that situations can occur where the density of intersection
points is high, but the coupling is minute so that chaotic behaviour is suppressed
(see Chapter 6). Hence, knowledge of Ho and HI alone enables us to predict for
which values of A strong fluctuations of the energy levels are expected to occur and •
(4.32)
r o,
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where they certainly do not occur. This will be shown with the help of two simple
examples in the following section and also in model Hamiltonians introduced L
subsequent chapters.
4.6 Simple Examples
In order to elucidate the concepts introduced in the previous sections, we discuss
two 'Very simple matrix models which can be considered as the extreme ends of a
variety of intermediate possibilities. Through the simplicity of these mathematical
models the concepts of unperturbed lines and exceptional points will be exemplified
to obtain a better comprehension of the various structures involved in "the study of
quantum chaos.
These examples generate typical GOE-type level statistics as well as the associ-
ated expected statistical properties of the state vectors [HS 91]. The one example
produces a maximum density of exceptional points within a small window of real
.A..values while the other example produces a diluted density over a wide range of
real .A-values.
4.6.1 High density of exceptional points
Consider a Hamiltonian of th~ form [HK 91], [HS 91]
H=Ho+Al{l'
Here, Ho and Hl are chosen to be diagonal matrices where (N even)
N
HI = Dl = (2 - k )8k,kland (4.33)k=l, ... ,N.
The spectrum is given by the lines
NEk(.A) = k + .A(- - k)2
which all intersect at .A - 1 as shown in Fig. (4.5). The fact that we have chosen
a harmonic spectrum for both Hamiltcnians is immaterial for the following. We
now rotate Dl by an orthogonal matrix U constructed as described in §(4.4.3). It is
expected that N (N -1)/2 complex conjugate pairs of exceptional points will emerge
from the common intersection point. Clearly the result will depend on the specific
choice of the rotation. By choosing the angles random from an interval (-'Po, 'Po),
U can be seen as a random orthogonal matrix so that the strength of the coupling
is determined by the length of the interval (-'Po, 'Po).
It turns out that for N = 400 the nearest neighbour spacing distribution of
the energy lev=Is matches the Wigner surmise for angles as small as ~?o = 0.003
)
,___.../
o
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Figure 4.5: Unperturbed spectrum of the example discussed in §4.6.1 with all lines
intersecting at .x = 1 (from [HS 91]).
where U is still very close to a unit matrix. Likewise, the .6a( L) curve, which was
investigated for 1 5 L :5 12 moves up from the constant value ~a = 1/12 to its
GOE prediction with increasing fPo in a corresponding way. We stress the rather
sudden change from a harmonic spectrum to a GOB type situation. For fPo = 0.003
these results hold only in the immediate vicinity of A = 1 while the harmonic nature
of the spectrum is left virtually unchanged for A-values further away from unity.
The level statistics are based on unfolded spectra.
The behaviour of the eigenvectors is in accordance with the observations for the
spectrum. The eigenvectors are almost identical to the unperturbed ones for A :;I: 1.
In other words, when ordering the eigenvectors according to an ascending order of
the eigenvalues, they form for A < 1 essentially a unit matrix while for A > 1 their
order is simply reversed (up to possible minus signs). Note the for ). ~ 00 the exact
form is
[
0 ±1]P(oo) = U .• '
±1 0
(4.34)
where U ~ 1.
For .A ~ 1 the eigenvectors change dramatically. The strong mixing of the states,
brought about by the immediate vicinity of 3. high density of e...xceptional points,
effects a drastic delocalisation as shown in Fig. (4.6). In the vicinity of .,\ ~ 1,
the average delocalisation length (see §3.7), Idy is nearly unity while otherwise it is
virtually zero corresponding to the localised eigenvectors which are essentially of
the form (0 ... 1 ... 0) [HK 91]. The width of the bc......:shaped curve increases with
the maximum angle CPo. It is of interest to look at the fluctuations of the individual
lengths. Their distribution is plotted for ). == 1 in Fig. (4.7) showing that a few
eigenvecto. s are localised while others are completely spread out [HK 91].
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These results are significant for a number of reasons. 'We note the extremely
high sensitivity under variation of the maximal angle 'Po. If another set of random
numbers is used for the angles, the local values of the spectrum and the eigenvectors
are strongly affected, yet the statistical properties are left unchanged. The same
holds under variation of 'Po ;:::0.003 at ). = l.
Because cpo is so small, U is still close to a unit matrix so that Ho = U .Do •U-l
is still close to a diagonal matrix. An the intersection points of the unperturbed
lines then occur in the close vicinity of the original crossing point at ). = 1. This
corresponds to a high density of exceptional points near). = 1. This model shows
that even though the coupling is small, the parameter C· d is large to ensure chaotic
behaviour in the vicinity of ). = 1.
If CPo is increased further and further, U will no longer be close to a unit matrix
and HI will become a full matrix. The intersection points are then diluted through-
out the whole of the admitted ). range. This ensures that the unperturbed lines
form a seemingly random set in that the intercepts are randomly distributed and so
also the actual exceptional points. This is the starting point for the second model
whore we have a set of lines randomly distributed. Here again U r::::! 1so that cP is
small.
4.6.2 Diluted density of exceptional points
We start with the Hamilton matrices
k = 1, ... ,N (4.35)and
where Pen) is a random permutation of -the natural numbers n. The spectrum is
given by the lines
E~=k+)'~(~ -k)
and is drawn in Fig. (4.8). The corresponding nearest neighbour spacing distribu-
tion is a Poisson distribution for a large range of .A-values (). = 0 excluded). The
eigenvectors are all ofthe form (0 ... 1 ... 0) but their sequence (the column vectors)
in the diagonalising matrix is randomly distributed. Only for A > Ama."C are they
ordered as in the previous example; by Amax we denote the right most intersection
point of the levels.
When rotating HI to produce level repulsion it now turns out that a considerably
larger value CPo is needed to change the Poisson distribution into a Wigner curve.
Only for 'Po = 0.05 is the transition about to take place (N = 400). The .63(L)
curve, when plotted for 1 ~ L ~ 15, has moved down nicely with increasing cpo from
the straight line L/15 to its GOE prediction. In this example the change from the
ordered to the chaotic situation is much less dramatic than in the previous example.
The value CPo = 0.05 implies that U is no longer close to a unit matrix. As a
consequence, when comparing with the lines for CPo,= 0 the unperturbed lines are
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Figure 4.8: Unperturbed spectrum of the example discussed in §4.6.2. The lines are
randomly distributed (from [HS 91]).
reshuffled since the order of the Cl" is different from the order for ek = k, However,
while this substantially affects the individual positions of the intersection points,
it does not change their distribution and thus the distribution of the exceptional
points. As a consequence, the level statistics hold now for a large range of ,~-
values, The consequence for the eigenvector statistics is of a similar nature in that
delocalisation is found for all ). > O. From Figs. (4.9) and (4.10) we see that
for 'Po = 0.05 the delocalisation is not as strongly pronounced as in the previous
example. The reason for this is because the exceptional points are spread over the
whole of the A range so that the density allover is much less than for the previous
example. Note that the distribution in Fig. (4.10) shows virtually no contribution
for IH > 0.6. The delocalisation does become stronger when 'Po is further increased.
It is interesting to note the pattern in Fig. (4.9): as indicated by the maximum
the mixing for finite A-values brings about a more pronounced delocalisation than
the one enforced by U for large ).·values. Here we refer to an important difference
to the previous example in that delocalisation persists even for ). -+ 00. The
eigenvectors appear in a matrix like the one in (4.34) but now with a U that effects
delocalisation. The levels, however, become equidistant for A ~ Amax(up to (1/>..)).
In this model the density of exceptional points is considerably less (and more
spread out) than that of the previous example. In order to achieve chaotic be-
haviour, the coupling has to be much larger to obtain a sufficient large value for
o .s.
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4.7 Summary
This chapter introduced and illuminated the concepts of avoided level crossings and
exceptional points. We described how the exceptional points determine the form of
the spectrum and the subsequent fluctuation patterns. To understand the chaotic
behaviour of a spectrum it is thus essential to understand the substructure that
brings about the specific form of the spectrum. e.g, the exceptional points. An
effici~nt method to determine the d~nsity of the exceptional points was introduced
using the concept of 'unperturbf'!llnes'. It was shown that the distribution is
primarily governed by the intersection points of these lines and secondarily by the
values of the angles associated with U (the coupling).
It is conjectured that the higher the density of exceptional points, the more likely
chaotic behaviour is to occur. It was also shown that tt. exceptional points have a
high local sensitivity under perturbation which was conjectured to be a signature of
quantum. chaos. These conjectures were substantiated with the help of two simple
model Hamiltonians.
From ike results given in this chapter it seems that, if the Hamiltonian is of
tke form 90 +)"91, a possible characteri8ation of (Juan.tum chaos hi.nge8 on the
distrib'Ut~on of the exceptional points. The concepts introduced in this chapter will
now be used to investigate model Hamiltonian. systems to be introduced in the next
chapters. These concepts will help to get a better comprehension of the behaviour
of the systems which have classical chaotic counterparts.
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Chapter 5
,,
f.) The Quart ic Oscillator
5.1 Introduction
The fascinating properties of systems that are the quantal analogue of classical
chaotic systems still awaits thorough comprehension. In order to understr jd the
common properties of the quantal operators that give rise to such int:Clca.tebe-
haviour, it is instructive to investigate model systems.
In this Chapter we turn to the quartic oscillator. This system has been tho-
roughly investigated by many authors (see text for references) from various view-
points. We will ask the question: if a matrix representation of a Hamiltonian, that
originates from a classically chaotic analogy is given, what is the mathematical
mechanism that yields the special features of the spectrum? This question will be
answered through an investigation of the exceptional points of the matrix problem
and their effect on the spectrum and eigenfunctions. '
In the first part we introduce the system and then list the results from the clas-
sical analysis. The system is then quantised and the reduced matrix representation
given. A thorough statistical investigation of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions will
lead to the known conclusion that this system shows features ascribed to quantum
chaos. In the second last part the exceptional points are studied, and the relation to
quantum chaos stated. The last part elaborates on a possible connection between
the exceptional points and the semiclassical results.
o
5.2 The Model
o
The Hamiltonian we study is given by [ST.lK 88]
Ha(P, q) = ~(p~ +p~) + Va(q) (5.1)
1
1
with
(5.2)
f
~
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There are two reasons for studying this system: firstly, by varying the parameter
a the system can be changed continuously from an integrable case towards one
regarded as "completely chaotic" in the sense that almost all trajectories explore
the entire energy surface [CP 84]. Secondly, the fact that the potential V(q) is
homogeneous implies scaling properties for H' and the classical analysis is needed
only on a single energy surface. The contours for the potential are illustrated in
Fig. (5.1) for various values of a and energy E == 1.
When a == 1
(5.3)
This Hamiltonian has been suggested as a simplified zero dimensional model of
the classical Yang-Mills field and has been studied by Steeb ei al [SVK 85] and
Martens et a1 [MWR 89]. Savvidy showed that this system is a Kolmogorov system
tK-system) and it can be viewed a.s the simplest Hamiltonian showing real chaotic
behaviour! with equations of motion [Sa 84], [Ar 80]
An interesting aspect is the fact that even though the classical phase space of
the system in (5.3) is noncompact and the energy surface infinite, quantally the
spectrum is discrete [Si 83), (Ec 88).
5.3 Classical Analysis
(:
The classical system has been thoroughly investigated by Carnegie and Percival
rCp 84] while Pullen and Edmonds studied a related system [PE 81]. H in (5.1) is
integrable when a == 0 but Carnegie and Percival found that the motion is always
irregular for O! > O. This system shows a transition from a completely integrable
system to a K-system with increasing a. The proof is found through the Lyaponov
exponent [Ko 8Sb] drawn in Fig. (5.2) and the Poincare surface of section drawn
in Fig. (5.3) for a few values of a..This shows that at a = 0.8 there are still two
obvious regular regions (outlined in Fig. (5.3 c)) but beyon.l a = 0.93 there seem
to be no regular regions left and the system is fully chaotic.
Dahlqvist and Russberg, however, found that even when a == 1, there are some
stable periodic orbits giving rise to tiny regular islands [DR 90]. The investigation
is only necessary for a E [0,1] because a E [-00,0) can be mapped into the range
[0,1] with a = -00 corresponding to a = 1 [Bo 92a].
t (1
lQuartic oscillators avoid the nongeneric properties of harmonic oscillators.
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Figure 5.1: The potential in (5.2) for E = 1 and (a) a = 0, (b) a = 0.25, (c) a = 0.8
and (d) a = 1 (from [OP 84]).
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Figure 5.2: The Lyaponov exponent for the quartic oscillator. From this it is evident
that chaos sets in at a ~ 0.15.
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Figure 5.3: Poincare surface of section for the quartic oscillator for (a) ex ;:::0,
(b) ex= 0.25, (c) a ;:::0.8 (the two obvious regular regions are outlined) and (d)
ex== 0.93 (from [OP 84]).
5.4 Matrix Representation of Quantum Sys'iem
For our purposes Ha is rotated to new variables (ij,fi) and then scaled to be in the
following form (see Appendix A)
(5.4)
where
Ho
o The matrix representation we use is obtained by introducing Bose creation and
annihilation operators defined as follows
bt leN 0_) b l(N 'N)Ie = y'2 qk - ~Pk; k = y'2 qk + ~Pk •
() With the two dimensional Harmonic Oscillator basis
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in the infinite dimensional Hilbert space £2(N) (in number representation), we ob-
tain the matrix representations of Bo and HI viz.
[~+ ~(mi + m~) + i(rri.t + m2)] 0"1,1711&"2,1712
T';fV(ml + l)(ml + 2)871,m1+201'2,m2+ ~z .j(-m-2-+-1-)-(m-2-+-2-)OTl.ml0T2,1712+2
ml; 2 j:nl(ml -1)OT1,1711-20"2,m2 + m26- 2vm2(m2 -1)orl,m18"2,m2-2
:4v'(m1 + l)(ml + 2)(ml + 3)(ml + 4)fT1,Tn1+48ra,m2
2~ (ema + l)(mz + 2)(m2 + 3)(mz + 4)OT1,17118r2,m2+4
2~ vm1(m! - l)(ml - 2)(ml - 3)8"l,m1-48"2,1712
2~/m2(m2 --1)(m2 - 2)(m2 -- 3) Or1,m10T2t1"2-" (5.5)
-1 .
12 {[(2ml + 1)(2m2 + 1)]01'1.m10"2,m2
(2m2 + 1)j{;n1 + l)(ml + 2) Or1,m1+20T2,m2
(2ml + 1)v(m2 + l)(mz + 2) 0,.vn10r2,m2+Z
(2m2 + l).;mJml -1) 01'1,m1-20T2,m2
(2ml + 1)vm2(m2 -1) CT!,m18,.:z,rnll-2
/em! + l)(ml + 2)(m2 + 1)(m2 + 2)OT1,m1+20T2.m2+2
V(rni + 1)(ml + 2)(rn2 - l)(mz - 2) C"1,ml+ZCr2,m2-Z
vml(ml -~.1)(m2 + l)(mz + 2) 0Tl,ml-ZCT2,m2+2
vmImz(ml - 1)(m2 -1) t)T1,ml-2Cr:z,m2--2}' (5.6)
Here ml, m2 = 0, 1, 2, ..• > N - 1 where we choose the order of the number pairs
(ml' m2) to be
(0,0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (2, 0), (1, 1), (0,2), (3, 0), (2, 1), (1,2), (0,3), ... ,(0, N - 1).
N is the number of energy shells considered. Remember that we work in an infinite
dimensional space and are thus forced to truncate the matrices in (5.5) and (5.6).
The dimension of. the truncated matrices, with the aforementioned ordering of the
number pairs, is
HZ, f-_C
+
+
0 +
+
+
+
and
;~,~'
I
I
I "
f
I 0
o
Hfl --
+
+
+
+
+
+
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and the subscripts of the matrices are k,l = 1,2, ... , lv.f.
The spectrum ofH in (5.4) contains degeneracies due to the symmetric character
of H. The symmetries are the same as those for the C4v point group. All the
symmetries have to be reduced out before the spectrum can be studied. This is
done with Group Theoretical techniques using the symmetries of the 041) point
group as outlined in Appendix A. We consider. the positive parity states and of
those the states symmetric under permutation of Pi -+ P2 and iil --+ iJ2' This is
given by the Al subspace with the basis2 (see (A.23»
1mb rn2) = [2+ 2Cm1,m2]l/2(12ml, 2m2} + 12m2, 2ml)
We note that, by using this basis, the number pairs (rnl' m2) and (m2' ml) will lead
to the same state, 1''0 avoid.this, the order of the number pail'S (mI, m::!) is taken
to be
{
. N-1 N-1
. (N - 1,0), ... , ( 2 ' 2 ) N odd
(0,0),(1,0),(2,0),(1,1),(3,0), ... , .
NN
(N - 1,0), ... , (2' 2 -1) N even
(5.7)
~ (~ +1) N odd
(~V+ 1)2 N even.
\ 2
The number pairs in (5.7) and the dimensionM in (5.8) will always ensure that the
last energy shell is contained completely.
With the order in (5.7), the matrix representations of .Ho and HI in the Al
subspace is given viz.
M= (5.8)
where the dimension of the truncated matrices is now given by
o HZ1 - :'4[(1 + bffi1,m2)(1 +Dn,,:J]l/2 X
x {[24(mi +m~) + 36(ml +m2) + 18][brl,ml0r2Im::: + 8r1,m28r:l!mlJ
+ 8mIV(2ml + 1)(2ml +2) [Orl.ml+1br2offi2+6'1'1,m2b':.1,m1+1]
+ 8m2vC2m2 -I- 1)(2m2 + 2) [SrUlllbr2,l'n2+1 + br1,m2+18r2,ml]
+ S(ml - 1)J2ml(2ml -1) [Orllml-:tbr2,m2 + orl,m20r2,fnl-l] +
2Bohigas used semiclassical.logic to introduce another basis set that gives better accuraev and
ensures exponential convergence of the energy levels [Bo 92a]..
(
()
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i:[(1+ b'ml,m)(l +"rvz)J1/2 X
{[4( ml + ffi2) + 16mlm2 + 1]["'fl,T7l.l"'":I,m2+ "r1,m2 C"2,ml1
(1 + 4m2)V(2ml + 1)(2ml + 2) ["rl,ml+1I'l"2,m2+ "rl,m2"'f2,T7l.l+1)
(1+ 4ml)V(2m2 + 1)(2m2 + 2) [Cr1,mlCr2,m2-1-1+ "rl,m2+1"r2,ml]
(1.+ 4m2)V2ml(2ml -1) tOrl,T7I.l-lOr2,m2+ CTl,'I:'I."""2,ml-l)
(1 + 4ml)~~ iSI'1,mlOr2,m2-l+ CTl,ffl2-lCr2,ml]
J(2ml + 1)(2ml + 2)(2m2 + 1)(2m2 + 2)[Srl,ml+1"'f2,m2+1 + 6'rl,m2+l<'r2,ml+1]
V(2ml + 1)(2ml + 2)2m2(2m2 - 1)[Orl,ml+l"r2,m2-l + "rl,m2-10r2,ml+1]
V2ml(2ml - 1)(2m2 + 1)(2m2 + 2)[Crl,ml-lCr2,m2+1 + "rl,m2+1"r2,ml-l]
2vmlmJ(2ml -1)(2m2 - 1)[Cr1,ml-1Cr2,m2-l + "n,ffl2-lCr2,ffl1-l]} . (5.10)
In this representation HZ1 in (5.9) is not a diagonal matrix. As explained in
§4.2 we need a diagonal I:l21 (from now on referred to as Do). This is obtained
by diagona1isingH2, through the orthogonal transformation U .H£l . U-l and by
rotating HII viz. U-l. Hl .U. We mention here that Appendix B describes a simple
method to calculate the matrix representation of H1 in the basis of diagonal Ro•
The difference with the aforementioned procedure is that knowledge of the basis
where H(Jis dia~onal is unnecessary and the calculations are carried out in infinite
dimensional space and not in the truncated matrix space used above [KH 92a].
5.5 Spectrum of the Quartic Oscillator
To obtain the spectrum we used truncated matrices of dimension 1482 where N =
76. An appropriate numerical routine is used to obtain the spectrum for -1 < >. :::; 1-
It is actually only necessary to study the spectrum in the range 0 $ ).$ 1 (see the
last paragraph in §5.3). The reason for the range shown will become apparent when
r
I
l "IJ
+
+
+
+
+
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+
+
+
+
l
r
I
o
o
8(m2 - 1)/2m2(2m2 -1) [Cn,ffll"r2,m2-l+ "rl.,ffl2-1"T2,ml]
j(2mt + 1)(2ml + 2)(2ml ""I- 3)(2ml +4) ["Tl,1nl+2"ra,m2 + Cr1,tn2"'f2,m1"l-2]
V(2m2 + 1)(2m2 + 2)(2m2 + 3)(2m2 + 4) [Cr1,mlCr2,m2+2 + CTl,ffl2+2Sr:l,mJ
~l(2ml -1)(2ml - 2)(2ml - 3) [Orl,ml-2"r2,m2 + "T1,m:A'2,ml-~!]
V2m2(?m2 - 1)(2m2 - 2)(2m2 - 3) [crl,ml0r2,tn2-2 + 5~1,m2-2"rll,ml]} (5.9)
(1
o
-!)
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we apply the exceptional point formalism in §5.7. The lower part of the spectrum.
is drawn in Fig. (5.4). Owing to the truncation the higher energy levels are not
accurate enough. Numerical studies (by varying the basis size) show that for A= 0
the first 450 levels have the required accuracy [5LK 88), [MWR 89). This accuracy'
decreases with increasing A so that for A= 1 only the first 150 levels are stable.
The spectrum in Fig. (5.4) contains numerous avoided level crossings which are
dearly discernible. The spectrum is a function of one parameter .Aonly so that the
avoided crossings will lead to exceptional points, and not diabolical points, in the
complex A-plane (see §4.3). The Hamiltonian matrix has time-reversal invariance
and thus has co-dimension two. Due to the theorem by VOll Neumann and T"'''' mer
discussed in §4.3, we conclude that there are no degeneracies in the spectrum.
Accidental crossings can, however, occur. From our numerical studies described
above we conclude that there are no accidental degeneracies in the studied range.
5.6 Statist.ical Analysis
Before the statistical analysis can be done, the spectrum has to be unfolded. This
can be achieved by using the semiclassical limit method described in §(3.4). With
this procedure one obtains the smoothed integrated level density [SLK 88], [Bo 92a]
3
Nav(E) ~ OE'i
where 0 is calculated to be unity. When A= 1, however, the constant 0 is inflnit«
reflecting the classical unboundedness of this case. Simon proposed [Si 83]
Nav(E) ~ C'E~ InE.
Tomsovic refined this expression to read [To 91]
where "( is Euler's constant.
5.6.1 Spectral Statistics
The rigidity of the spectrum has been investigated with the nearest neighbour spa-
cing distribution and the A3,·statistic. These results are drawn in Figs. (5.5) and
(5.6) respectively.
From the graphs it is evident that when A= 0 the system gives rise to Poisson
statistics and the levels are strongly correlated revealing the classical integrability
of the system. As A , 1 this correlation decays until the system is fully chaotic at
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Figure 5.7: Average delocalisation length for ~he quartic oscillator.
-3 < A ~ 1.
Id is shown for
A ;:::1. Similar results were obtained by Steeb ei a1 [SLK 88] and Zimmermann et
al [ZM 86]. The quantal system thus follows the behaviour 01 the classical system.
From Figs. (5.5 a) and (5.6 a) we see that the system has intermediate cor-
relations when .A ;::: -1 with the nearest neighbour spacing distribution and ~3
curves lying between Poisson and GOE. This is evidence of the fact that the region
A E [-00, 0) can be mapped into the region A E [0,1] so that A ;::: -00 correspond s
to A = 1. The reason for listing these redundant results will be discussed in §5.7.
5.6.2 Eigenvector"Statistics
The average delocalisation lengths and distribution of individual delocalisation
lengths of the eigenvectors have been calculated and are drawn in Figs. (5.7) and
(5.8) respectively [HK 91]. These graphs show that the eigenvectors become more
spread out as A -> 1. But even at A ;:::1, where the classical system is fully chaotic,
the eigenvectors are not delocalised as much as in the example discussed in §4.6.1.
This fact will be explained by the distribution of the exceptional points discussed
in the next section. The eigenvectors for negative values of .\ are also delocalised
although not fully delocalised showing intermediate correlations. The chaotic be-
haviour of the quartic oscillator thus also manifests itself in the behaviour of the
eigenvectors.
5.7 Exceptional Points
Wecharacterise the behaviour of a system byanalysing the underlying mathematical
mechanisms of the matrix operators HZ1 and Htt (see Chapter 4). 'This is done
by studying the exceptional points of the mixed matrix problem given in (5.4).
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Figure 5.8: The distribution of individual delocalisation lengths for (a) .A = -1, (b)
.A = 0, (c) .A = 0.8 and (d) .A = 1.
Application of the exceptional point formalism to this system is very interesting
because this system is known to be regular at .A = 0 (both classically and quantally)
and then transforms into a fully chaotic system at .A = 1. From our viewpoint, the
classical counterpart is not of primary concern, yet it is instructive to compare our
findings with the available knowledge of the problem.
To investigate the distribution of exceptional points, we calculated the line spec-
trum and the distribution of intersection points peN) [HK 911. The system does
not contain any degeneracies and (4.27) of §4.5.1 can be used. The line spectrum
is then given by
Ek(.A) = (XI: + .AWl:; k = 1,2, ... ,M
with (XI: obtained as described in (4.26) and WI<; are the eigenvalues of Hi' The
line spectrum for the quartic oscillator is drawn in Fi,$. (5.9) and the number
distribution of the intersection points in Fig. (5.10). To see the correspondence
between the line and actual spectrum, Fig. (5.11) shows both spectra for N = 4.
The two spectra coincide when ~\-l- ±oo.
For resolution purposes Fig. (5.9) is shown with N = 50 only. Still it is clear
that most intersections occur in the vicinity of .A = 1. For small dimensions, Fig.
(5.11) clearly shows that most avoided crossings in the actual spectrum and hence
most crossings in the line spectrum occur near .A = 1. This is substantiated by
the number distribution drawn in Fig. (5.10) which -distinctly shows a pronounced
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Figure 5.9: Pattern of the unperturbed lines of the quartic oscillator. For the sake
of clarity only a section of the spectrum for N = 76 is shown.
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Figure 5.11: Actual spectrum (full lines) and line spectrum (dashed lines) for N = 4
(M = 6). The similarity between the two spectra when A -+ ±oo is evident.
maximum at A= I (Here N = '16 and M = 1482). This is intuitively expected: the
largest eigenvalues of Hf[ increase steadily with increasing N? hence the steepest
(negative) slopes of the unperturbed lines increase with increasing N; further, the
ratio of the largest eigenvalues of HZ, to those of lIfl tends towards unity with
increasing N which indicates an accumulation of intersection points at >. = 1with
corresponding energy values near to zero. Jntersection points beyond A = 1are
inherent to the finite dimensional matrix problem.
In §5.3 and §5.6 we showed. respectively that the classical system tends more
'to a K-system and the quantum results tend more to the GOE results when A
is increased from zero. Both the classical and quantum systems are known to be
fully chaotic at A = 1. From Fig. (5.10) we see that the density of crossings also
increases with increasing A up to its maximum at A = 1. Note that at >. = 0 there
are no intersection points and therefore no exceptional points expected (classical
system integrable and quantal spectrum Poissonic). This is not visible due to the
resolution of Fig. (5.10) but was confirmed by numerical studies. Fig. (5.10) thus
shows that there is an accumulation or exceptional points in the region where chaos
is discerned and that maximum chaos occurs at the maximum of the density of
exceptional points.
From the spectrum in Fig. (5.4) and the line spectrum in Fig. (5.9) we note
that there is less avoided crossings and hence less' crossing points when ). < 0
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than when A > n. This is also reflected in the density of crossings which shows
that, although most exceptional points occur in the vicinity of A = 1, there is a
considerable amount distributed over the whole allowable range where A< O. This
means that the exceptional points are not so densely distributed as those in the
example discussed in §4.6.1. This is reflected in the statistical behaviour of the
system. The 2S.3-statistic and nearest neighbour spacing distribution drawn in Figs.
(5.6 '\) and (5.5 a) respectively are between Poisson and GOE. It is also reflected in
the delocalisation lengths of the eigenvectors drawn in Fig. (5.7). The eigenvectors
for the quartic oscillator are not as delocalised as those of the example in §4.6.1 and
seem to resemble those of the example discussed in §4.6.2 more.
From §4.5.3 we, however, know that the coupling matrix elements are crucial
in determining the behaviour of a system. The size of the coupling 0 is given by
the angles I.p that can be obtained from the orthogonal matrix U that diagonalises
Htl (see §4.4.4 and §4.4.3). The diagonal matrix DI can now be rotated to the
original matrix HII by increasing the angles from zero to their full values and thus
transforming the line spectrum to the actual spectrum.
To see the effect of the coupling we note that the density of exceptional points
(which corresponds to the density of states d) is rather small in the region where
A < 0; the system is not fully chaotic. To evoke chao!" in this region, the coupling
matrix elements have to be enlarged so that the parameter 0 . d is large enough
to ensure chaotic behaviour. This is accomplished by increasing the angles of U,
for ..\ < 0, by a. factor 01 two. Note, however, that all contact with the classical
problem is lost as the coupling matrix dements are now, on average, larger than
the ones prescribed by the original problem. The effect of this operation fulfills all
expectations: the emergent level statistics is in agreement with the GOE results
and the delocalisation of the eigenvectors is enhanced.
The findings of this section. is taken as evid~nce that the de.nsity of exceptional
poinis is strongly correlated to the classical and quantal behaviour of the sY8tem.
From this we conclude that the higher the density of exceptional points, the more
likely chaotic behaviour is to occur. We now conjecture that the exceptional point
formalism will provide the bridge that connects the classical and quantal behaviour
of a system. The next section elaborates more on this point but it will be discussed
in more detail in the next chapter.
~
i
o
Eckhardt ei al studied the periodic orbits an' scarring in this system [EHP 89J.
The densities (1'1112) of some eigenfunctions for the Al uy1J.1metryclass are plotted
in Fig, (5.12). Here the potential energy contours are rotated by 1(/4 so that the
(qll qz) coordinates lie along the diagonals and ,,\= 0.99. There ate no nodal lines
on the axes or the diagonals but it is obvious that many of the wave functions are
o
5.8 Periodic Orbit Analysis
)/
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Figure 5.12: Densities 1\[112 of some eigenstates in the Al . :,'.rr '~~try class where
A = 0.99. The upper number is the number of the eigenstate ,'1:.",1. the lower number
a scaled energy (~ee [EHP 89]).
localised in configuration space. These localisations are scars of unstable periodic
orbits which are obtained from Gutzwiller's semiclassical analysis (see §2.4).
Eckhardt et aJ also obtained some unstable periodic orbits for this system and
stated that for)' = 0.99 all the periodic orbits that were found, were unstable.
Dahlqvist and ,Russberg, however, showed that even when). == 1 there are some
stable periodic orbits [DR 90]. Fig: (5.13) shows the orbits corresponding to the
same energy as the eigenfunctions plotted in Fig. (5.12). A comparison of the orbits
in Fig. (5.13) and the wave functions plotted in Fig. (5.12} s1.ov:sthat many of
the wave functions have scars of unstable periodic orbits which is a feature of a
quantum system having a classical chaotic counterpart [He 84].
The periodic orbits are due to an underlying periodic structure in the quantum
chaotic spectrum [He 92]. We conjecture that this underlying structure is obtain-
able through the exceptional point method and will be seen in the distribution of
exceptional points. Preliminary results show that the origin of these unstable orbits
and the scarring of the eigenfunctions around them can be understood through the
exceptional point approach. This is discussed in more detail in the next chapter
which elaborates more on the point that the exceptional points seem to be the za-
tural quantities to help bulle' t}'e bridge between classical and quantum mechanics.
The exceptional point formaiism will thus help to obtain a sound mathematical
description of the correspondence principle.
5.9 Summary
In this chapter the quantised version of a classical chaotic system was studied, The
first two sections listed the classical results to show that when A 0 the system
l'
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Figure 5.13: Unstahle periodic orbits for the same eigenstates shown in Fig. (5.12)
where A == 0.99 (from [EHP 89]).
is integrable and tends to a K·system when A -l> L We also retrieved the known
statistical results from the quanta! spectrum: the system is Poissonic when A == 0
and becomes the more chaotic the larger >.. The.6.3 statistic, nearest neighbour
spacing distribution and delocalisation length of the eigenvectors all reproduce the
GOE results for A N 1 Scarring of the eigenfunctions was also found to be in line
with the results stated above.
By studying the density of intersection points we found that the density increases
when>. is increased from zero up to a maximum at ..\ = 1. This tb,JS foUows
the quanta! and classical results and we conclude that there is a relation between
the density of exceptional points (whk4l is related to the density of 6:tates) and
the behaviour of the system: the higher tke densitZI of exceptional point' the more
chaotic tke system. The role of the counling matrix elements was also discussed.
We found that in regions where the density of exceptional points is low, chaos
can be evoked by enlarging the coupling matrix elements. This is evidence of the
fact stated by Gubr and Weidenmiiller that the coupling and density of states
are crucial quantities in characterising the behaviour of a chaotic system [GW 90].
Some preliminary and general arguments were given in relation to the idea that the
exceptional points might he used to help obtain a mathematical description of the
correspondence principle.
o
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oChapter 6
The Hydrogen Atom in. an
Uniform Magnetic Field
Since the discovery, by Zeeman in 1896, of the splitting of spectral lines when a light
source was placed between the poles of an electromagnet, the study of the behaviour
of atoms in the presence of a magnetic field was undertaken. This splitting is
known as the linear Zeeman effect whilst the splittin.g of the spectral lines in strong
magnetic fields is known as the Paschen-Back effect. In 1897 Lorentz developed the
classical theory of the motion of an electron undergoing simple harmonic motion in
the presence of a superimposed magnetic field.
The hydrogen atom is among the simplest bound state systems in nature that Call
be solved analytically, By imposing a magnetic field onto the system the behaviour
and the solution of this simple system become more complex. For very strong
fields the classical system is known as the diamagnetic Kepler problem which is
nonintegrable. Quantum mechanically it also behaves chaotically. The conceptual
importance of this problem follows from the fact that the two limiting cases of zero
and infinite field strength (the Coulomb and the Landau problems respectively)
which have very different symmetries, are the only three dimensional problems
which are exactly soluble, classically and quantum mechanically. A thorough study
of this system is interesting also because. this model is a real physical system that can
be studied experimentally. It was one of the first systems where quantum chaotic
effects were seen in the laboratory. This has prompted many people to investigate
this seemingly simple system. In undertakiJ.7,ga theoretical study of this system, we
are thus doing real physics anti are not just playing mathematical games.
6.1 Introduction
When the magnetic fields available in the laboratory are small, their action on the
atom is well explained by perturbation theory. Some thirty years ago, however,
astronomers found evidence showing that there arestrong magnetic fields present
QQ.....,
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in white dwarfs and extremely strong fields are assumed to exist in neutron stars
[Ga 77]. This discovery led to laboratory experiments that imitated the extraordi-
nary conditions in these stars in that strong magnetic fields are imposed on hydrogen
atoms, Under these conditions the quadratic, or diamagnetic, term plays the do-
minant role and perturbation theory breaks down. This is known as the quadratic
Zeeman effect.. Classically the motion is chaotic and quantum mechanically it leads
to GOE behaviour.
The Hamiltonian for the Hydrogen atom in a strong uniform magnetic field
B ::;:BE is (using atomic units and spherical coordinates)
H pZ 1 1[ 12 2 . 2 a= "2 - ;: + '2 z +Sr sin t7. (6.1)
H is derived in §D.1. Here "I is a dimensionless parameter depicting the field strength
B viz.
B
"'Y = _, Bo ~ 2.35 X lOST. Bo'
and I;: is the z-component of the angular momentum. In this representation rela-
tivistic corrections to the sim :.e model are negligible for fields with "I < 1.04 •. In
(e.l) the effects of spin-orbit ;I'',Uplinghas been neglected which is permissible for
strong fields where "Ina> 10-" with n the principle quantum Dumber and 1na the
ratio of the diamagnetic to the Coulomb energy [Ga 77].
In the first part of this chapter the classical Hamiltonian is scaled in such a way
that the system is only dependent on one parameter, the scaled energy. Results from
a classical Poincare surface of section are then listed depicting the chaotic behaviour,
The second part describes two methods to obtain a matrix representation and the
results from a statistical analysis of the eigenvalues, showing GOE behaviour, are
given. The third part is an in depth study into the exceptional point analysis of
this system showing that the spectrum consists effectively of a set of curves which
can easily be reproduced. Here we have a. high density of exceptional points even in
the nonehaotic regime. The fourth part looks at the role that the coupling matrix
elements play in the behaviour of chaotic systems. This gives way to the definition
of a measure that characterises the spectral behaviour of this system. This measure
is only dependent on the coupling strength, the density of exceptional points and
the interaction strength >.. The last part shows that results from the exceptional
point formalism are consistent with those from a semiclassical analysis. We outline
the mechanism which allows the periodic orbits to be retri wed with the exceptional
point method.
:~
o
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6.2 The Classical System
6.2.1 Constants of Motion
.
Classically the pure Coulomb problem has high symmetry, in fact seven constants
of motion. For instance H itself, the angular momentum vector L = r X p and the
Runge- Lenz vector {En 72]
R = -~(p xL -L x p)_!.2 r
The Coulomb system is called overintegrable since the scalar product (_2E)-1/2(L.
R) = 0, in other words, the .Runge-Lenz vector lies in the plane of the Kepler
orbit. The symmetry group of the Hydrogen atom ('r ::::! 0 in (6.1)) is 80(4) =
80(3) ® SO(~). This leads to the high degeneracy when '"'(= O. For verylarge
values of '1 a behaviour similar to a two dimencl-mal oscillator prevails [DG 84].
6.2.2 Scaling of the Hamiltonian
In order to establish a connection between the classical and the quanta! regime the
structure of the classical trajectories in phase space has '~obe freed of all incidental
features. Using cylindrical coordinates, (p, <p, z), H can be written (leaving out the
term linear in '"'()
(6.2)
The problem of classical motion has now been reduced to the study of orbits in
a four dimensional phase space (p,pp, z,Pz). The classical equations of motion are
invariant under the following transformations [Ro 81]
p _ '"'(2/3p, z=,2/3z, pp=,",(-1/3pp
pz ._ ,",(-l/spz, l =,t, iz = ,1/:>'lz (6.3)
and are governed by the scaled Hamiltonian
-2 -2 -2
if = Pp + pz _ 1 + J:_ +~-2 = H -2/3
2 2 ViP + z'I 2p2 8P '"'(
which 110 longer depends explicitly on the field strength. The Hamiltonian in (6.4)
shows that the classical dynamics depend on the .'JcaZed energy
(6.4)
(6.5)
I)
i.,
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Figure 6.1: Equipotential lines of the potential in (f).6) in the p. z plane (from
[FW 89]).
only, and not on the energy E and field strength "'I independently [WF 87]. The
Hamiltonian (6.4) descnibes a point particle moving in. the p. z plane in a nonsepa-
rable two dimensional potezitial consisting of the attractive Coulomb potential and
the diamagnetic interaction where
V( - z) .-. ~ -2 _ 1
p, - sP Jr=p2~+=::=:;:Z:>i'"~
which is shown in Fig. (6.1). Near the origin the potential is essentially the singular
Coulomb potential and the trajectories resemble narrow Kepler ellipses.
(6.6)
6.2.3 Classical Poincare Surface of Section
With the scaled energy in (6.5) and, lz = 0, the Poincare surface of section can be
obtained (for a review see [FW 89]). Use is made of semiparabolic coordinates
(6.7)
At a fixed scaled energy e the classical motion is confined to the energy shell, which
is a three dimensional subspace of the four dimensional phase space spanned by
the coordinates (Vd..t) and the corresponding conjugate momenta. (P.v,PfI)' This is
shown in F;g. (6.2) with coordinates (Pill v).
For e = -0.8 the motion is essentially regular (system almost integrable) and
virtually all the trajectories lie on invariant tori. There are three fixed points visible
from this section. The fixed points in the lower and upper parts of the section ate
independent of e and are located at (0,±J2). The separatrix separating these two
regions of motion accumulates in a hyperbolic fixed point located at (±V2, 0) for
e = 00.
As the scaled energy is increased, irregular motion appears, first near the sepa-
ratrix, It is clearly visible for e == -0.5 and the separatrix is replaced by a stochastic
layer which fills a finite region in the section. With a further increase, the eeparatrix
layer increases in size until, for e -: -0.1, no regular structure is visible and the
o
o
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Figure 6.2: Poincare surface of section at e = -0.8, -0.5, -0.4, -,0.3, ·,..0.2, -0.1
(from left to right and top to bottom [WH 89]).
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classical motion is dominated by global-chaos. Similar results are obtained for the
Lyaponov exponent ..[Fr 88], [Wi 87b].
6.3 The Eigenvalue Problem
"The azimuthal quantum number m, parity 7r and (for high fields) lz are good quan-
tum numbers. The underlying Hilbert space can therefore be divided into irreducible
subspaces denoted by m" and we let l,l; = O. For the remainder of this chapter the
matrix representation will be obtained in the m = 0 and positive parity subspace.
We use the principle quantum number n :::1,2,3, ... ,.nmax (nmax is the maximum
n considered) and the angular momentum quantum number 1 = 0,2,4, •.. ,n - 1.
The Hamiltonian in (6.1) is now of the form
(6.8)
with (scaled by a factor 2)
u, 2 2- p -- r
HI - ~r2 sin2 84
x - ,2.
(6.9)
In (6.9) Ho is just the expression for the ordinary Hydrogen atom, >. is the
dimensionless interaction parameter corresponding to the strength of the magnetic
field B and HI describes the quadratic Zeeman effect. The Schrodinger equation
reads
[-.6. - ~ + ~).r2 sin2 8]¢ = E'IjJ. (6.10)
Attempts to solve the Schrodinger equation in (6.10) have a long history. Near
the ionisation threshold the density of states and coupling strengths are high and
a perturbative treatment ceases to be useful. To overcome this problem a group
theoretical approach has been given by Delande and Gay [DG 84] while Olark and
Taylor used Sturmian functions [OT 82]. At very high fields (). > 1) a Landau basis
set is practical [Fr 82]. For a review of these methods see Friedrich and Wintgen
[FW 89], Garstang [Ga 77] and Taylor [Ta 90] and references therein.
H in (6.8) is in a form appropriate to our investigations as outlined in §4.2.
To characterise the behaviour we want to determine the exceptional points for this
system. This is achieved through the line spectrum which is obtained from a matrix
representation of H with So diagonal (see §4.4.3). The most natural way of achie-
ving this is to use the Ooulomb basis set. This method is, however, not amenable
to accurate numerical calculations. To overcome this problem Sturmian functions
are then used, This leads to an Ho which is not diagonal. The diagonalisation is
o
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then done numerically with the associated rotation of Hi' Both methods, using
the Coulomb basis set and using Sturmian functions are described below. Only the
Sturm.ian function method is, however, implemented throughout this chapter. The
best method to compare the classical and quantum behaviour is due to Win·tgen
and Friedrich. They showed that the behaviour of the quantum system also depend
on the scaled energy e introduced in §6.2.2 only. This method is consequently used
to investigate the statistical behaviour of the quanta! spectrum for fixed values of
6 and is outlined in §D.5.
o
6.3.1 The Coulomb Basis
The Coulomb basis for the ordinary unperturbed Hydrogen atom in spherical coor-
dinates is
In, 1,m) = Rn,Yim (6.11)
where
s; {(1') =: _ rc~-1-1)1_ (~)3(21')1 e-r/n L21+i (21')
, ~ 2n[(n + 1)!]3 n n n+l n (6.12)
and
(6.13)Yi (e .,1.)= (_I)m (21+1)(1-m)! nmf 6) imq,I,m ,,+, 2(1+m)! ·rz ~cos e
with Yi,m known as the spherical harmonics. L;ljl(21'/n) are the generalised La-
guerre and Pt (cos e) the generalised Legendre polynomials.
Using this basis leads to a Ho which is a diagonal matrix given by
(0,1', n'IHoln, I, O) = -..!..201110n'n = E~ (6.14)n ' ,
so that E~ is n/2 times degenerate for n even and (n + 1)/2 for n odd (recall:
m = 0). With the help of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients a selection rule
I' = I, 1± 2
is obtained for Hl. The matrix representation for H~is given by
(0,1', n'IH1:ln, 1,0) - ~(l" n'I1'2ln, 1)(0, 1'1 sin2 all, O)
- ~J R:llr1'2n; r2d1' J J Yiio sin2 eYio dQ. (6.16)
(6.15)
o
with dn = sin Oded<{Jthe angular volume element. The angular integral is obtained
VIZ. [BS 57]
'.'
n
oo
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(6.17)
The radial integral By = ([',n'lr2ln, 1)is evaluated with the help of Sehrodinger's
formula given in §(D.2.2) equation (D.25) viz.
s. = (n -1-1)1 (n' -1' -1)! _!__ (~)l+l (!\1'+1 ( nn'.)5+1+11
(n+l)! (n'+l')! nn' n n') n+n'
* {'t.ln't:' (4+1+l'+v+I')! (~~" (::~:r"
* [~'::~l~jJ(_l)n+n'+l+l'+r ( 3+ r -1 + J.L ) (. : +; - :',+ t/ )
n-I-1-v-r. "n -l-J,-fl-rT=O r:
* (-(5 + l'+; + J.L + v) ) l} (6.18)
where
p ~
is a binomial coefficient. E;':~means the sum runs to the smaller of p or p'. From
the binomial coefficients (or by applying the recurrence relation onto the Laguerre
polynomial under .the integral) the selection rule
In - n'l ::;3 (6.19)
is deduced. The derivation of (6.18) is shown in §(D.2.2) and was evaluated by
Scbrooinger [Sc26] and also used by Kupper [Ku 29].
When n = n' the radial integral contributes if v := J.L == 0 so that the summation
over v and J.L falls away to obtain
(n, llr2ln, 1)
(n, 1- 21r21n, I)
n2
- 2 [5n2+1-31(1+1)]
5n2 r~--~-----
- Tv[n2 - Z2][n2 - (1-1)2}
5n2 r------------------ Tv[n2 - (1+ 1)2][n2- (l + 2)2].
These equations were also deduced by Sc.bi1fand Snyder [SS 39].
,
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Using (6.17) and (6.18) the matrix representation and corresponding spectrum
for H were calculated by Zimmerman et a1 [ZKK 80] and tested by Kotze and Heiss
[KH 92b]. Both found the method accurate for principle quantum number n $; 20.
While the diagonal terms (n = n') for HI are easy to calculate, the off-diagonal
terms, as depicted in (6.18), are not amenable to numerical implementation for
n > 21. The reason being differences of the huge factorials. and binomial coefficients
under the summations of v, f.L and T which lead to accuracy problems (even when
extended accuracy is used). This basis is also undesirable because it only takes the
discrete states of hydrogen into account which is only permissible for weak magnetic
fields.
6.3.2 Sturmian Functions
Sturmian functions were introduced by Rotenberg [Ro 70] and first applied by Ed-
monds [Ed 73J,to the hydrogenic problem (see Appendix (D». Although the eigen-
functions of the Schrddinger equation form a complete set, the fact that the con-
tinuum forms part of that set often reduces the completeness property to formal
importance only. The continuum terms are then usually ignored because the en-
suing equations are imposrihle to deal with. This is the case with the discrete
Coulomb basis described ill the previous subsection. This basis is incor..nplete in the
sense that the positive energy of the atom (the continuum part) has been ignored.
Sturmian functions, on the other hand, form a complete set of functions and can
represent the Coulomb functions efficiently at small radial coordinate r, Olark and
Taylor generalised the method of Edmonds inwhich case the Schrodinger equation
can be written in the form of a generalised eigenvalue problem [C'I' 82].
Wunner et al proposed the following orthonormal and complete set of Sturmian
functions as the radial eigenfunctions I [WKR 86]
G(C!'ir) = r~ ~ (n -/- 1)1 .-M'[rr]IL21+2 (rr) (6.20)
nl \ '" (n + I+ I)! '" n-l-l '"
with L!I~?_I('r) denoting the generalised Laguerre polynomials with, a positive
real parameter. The basis for the Hamiltonian in (6.1) is now taken to be
In,I,O) =: In,l)ll,O) = Gn1'Yio (6.21)
which is the most efficient approach close to the ionisation threshold [Ta 90J. The
power of this basis lies in the freedom of choice for the parameter ,. (can be
chosen to improve control over convergence and accuracy. It is appropriate to choose
different values of , when examining different regions of the spectrum. Clark and
Taylor showed that when choosing, such that
, = 2/n"'; n'" = 1,2,3, ... ,nmax (6.22)--~-------------------
1Wunner et ai used the radial quantum numoer 71while, here, n is the principle quantum number.
U r;
Qj
o
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the eigenvalues are most accurate in the vicinity of n* [OT 82J. Valuable. computing
time is thus saved when extremely accurate eigenvalues have to be computed. The
range of accurate eigenvalues can be extended by choosing nJnAX considerably larger
than n~. The corresponding computing time and memory used are, however, also
drastically increased.
6.3.3 Matrix Representation with Sturmian Functions
Using the basis in (6.21) leads to a representation of Ho which is given by
(0, If, n']Holn, 1,0)
(2
- -- 8· 8(114 n." ,
z n...-I-I)! (n' -1' -1)1 ~{1~'(21+ r)!
+ ( ~ (n + 1+ J )! (n' + I' +,1)! f;:o r!
* [en -1-l)(n -1- r)(n' -1- 7') + (n - 2/()(21 + r + 1)
(n + 1+ 1)(n -1- 1- r)(n' -1- '1")] CI',l' (6.23)
The matrix representation of Ho is diagonal in 1 but there is no restriction on n or
n', The radial integral using these generalised Laguerre polynomials is calculated in
§D.2.1 (equation (D.21)) and (6.23) is derived in §D.4.2 (equation (D.47)) which is
aliso given by Zellel' [Ze 90]. Equation (6.:23) can be evaluated numerically for large
values of n and n' bee, use the terms under the summation are always of the same
order.
The matrix elements for III in the basis given by (6.21) can be expressed in
closed analytical form. They give rise to a banded matrix. 'I'he selection rule in
(6.15) is unaffected and matrix elements with respect to the radial functions in
(6.20) vanish unless
It - nil :5 2 (6.24)
which can be obcained from the binomial coefficients in Schr8dinger's radial integral,
Using Schrodinger's radial integral, the radial matrix elements, H; = (1',n'lr2In, I),
are found (see §D.4.1)):
When l' = 1o
n'=n-2
n'= n-1
n' = no n' = n + 1
n':: n+2
H; = (-2V(n -1- 2)(n - l-l)(n + l)(n + 1+ 1)
H; = -4n(-2v(n -1-1)(n + 1+ 1)
H; = 2(-2[3n(n + 1) -lei +2)] (6.25)
H; = -4(n + l)(-'\/(n -l)(n + 1+ 2)
== (-2v(n -1 + l)(n -l),(n + 1+ 2)(n + 1+ 3)'
o
98
c
~ ---
, ':::::::::::::::::00
o
o
H, = (--;.jCn -1-l)(n -l- 2)(n -1-' 3)(n -1- 4)
H; = -4(-2.jCn -l-l)(n -1- 2)(~-1- 3)(n + 1+2)
Hr=6(-2, -1-1)(n-1-2)(n+l+2)(n+l+3) (6.26)
s,= -4(-2.j(n -l-l)(n + I + 2)(n + I +3)(n + 1-1 4)
H; = (.-2.j(n + I+ 2)(n + 1+ 3)(n + I+ 4)(n + 1+ 5)
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and for I' == 1+ 2
n' = n-2
n' = n-1
n'=n
n' = n+ 1
n' =n+2
and for I' = 1- 2
n' = n - 2
n' = n-l
n'=n
n' = n + 1
n' = n+2
H; = ,-2J(n +1- 2)(n + 1-- l)(n + l)(n + 1+1)
H; == -4(-2J(n + 1- l)(n + l)(n + 1+ I)(n ·-1)
H, = 6(-2.j(n + l)(n + 1+ I)(n -l)(n -1 + 1) (6.27)
Hr = ":"4(-2J(n + 1+ l)(n --l)(n -1 + I)(n -I + 2)
H; == (-2/0- -l)(n -1 + I)(n - i +'}.)(n -1+ 3).
These equations are easy to implement numerically.
The Ho and HI matrices can be constructed in different ways. Zeller ordered
the quantum numbers as follows [Ze 90]
(n, l) = (1,0), (2, O)i (3, 0), , (Yl.max' 0)1
(3,2), (4,2), (5,2), ,( nm&lCl 2),
(5,2), (6,2), (7,2), , (nJDlLlC' 2),
(nma.x -1, nma.x - 3), (nmax, nmal' - 3),
(nmn.nmn -1).
This representation leads to an Ho which is in block diagonal form and the under-
lying space is then reducible into irreducible I-subspMes. HI has block matrices
on the diagonal and second diagonal only because I' == 1± 2. Each block matrix: is
banded according to In' - nl :5 2.
For calculating the line spectrum, and determining the density of exceptional
points (see §6.5.2), the following order is appropriate for (n,l) {also see the discus ...
sion at the end of this paragraph)
(1,0), (2, 0), (3,0), (3,2), (4,0), (4,2), (5, 0), (5, 2), (5,4), ... 1 (nm ..>:, nmax - 1). (6.28)
Reasons for the preference of this order become obvious in §6.5. Using this order will
lead to a representation where Ho is a full matrix. The size of the elements, however,
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decreasr oving further away from the diagonal. III is in semiblock form where
the row. columns consist of blocks which are indexed by n == 1,2, ... ,1~max and
1<'l..' == i, 2, ... ,nmax respectively, Taking the selection rule In' - nl ::;;2 into account
will lead to an HI in the following ferm
o
(6.29)
(0) (0)
(0) (0)
(0 2) 0
(02) (02)
o ....
Each block in (6.29) is a square matrix
(~ 2 4
l'r.
[
~
indexed by (1, I') shown as the values for the rows and columns respectively where
in = n - 1and inl == ,/ - 1.
All calculations should be done in an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. For
practical purposes, however 1 the space is truncated to the dimension of the matrix
H given by
Q ninax even
(6.30)
(~{nmax+ 1)) 2; nmax odd.
The full matrix representation of H == Ho +AHI is now
(O, I', n'IHln, i; 0) == {O, 1', n'IHoln, 1, O} -I- )..(1', n'lr2In, 1)(0, 1'1 sin2 17/411, 0) (6.31)
and can be constructed using (6.17), (6.23) and (6.~5)-(6.27).
'I U
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The order used for (n,l) in (6.28) is different than the order generally used
in the literature, The leads to a different truncation with different effects on the
eigenenergies ofH. The aforementioned procedure thus has to be tested against the
procedures described in the literature. This is done by comparing the eigenvalues
so obtained to that obtained by Friedrich and Wintgen [FW 89], Delande and Gay
[DG 86], Killingbeck [Ki 79] and Clark and Thylor [CT 82]. The eigenvalues were
found to be very accurate under variation of the parameter ,. The eigenvalues of Ho
can be tested against the exact values given in (6.14) and was found to be extremely
accurate under variation of ,.
A part of the spectrum for this system ISdrawn in Fig. (6.3) for n = 34, 35~... ~42
with energy measured in Rydbergs. Here nma.x = 50 and , = 2NO so that H is a
650 X 650 matrix which can easily be evaluated and diagonalised on a minisuper
computer. The strength parameter A is taken between 0 and 10-9 which corre-
sponds to a. field strength of between 0 and 7.43 Tesla. At A == i) the degeneracies
of the pure hydrogen atom are seen while the lines do not actually cross one an-
other for A > 0 but they undergo avoided level crossings. Fig. (6.4) shows another
part of cne spectrum where avoided level crossings are clearly discernible. Here the
spectrum IS drawn for the strength parameter A between 0.5 X 10-8 and 0.13 X 10-7
corresponding to magnetic fields of between 16.62 and 26.8 Tesla using nma.x = 50
and , = 2/46. The spectrum shown here and that obtained by Deltuule and Gay
using the group theoretical approach'' is identical.
6..4 Statistical Analysis
o
In calculating the 2S.3~statisticand the nearest neighbour spacings distribution, the
quantal spectrum was obtained using the scaled energy method of W.intgen and
Friedrich described in §D.5. The statistical results now only depend on the scaled
energy E: through (6.5) namely the statistical behaviour will be the same for fixed e
even if E and >. are changed.
This system is not time reversal invariant and we therefore expect GUE rather
than GOE fluctuations. Berry and Robnik, however, replaced the concept of time
reversibility by a more general concept of antiunitary symmetries [BR 86]. Now,
because H in (6.3) is invariant under a combination of time reversal and reflection
through the (x, y)-plane, GOE fluctuations would prevail [HW 89). Fig (6.5) shows
the nearest neighbour spacing distribution and A3'"statistic for a few values of e.
The transition from Poisson to GDE behaviour is seen to happen at e ~ -0.35 80
that the system is fully chaotic at e = -0.1. In the transitional region (from a
Poisson to a Wigner distribution) the histograms can be approximated by a Brody
distribution (see §3.5.2). We also say that the system behaves more chaotically for
E: = -0.1 than for e = -0.5 in the sense that. the statistical results resemble more
2The spectrum of Delande and Gay was not printed by them but by Bohigas ct a.l [BGS 86].
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Figure 6.3: The spectrum for the hydrogen atom in a uniform magnetic field. The
part shown here has n = 34,35, ... ,42 with energy measured in Rydberga,
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Figure 6.4: Another part of the spectrum so that the avoided level crossings are
discernible. Here 0.5 X 10-8 < x ~ 0.13 X 10-7 and -;-0.0006 ::; E ~ -0.0004 Ry(' "
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Figure 6.5: (a) Nearest neighbour spacings distribution for a few values of the scaled
energy showing the transition from Poisson to GOE behaviour, The solid line is the
Brody fit. (b) Li;3-statisticfor a few values of e (from [FW 89]).
the GOE results for the first than the latter case.
These results correspond to the classical behaviour seen through the Lyaponov
exponent and Poincare surface of section (see §6.2). The Li3-st3.tistic is seen to
deviate from GOE behaviour for large values of L. This is due to unstable periodic
orbits in the system and can be explained using Gutzwiller~ssemiclassical analysis
(see §2.4.4) [FW 89], [Gu 90].
')
6.5 Exceptional Point Analysis
In order to characterise the behaviour of this system, we now determine the distri-
bution of exceptional points as discussed in Chapter 4 [HK 91]. This is achieved by
using the line spectrum which was discussed in §4.5. All calculations are done for
constant scaled energy e which preserves the classical behaviour.
o
6.5.1 Line Spectrum
By scrutinising the spectrum in Fig. (6.3) globally we observe that lID has syste-
matic degeneracies and it seems as though the whole spectrum consists of a set of
curves originating at the eigenvalues of Hn. Note that at A = 0 the crossings are the
actual degeneracies of Ho; all !)~hercrossings are avoided but only look like actual
crossings because of the resolution used. By inspecting the spectrum for negative A
values (which is not physical but can be done for our matrix problem) we conclude
that the curvature of the curves is negative for all values of A, in particular for the
(I
,,
o
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positive ones. From Fig. (6.3) it is also evident that the curves start to reperon€
another to an increasing extent with increasing A. The mixing regime begins, up to
a first order approximation, at values given by [WF 86]
16
A R:J 5n7'
Globally, the simplistic and structured form of the spectrum is expected since
the symmetries relating to Ho and HI impose a particular structure on the full
problem Ho + >OBI. Here we have 0(4) symmetry when A = 9 and symmetries
relating to the two dimensional oscillator when A is ver.y large (see §6.2.1). When
looking at the spectrum the structure prevailing in the vicinity of A = 0 can be
discerned over a fairly large range of A-values when the actual level repulsions are
interpreted as level crossings. In other words, while the detailed structure of the
spectrum looks rather co'mplc:t, an underlying simple s 'ruciure is discernible. This
simple structure is depicted through the line spectrum and is used to characterise
the behaviour through the distribution of exceptional points [KH 92bJ.
In order to calculate the line spectrum we transform to a representatien with
Ho diagonal. In doing so we actually obtain numerically a representation in the
Coulomb basis with features described in §6.3.1. HI is in semiblock form" where the
selection rule in (6.19), In - nIl :5 3 holds. Because Ho has systematic degeneracies
we use the guidelines given in §4.5.2. In Ho, each principle quantum number n is
degenerate in the angular momentum quantum number 1. Ho can thus he reduced
into subspaces characterised by n which we term as rz-subspaces. Thi: tl seen from
the spectrum in Fig. (6.3) where the eigenvalues for Ho are denoted by line rs-valnes
only. The line spectrum ls then determined by the formulae given in (4.27) and
(4.29) which are the asymptotic approximations to the actual spectrum when}. is
very large and when A is very small viz.
En - O:k +).WI:; A ~ 1
E~ ,_ el: + A"k; ,\ «: 1.
(6.32)
(6.S3)
Here ek and Wk are the eigenvalues of Ho and HI respectively and k = 1,2, ... ,M.
O:k are the expectation values of 1:[0 in the basis of diagonal H1 (£l,t1< an explanation
see §4.5.1) and "I: are obtained by diagonalising HI in the different n-suhspaces.
The diagonal Ho can be reduced into a total of nlllllX n-subspaces. The dimension
for each subspace is given by
u; =1 :(n + 1); n Od~ n = 1,2, ... ,nm~.
_. n even2'
3This was tested and found to be correct numerically.
7
\
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The E-axis intercepts for E~ are thus grouped into nmax sets; one set for each
subspace which is actually given by f} == -lin'}, (j - 1,2, ... , .M~). With each
intercept f.} (in a particular subspace) we associate a slope OJ which is an eigenvalue
of the block of Hl where n = n'. Ej is then one bunch of levels originating on the
E~axis as depicted in Fig. (4.4).
The full line spectrum, near the origin, is obtained by taking the direct sum of the
different subspaces where f,,, are ordered ascendingly and Ok are ordered as in (4.30).
Ek is depicted on the left side of Fig. (4.4) with k == 1,2, .. , ,M where M is defined
in (6.30) and M =MI + M2 + ... + Mnmax' 'I'he total line spectrum for the system
is obtained by connecting the two asymptotic spectra Ek and Ek given by (6.32)
and (6.33). The appropriate connection is obtained by noting the following: firstly,
the individual lines in each n-subspace, do not intersect one another. Secondly, the
order of the lines for increasing values of ,\ is given by the fact that the top most
lixe of the n-subspace crosses all the lines of the (n + I)-subspace except the top
most one; the second top line crosses all the lines of the (n +-1)-subspace except
the second top and top most lines ... the first line of the n-f.lUbspace does not cross
any lines of the (n + I)-subspace. If the E1 and Ek lines are numbered 1,2, ... ,M
from bottom to top, the order of the E" lines will be
1,2,3,5,7,10,13,17, ... ,(M - Mnm&x+ 1),
4,6,8,11,14,18 ... , (M - ..I\lnmax+ 2),
9,12,15,19,23" .. , (M - Mnma.x+ 3),
16,20,24,29, ... ,(.I.v.£ - Mnm..x + 4),
{
M - Mnm&><,M n even
}'1 n odd.
The connection between E" and EL is now obtained by a heuristic algebraic
equation (Ek for the line spectrum) of the following form
(6.34)
The value of the power viz. 2/3 is found to fit empirically sufficiently well; a value
up to 3/4 would do just as well. Equation (6.34) is a suitable choice because it
reduces to (6.32) and (6.33) when ,\ -t 00 and >. -+ 0 respectively, and it depends
only on quantities that can be derived from Ho and HI alone; in other words we
only use a, w, e and 8.
In order for (6.34) to give the appropriate line spectrum all the lines should have
negative curvature meaning that the following inequalities should hold
(6.35)
I,
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However, because 0:,. and ek are obtained by rotations of the same matrix Do, both
obey the same trace rules and (6.35) cannot hold globally. We, however, found from
extensive numerical tests that the rule in (6.35) will always hold in tl..e i.rit.inity of
n* as long as nm ..x ;::: 2n'". Figure (6.6) shows the line spectrum for the samewindow
of the actual spectrum depicted in Fig. (6.3). The similarity between the actual
and line spectrum is striking, Here Ttm&% = 90 and ~~"= 40 which leads to a matrix
of order 2070 X 2070 to be diagonalised. This procedure is very efficient because
the diagonalisation has to be done only once to obtain the 4 quantities a, €, W and
o for a specific n".
The line spectrum will now be used to obtain the density of exceptional points.
This is possible because of the arguments given in Chapter 4 that the distribution
of crossing points in the line. ."rum is statistically equivalent to the density of
exceptional points. The actual "'...~lSSingSof the lines are easily calculated where the
intersection of the k-th and I-th line is determined by solving
o - (ak - O!/) + >.(0,. - 01) - [Ia}; - €,.13/2 + >.3/218,. - wkI3/2r/3
+ [Ial - Ed3/2 + >.3/2181 - WI 13/2] 2/3 j 1> k = 1,2, ... ,M
for>. using a standard Newton-P: ....l,son numerical procedure.
6.5.2 Density of Excep ......onal Points
Before a meaningful method to determine the density of crossing poin s is described,
we note that the spectrum is a function of the scaled energy e and principle quantum
number nil' only where the following relations hold [WF 87]:
E:;= -(n*t2 (6.36)
and the corresponding A-value is
(6.37)
o
The lines of constant e are invariant lines and are shown in Fig. (6.7).
A suitable representation of the distribution of crossing points is now obtained
by keeping n* fixed. The distribution is then calculated by choosing a "window"
between two scaled energies Cl and C2 where the top and bottom energies are defined
by setting n1,2= n* ± 2 in (6.36). The left and right A's are obtained by setting
>'1= [-s~.(n*)2]-3 and '\2 = [-c2(n*)2]-3. Here. we have >'1< A2 and C1< e2. This
is schematically shown as one "window" (dashed box) in Fig. (6.7).
The number of crossing points in a "window" is' then calculated and the distri-
bution P obtained by dividing: the distance C2 - Cl into a number of equal length
bins. The area il'.'.d,;:! \",.~.~hiEl't,(,gram,so obtained, ,is normalised to unity so that
o
o1(\
J)
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Figure 6.6! Line spectrum for the hydrogen atom in a magnetic field. For the sake
of comparison 'the same E and A values as that depicted in Fig. (6.3) are shown,
H
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Figure 6.7: Schematical representation of the "windows" (dashed rectangles) used to
calculate the distribution of crossing points. The solid curves are those for constant
e with values as indicated.
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P for different n*-values can be related, thus allowing different "windows" to be
compared, This eliminates the effect of the increase in the density of states when
e is kept fixed and n* increased, Figure (6.8) depicts histograms of the density of
crossings for n* :=: 25 and n* = 35 with el = -2.0 and e2 = -O.S. The similar form
of the histograms for the different values of n* is evident. This holds for all values of
nO< where we have chosen n,m = 90. The normalised density of crossings, P, is zero
for e < -2.0 because the invariant lines lie before the n-mixing regime where there
are no crossings. Once inside the n-mixing regime however, P increases rapidly to
a maximum value Pmax and then decreases gradually showing that the number of
crossings decreases with increasing e.
To render a direct comparison between the quantal and classical results we took
many overlapping "windows" (nO< = 15,16, 17, ... ,45) and calculated the distribu-
tion in each (see Fig. (6.7». The total distribution of crossings is now a function
of both e2 - el and n* i.e. P = P( n", e2 - el)' The total distribution of crossings is
represented by a three-dimensional graph as shown in Fig. (6.9) with el = -0.5 and
c~ = -0.2 . Here we have the scaled energy on the e-axis, the principle quantum
number denoted by nO!< on the y-axis and the z-axis denotes the normalised density
of exceptional points P. Evident is the global declining nature of P with increasing
scaled energy. The contourgraph" for Fig. (6.9) is shown in (6.10). The lines shown
I
l
r
c
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4A graph obtained by looking at, a three dimensional graph from the top (a geographical map).
The lines are contours, each depicting a different height or in this instance a different P value,
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Figure 6.8: Histograms depicting the density of crossing points for -2.0 ~ e ~. -0.8
and principle quantum numbers (a) n* = 25; and (b) n* = 35 using 40 bins for
each. Note the similarity in form of the two histograms.
I
are constant P-lines, each with a different value for P.
From Figs. (6.9) and (6.10) two observations are evident [KH 92b]: firstly, for
fixed n*, the normalised density of crossings, P, decreases with increasing e and
secondly, 8tatistically, the normalised density of exceptional points does not depend
on n* (and thus the energy E) or A but o,,!-lyon the 3caled energy e.
The first observation confirms the fact, evident from the spectrum in Fig. (6.3),
that the density of states decreases if n'" is fixed and e increased. From this evidence
we conclude there is a. relation between the density of states and density of crossings
P. The precise theoretical relation is, however, not yet known. P does not relate the
fact that the density of states increases if e is kept fixed and n" is increased because
of the normalisation procedure used. P is actually only the density of crossings at
Cl relative to ne density at C2. The actual density of crossings P'(n*), for e fixed,
is plotted in Fig, (6.11) for C = -0.2. This clearly shows that the larger n* the
higher the density of crossing points. The solid line is a numerical least squares fit
which has the form
(6.38)
o
o
showing the leading term for the actual density of crossings to be cubic in n*, As
shown in Fig. (6.11), (6.38) holds for for all relevant values of c.
The second observation is consistent with results from a classical and quantum
mechanical analysis which reveal that the quantum and classical systems only de-
pend on the scaled energy e [FW 89]. In using the density of crossing points we have
thus confirmed the quantum statistical and olassical results. This substantiates the
conjecture made in Chapter 2 that the exceptional point formalism can be used to
bridge the gap between the RMT results of the quantum system and the results
from a classical anar. sis, Further evidence is given below.
,, '
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Figure 6.9: Three-dimensional graph depicting the density of crossing points P as a.
function of s and n*. Here we have the scaled energy e on the z-axis, the principle
quantum number n* on the y-axis and P on the z-a:".;s. We note that the density
of crossings declines with increasing e.
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Figure 6.10: A geographical map [contourgraph) of Fig. (6.9) showing that the
density of crossingpoints omy depends on the scaled energy. The lines are lines
of constant P with the higher values on the left sid~of the graph. Evident is the
decliningnature of P which is constant in n"'.
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Figure 6.11: Actual density of crossings pi as a function of nil< shown for e :::; -0.2.
The solid line is 0'. least squares fit given by P:. We listed P; on the 'left side for a
few values of e.
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From the results described above we conclude that the density of exceptional
points is higher for e1 = -0.5 than for £2 :::; -0.2. However, we know that the
system behaves more chaotically the larger e. Chaos sets in at e ~ -0.35 and the
system is fully chaotic for e = -0.1. 'this seems to contradict the conjecture made
in Chapter 4 that the higher. density of exceptional points the more likely chaos'
is to prevail, From §..t5.3 however, we know that there are two physical quantities
that prescribe the behaviour of a system: 'be density of states and the coupling
matrix elements. The density of crossings gives an indication of the density of
states and the coupling matrix elements determine the positions of the exceptional
points which in turn determine the fluctuation properties of the spectrum. Both
quantities thus have to be investigated to get a full description of the behaviour,
The coupling matrix elements are discussed in the next section.
o
6.6 The Coupling Matrix Elements
o
In this section we investigate the interplay between the ce .ipling matrix elements
and the actual avoided crossings which are related to the exceptional points (see
§4.4.5). Much insight is gained by firstly discussing the simple two dimensional
model where n = 1,2. The generalisation to higher order will lead to a. quantitative .
measure to characterise quantum chaos.
o
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G.G.I The Two Dimensional Matrix Problem
For the two dimensional case the eigenvalues of Ho are denoted by El and €2' Be-cause
Ho is diagone l, it is reducible into two n-subspaces both of dimension one. If oX is
very small we know from perturbation theory that the coupling between the different
n-subspaces can be neglected up to a first order approximation. HI is then in block
diagonal form and also reducible into two n-subspaces both with dimension one.
The eigenvalue of HI in the first subspace is denoted by 01 and that in the second
subspace by 02' From (6.29) it is evident that HI is of the form
(6.39)
where C denotes the coupling between the eigenvalues, of the different rz-subspaces,
01 and 02' For problems with dimensions higher than two, a more general form of
HI e.tists, namely
cc
o
o C
where s and t are adjacent subspaces, This matrix is equivalent to (6.3&) E ?J, =
V = 1. This specific form of H1 will later be used to define an appropriate mea r .11'1:;;
for the coupling strength.
Returning to the two dimensional case, the matrix representation of H is
(6.40)
with eigenvalues e given by
The exceptional point for this two dimensional matrix H is given at the .x-v·aJ:ue
where the discriminant vanishes (see §4.4.1 and §4.4.3) and
.xc = €2 - fl = -A€ 6.0 ± 2iO,
01 - 02± 2iO A02 +40 (6.41)
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where A€ = €2 - €1 and £),,5= 52 - 51' If C ~ D.5 we have from (6.41)
~).c = -~;jS'Ac: = ±2C, i:f<n.tp = ~~. (6.42)
From §4.4.3 we know that to evoke chaos, the -imaginary part of the exceptional
point has to be appreciable in size. Equation (6.42) shows that small coupling will
give a small S'>"c and a. small angle cpo The exceptional point thus lies close to the
real axis and the avoided crossing is not appreciable. The two levels are too close to
one another and the avoided level crossing is nearly an exact crossing which can not
lead to chaotic behaviour (a situation also eneountered in the example discussed in
§4.6.2).
To determine the effect of the coupling C on the avoided crossing we determine
the minimum of the spacing between the two levels which is given by (see §4.4.5)
By eliminating D.5 we obtain
(6.43)
(6.44)
Equation (6.43) shows that if D.€ and C are both fixed, the spacing between the
levels D.e widens the larger ~>"c. Also, ~>..o is fixed, the spacing can be enlarged by
enlarging C. From the,« findings and the form of (6.43) we now conclude that the
relevant parameter in devermining the minimum spacing D.e (of the avoided level
crossing) is given by B such that
I,
If B is small we expect the avoided crossing to have a small gap (the levels nearly
cross actually) and, if this happens on a large scale, to be outside the chaotic regime;
in turn, for a larger value of B the gap size increases and the behaviour tends to be
chaotic. These arguments are general and can also be applied to higher dimensions
discussed in the next subsection.
o
6.6.2 Generalisation to Higher Order
For higher dimensional systems we note the following behaviour from (6.44) by
keeping e fixed and by increasing n (we move on the invariant line): firstly, let s
be such that we axe outside the chaotic regime (e = -0.8 for instance). When n is
small, >.. is large and the coupling has to be small to suppress the chaotic behaviour.
This means that the imaginary part of >"c is very small and the exceptional points
lie close to the real axis. The avoided level crossings ,are nearly actual crossings and
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no chaotic behaviour occurs. ). decreases with increasing n which now suppresses
the chaotic behaviour. Under these circumstances the coupling C may be larger
without any significant effect on the behaviour. Secondly, if we keep n fixed, we can
move from the nonehaotic to the chaotic regime by increasing c. This means that
we effectively increase A. This has the effect that even when n and the coupling
is small, ). is can be large enough to ensure chaotic behaviour. This qualitative
insight will be used in §6.7 to define a quantitative measure for the characterisation
of chaotic behaviour.
To obtain a suitable measure of the coupling strength in the M-dimensional
model, we apply the same arguments of the previous subsection. We transform H1
to Hi having the following form
[ 8t ] [ cg) ] * * 0
[ CJ~) ] [ « ] [ oW O£~ ] * *
* [ eli) 1 [ ~f ~~1 [ cIi) cg) 1* 0(2) 0(3) 0(3)21 21 22
o [f ~ :.. L]
(6.45)
with r = nmax and M' == Mnm&x denoting the dimension of the last block. Each
block on the diagonal is a diagonal Mn X Mn matrix with the eigenvalues for each
n subspace 81 on the diagonal (k ::::1~2,.... ,Mn denotes the different eigenvalues
for each block and 1- 1,2, ... , nm ..x denotes the different n aubspaces). 'I'he blocks
on the second diagonal are denoted by 0 and the elements further out by asterisks.
The off-diagonal elements are nonzero but tend to smaller and smaller values the
further away from the diagonal. Here C denotes the coupling between the different
S's.
Hi can be obtained through the following transformation
(6.46)
where the different U matrices commute with one, another. Uk is an orthogonal
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matrix such that
1 0 0\
0 0
0 1 0
U1 U2
. Mk
1 1 Ul
Uk=
U1 U2 urk (6.47)2 2
1 2 uUkUMk UMk Mk
0 1 0
0 0 1
which is a unit matrix except for the matrix in place of the k-th block.The k-th
block in (6.47) is the orthogonal matrix that diagonalises the k-th block in (6.29)
with no r- coupling and Hi rotated to the basis of diagonal Ho. We stress the fact
here the t'I;' can only be obtained if Ho is diagonal and degenerate.
A quantitative measure for the strength of the coupling tan be obtained if we
assume that the n-coupling between individual elements of different blocks are small.
Hi are also in semiblock form and we only have to consider the 'couplhlg between
the diagonal blocks as a whole. As a reasonable measure of the coupling between
nearest neighbour diagonal blocks in (6.45) we use the norm of the off-diagonal
block matrices viz.
(6.48)
o
with s the number of rows and r the number of columns in C. The coupling matrix
elements as given by (6.48) are depicted in Fig. (6.12). Here G is drawn as a
function of n where nmo.x= 90 and n'" =: 40. Also plotted are the coupling due
to the second off-diagonal blocks. They are much smaller than o and can thus
be neglected. It is evident that the smaller n the smaller the coupling. In using
the definition given in (6.48) we also calculated the coupling between next nearest
blocks on the diagonal. This coupling was found to be appreciably smaller than the
nearest neighbour coupling justifying the assumption to neglect it.
In Fig. (6.12) 0 is fitted numerically by
O~(n) == -0.0624n - 0.4889n2 + 0.2821n3 (6.49)
and the leading term is cubic in n. The form of Fig. (6.12) and that of Hf in
(6.45) is now taken as evidence for the discussion given at the beginning of this
section, Equation (6.49) shows that when n is small, the coupling is so small that
,.. "'"
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OJ :::: -O.0624n - 0.4889712 + 0.2821n3
C~= 1.193871 - 0.3585n2 + O.0776n30(71)
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Figure 6.12: The coupling (j as a. fU{l(tion of n. The cir.cles are the coupling due
to the off-diagonal blocks and the diemonds due to the second off-diagonal blocks.
The lines are numerical fits given by (j~and (j~.
it can suppress the chaotic behaviour as characterised by E in (6.44). When n is
larger though, the coupling is larger but now>. is smaller which then suppresses the
chaotic behaviour.
The aforementioned characterisation does not yet explain the phenomenon that
although we have a high density of exceptional points (for e = -0.8 and large n for
instance) we still do not get chaos. This is outlined in the next section.
6.7 A Quantitative Measure for Quantum Chaos
In setting r / a meaningful measure for the spectral behaviour of a system we take
the results of the previous subsections into account. In (6.44) we found the be-
haviour of the two dimensional system to be proportional to >. . C. This can be
generalised to the M dimensional case where we use C defined in (6.48) instead
of C. We also know from §4.5.3 that the density of states plays a crucial role and
has to be incorporated into any measure of the behaviour. For the system under
consideration we now propose the following quantity to be taken as a measure for
the chaotic behaviour
s e x.o .s (6.50)
where d denotes the density of states and o the coupling as defined in (6.48) .
Equation (6.50) measure" the average gap between levels that cross in the comple»
(I
()
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E-plane i.e., the amount by which the levels repel one another.
For B to be defined as an appropriate measure of the chaotic behaviour of a
system, we have to analyse its properties. A desirable feature of any measure is
that it should be dimensionless. This is the case for B defined in (6.50) because ,\ is
dimensionless, the unit of G is energy (Rydbergs) and that of d is number of states
per unit energy interval. We also want to describe the n-behaviour of B. This is
done by recalling from (6.37) that if 5 is kept fixed, ,\ '" n-6 and from (6.49) we
have C ~ n3• The n-behaviour of d is determined by considering its inverse, the
mean level spacing. Let's consider an energy interval ranging from n to n +m and
let d be the mean distance between the energy levels such that
energy interval
d - number of levels in interval
_![l/:?~-(~~/;)2l .. (6.51)
The leading term in (6.51) is Iln3 and hence the leading term for dis n3• From
this and (6.50) it turns out that B '" constant in n. We can thus put
(6.52)
which is now taken as the appropriate measure for the behaviour of the system. We
expect regular behaviour if B is small and chaotic behaviour if 13has an appreciable
value.
We however prefer to use the density of crossings rather than the density of
states. From the results obtained in. §6.5.2 we conclude that there is a relation
between the density of states and the density of exceptional points. The precise
theoretical relation is not known. WP.-have, however, established the leading term
in the actual density of exceptional points P' to be n3 as shown by (6.38) and Fig.
(6.11). Now, by putting d == P' in (6.52) we have
B' =,\. G· p' =S-3. n-6• C. P' (6.53)
which is also constant in n if e is fixed. This is also reflected in the numerical analysis
and the corresponding graph drawn in Fig. (6.13) which is a plot of 8' versus n
where we used a logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. Each line is obtained for
a different value of 5 and is approximately constant in n. The larger e the more
chaotically the system behaves which is reflected in the higher B'-values. The scaling
has been chosen such. that 8' ~ 1.0 at 5 ~ -0.35 which is the known scaled energy
value where chaos sets in. B' is thus a useful qualitative measure for the behaviour
of this system which clearly shows that even though the density of exceptional
points is high for certain small values of 5, the system does not behave chaotically,
The reason is that the chaotic behaviour is suppressed by both small ,\ am, b•.•all
coupling.
x x
x x X X X X X--x )( )( x
x x~ XOO()o¢
x () () 0 <> () <> o~ "'433o () () e () <> 0 0--0;-<> <> <> <> 0 1...
1 n 0 ~ <> : <> guo 0 0 0.a" 0 n n 0 0 n <> 0 0 0 -0 35 0.9945
o 0 0 x 0 x " x v v l( X v v X v x x -O.t-r-::"":X-:-Vx*"=x7"""x""~-':X;-:"r:-':X"x<",-~+**"":>....X....l<..-'~.,,,z-""-""""<;-A"':"':"';"-A..A-.-=4- " , ~(69
, hO 0 0 <>0
9 V Y Q 0 0 <> () <> ~() 0 9 () <> () <> 0 0 0 '"()" 0 -O,L
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()
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Figure 6.13: The behaviour denote:" by 8' as a function of n where we use a loga-
rithmic scale on the vertical axis. Each line corresponds to a different value of e as
indicated with the corresponci.ag 8' values listed on the right.
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From the results stated above we now conjecture that a possible characterisation
of quantum chaos hints at the following:
quantum chaos is a con,~equence of the interrelation between the cou!11ingatrength,
the inieraciion. atrength and the denaity of exceptional poini8.
6.8 Periodic Orbits and Exceptional Points
i
t
I
I
()
Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis described two formalisms for investigating quanta!
systems having classical chaotic counterparts: semiclassical mechanics and Random
Matrix Theories. Hints at a possible link between the two methods were given ill
Chapters 2 and 5. The exceptional point methods seems to provide the mechanisms
necessary for bridging the two formalisms. In this section we first mention results
from a semiclassical analysis and then give premature arguments for using the ex-
ceptional point method in obtaining the semiclassical results. This is an interesting
topic for continuing investigation.
Wintgell studied the periodic orbits using Gutzwiller's semiclassical periodic
orbit theory showing that the semiclassical results also only depend on the scaled
energy e [Wi 87aJ. He found neal" exact agreement between the classical scaled
actions and the positions of the peaks in the Fourier transform of the spectrum
[WF 87J. Eckhardt and Wintgen calculated the form of the orbits making use of a
symbolic coding scheme showing the chaotic features of this system to be directly
o
'\_
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o
related to the classical unstable orbits r:C\V90]. Wintgen and Honig also found ihe
wave functions to scar around the unstable periodic orbits [WH 89J and Tanner et
al showed how accurate quantum eigenvalues can be obtained in using Gutzwilier's
trace formula [TS 91J.
Holle et aJ studied the hydrogen atom in strong magnetic fields experimentally
[HM 88J and found the spectrum so obtained in excellent agreement with the nu-
merical calculated spectrum using CD.50) [WH 86J. They found the periodic orbits,
obtained from classical trajectory calculations, to correlate with the resonances in
the corresponding Fourier transformed spectrum [MW 86]. This shows that the
origin of the chaotic features in xhe experimental spectrum is, therefore, directly
related to the classical orbits.
The fact that results from a classical, semiclassical, quantum mechanical and
exceptional point analysis all only depend on the scaled energy cannot be a co-
incidence since both the exceptional points and the periodic orbits relate to the
substructure found in the spectrum and eigenfunctions of the system. This leads .
to the conjecture that we must be able to retrieve the periodic orbits and describe
the mechanism of scarring bJ' studying the exceptional points. On this point, let us
briefly outline results of ongoing research.
Heiss and Chiang investigated a simple matrix model that mimics the quadratic
Zeeman effect [HC 92]. They found that the systematic degeneracies (symmetries)
in Ho have a very characteristic effect on the spectrum of the full problem Ho +
)"H].. The periodic structure of the spectrum at )..= 0 can be retrieved over the
whole range of 'x-values where chaotic behaviour is discerned. By investigating the
eigenvectors they found definite localisation patterns in regions of the spectrum
where there seems to be no obvious structure. This underlying structure of the
spectrum can be related to the density of exceptional pointe. In regions of the
spectrum where there are distinct groups of levels the density of exceptional points
is high with strong coupling whereas the distribution is much more diluted between
the groups and the coupling is less. This structure in the distribution of exceptional
points is found throughout the chaotic spectrum. It is from this underlying structure
that we believe that the periodic orbits can be retrieved.
There is even more structure in the spectrum of the hydrogen atom in a. mag-
netic field in that there are scaling laws present. Structure was then also found in
the distribution of exceptional points. We found in §6.5.2 that the distribution of
crossing points is similar for different n-values if the distribution is calculated be-
tween two fixed scaled energies C1 and (::2. This just relates the underlying structure
found in the spectrum. We must therefore be able to relate; e structure found in
the distribution of exceptional points to the periodic orbits. The precise theoretical
relation rs not yet known but the evidence stated above clea..rly indicates that such
a relation exists. If this relation is found we conjecture that we will be able to
understand the semiclassical results with the exceptional points formalism.
From Chapter 4 we know that the exceptional, points determine the form of
~
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the spectrum and hence the fluctuation properties. The GOE results obtained
from a statistical analysis is thus understood through the exceptional points. This
and the last statem~nt in the previous paragraph is then taken as evidence that
the exceptional point approach forms a bridge between the semiclassical-and RMT
formalisms.
6.9 Summary..
0'"
From the results (Hsc~$sed above we have confirmed through our approach that the
hydrogen atom in a sJltong uniform magnetic field shows all the features generally
observed in quantal systems whose classical counterpart undergoes a transition from
regularity to chaos as a certain parameter, P. in this case, is changed.
rt was also shown that the line spectrum, and hence the density of exceptional
points, is easily obtainable from, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Ho and Hl
~lo!le..cThe density of exceptional(r:1'omts do not depend on A and the energy E, but,
only on the scaled energy e. We ~~ay have a high density of exceptional points evei,
in the region of the spectrum where chaos is not discerned. The coupling matrix
elements, however, playa crucial role in the behaviour of the system and has always
to be taken into account. This relates to the angles of the rotation Illatrix U. When
the density of exceptional points is small, the coupling matrix elements have to be
large in order to obtain chaotic behaviour whilst for a large density.of exceptional
points, the coupling can be rather weak and chaotic behaviour can still prevail.
From the results obtained by studying the exceptional points and coupling ma-
trix elements a measure B that characterises the behaviour was defined. The be-
haviour thus depends on the interplay between the coupling strength, the interaction
strength and the density of exceptional points. This measure is easily calculated and
is constant in n if e is kept fixed which is consistent with the classical, semiclassical
and quantum statistical results. From this we conjecture that the mechanism that
produces scarring of the eigenfunctions and the underlying structure giving rise to
the periodic orbits found from the spectrum can also be explained by the excep-
tional points. The last conjecture should generically apply to all chaotic systems
which have classical chaotic counterparts.
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Chapter 7
A One Dimensional Model for
Quantum Chaos
In the previous chapters, various systems showing features ascribed to 'Quantum
Chaos' have been investigated. From a statistical analysis we concluded that the
systems show a universal spectral behaviour. From an analysis of the quartic oscil-
lator (Chapter 5) we found that the higher the density of exceptional points, the
more likely it 1S that the system behaves chaotically. The hydrogen atom in a strong
magnetic field showed the role of the coupling matrix elements in the actual posi-
tions of the exceptional points. In all the investigations the quantal systems had
multidimensional classical chaotic counterparts. The following question now comes
to mind: what if a systs .1 is purely quantal or one dimensional (or both) and still
shows chaotic behaviour?
7.1 Introduction
By definition, all classical one dimensional systems are integrable and thus non-
chaotic. Traditional quantum chaology investigations, on the other hand, require
quantal systems that show chaotic behaviour in the semiclassical limit (li ~ 0).
This can then be rephrased by stating that all one dimensional quantal systems
should not display chaotic behaviou.r. Quantum chaos is, however, so vaguely de-
fined that it is compelling to ask the following question: can quantal systems, that
are one dimensional I posses properties which are usually associated with quantised
classical multidimensional nonintegrable systems? ITso, another question arises: is
quantum chaos a purely quantum mecanical phenomenon?
To elucidate these questions and attempt to answer them we propose a model
of a single particle problem whose origin lies in a mathematically similar (though
simpler) model [HK 88b]. It is a comparatively simple mathematical. bound state
model which combines a number of pertinent aspects relating to quantum chaos.
The spectrum of this system shows a transition from a correlated to chaotic and
123
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back to a correlated spectrum, Although the spectrum is structured at both ends,
the structures are very different in nature.
In the first part we introduce the system and then show that the spectra at both .
ends can be calculated algebraically. To investigate the intermediate spectrum the
matrix Hamiltonian is calculated and diagonalised numerically. To elucidate the
chaotic behaviour or this system, a proper statistical analysis is carried out on
the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions are also investigated. The second last part
describes the behaviour of the expectation value of x2 which also manifests the
chaotic behaviour. The last part states some general comments on one dimensional
chaotic systems.
7.2 The Model
We start with an infinite square well of unit extension i.l one dimension and put
into it infinitely many 8-function barriers on a Cantor set with uniform strength
A [HS 89]. To construct th~ specific Cantor. set C used here, we define the open
interval
I
LJ
I
1 = (3t - 2 3t - 1)
IJ,t 3'" 3"
and put
Here s is the order and t == 1,2, ... , 3IJ-1. The set C = [0, 1] \ G is called the
ternary Cantor set. It has cardinality c, is perfect, nowhere dense and has Lebesgue
measure zero, The Hausdorff dimension and the capacity of C assume the same
value of (ln2/ln3).
The system is bounded from below and the po.ential for which the bound states
are investigated is defined by
{
8(x)
Vex) = ~
if x E C
if x E (0,1) \ a
otherwise.
(7.1)
o
It appears that a Cantor set is an obvious mathematical device which allows in-
finitely many a-functions within a finite interval while preserving fmite length of
intervals between the b'-functions. As we see below, these two conu,". 'as are crucial
to obtain physically interesting patterns. We mention that the Cantor set yiulds a
fractal structure in the partitioning of the unit interval. The model (shifted to the
left by 1/2), with order s = 3, is drawn in Fig (7.1).
The Hamiltonian of the system is then in the form we used throughout this
thesis (see §4.2) i.e,
:~ (7.2)
oo
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Vex)
I I 1
.1 z !
2 2
Figure 7.1.: The square well with 6'-function barriers on a Cantor set, of order s = 3,
with uniform length A. Thl.' 'Symmetry around the origin is oovious.
with
(7.3)
and A is the strength (height) of the delta +:unction barriers. Hi = Hint is termed
the interaction Hamiltonian and A the interaction strength.
7.2.1 The Classical System
The classical limit of thisrnodel is completely integrable. The potential barriers axe
infinitely high and the particle cannot penetrate them. The particle is classically
bound between two S-function barriers (depending on the initial ct. .iditions) and
the motion is fully periodic and independent of A, except at A= O.
7.2.2 The Quantum Mechanical System
if ). < co the quantal particle will be able to penetrate the barrier potentials and
it is scattered. Although there is no classical analogue of this system that behaves
chaotically, we 5nd for the quantised version a behaviour which is typical for quan-
tum systems which have a classical counterpart with cnaotic behaviour.
7.3 The Spectrum
Of interest here is the spectrum of H as a function of A. Since our interest is
concerned with avoided level crossings, we have to reduce the problem to existing
internal symmetries to obtain eventually an irreducible spectrum. The only sym-
metry in question is parity, and we focus om' attention on even-parity solutions,
where the wave function is symmetric with respect to the point at :t = O.
r~
'\.j
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7.3.1 Asymptotic Behaviour
The model has the important feature that it gives rise to a. transition from order
to order at the two limiting cases where A = 0 and A -+ 00. Obviously, the two
cases are very· different but the spectra of these two situations can be calculated
analytically.
a) Case one: A= 0
For ). = 0 the system reduces to a motion in the square-well potential and the
spectrum is given by
len )-=(2n+1,
.'iT
n = 0,1,2, ...
h) Case two: A _. CO
Here k.,.= JEn, where En denotes the energy spectrum - the spectrum is totally
rigid and harmonic.
For A_. 00 we encounter an. infinite superposition of harmonic spectra, each being
associated with square wells of extension 1/3s, s = 1,2,3,.... For a square-well
between [-1/2,1/2] we find
I
r
o
k(l)
3(2n + 1) from the interval [-*, *],_!!_ -
7l"
k(2)
9(n+ 1) from [-is, -;s] and [:s' Js]_!!_ -
7l"
(sequence is 2-fold degenerate),
k(3)
27(n+ 1) [25 23] [23 25].,. from -5"4, -5"4 , ••. , 54' 54-
7l"
(sequence is 4-fold degenerate),
k(")
3"(n + 1) f [2-3' 4-3'] [3'-4 S' -2]_!!_ - rom T.3.'""2-37"'" 2.3" w-7l"
(sequence is 2s--1-fold degenerate),
o where n = 0,1,2, .... There is a 2s-1-fold degeneracy (8 = 2,3, •.. ) relating to the
2",-1 intervals of length 1/3s• The spectrum is thus ordered but non-Poissonic which
will be shown through the ~3-statistic obtained in §7.4.
r
---' .. ~~.~."~."--"_'_""""""'-"~'--~"" <'- "~ -c-··~.-.',_.-·- ..~- ..-'-o---· ---------
/:"','\
iU f".f H
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7.3.2 The Intermediate Spectrum
The previous subsection showed that the spectrum at .A = 0 is harmonic and when
A ~ 00 it is highly ordered. The transition from the one order to the other is of
particular interest.
There are two methods at our disposal to calculate the spectrum in this regime.
The first one is to solve the Schrddinger equation directly and the second one is
based on a matrix representation of H and its diagonalisation. Both methods are
described in Appendix E. The first method was used as a test whilst the latter
method was used to obtain the spectrum for further investigations.
The matrix representation of the interaction Hamiltonian is given by (see §E.2)
lim 2-S~[Z,,(m+ n) +Z,,(m - n)],
"""00
(7.4)
n,m - 1,3,5, ...
where
i7rq [ " ( 2i7rq) 8-2 "-11-1 ( 2i7rq) iwq]
Z,,(q) = exp 6"" !! 1+ expT +~ g 1-: expT exp 3"-11 • (7.5)
For a numerical accuracy of 10-20 the maximum order of s that can be used is given
by (E.10)
Smax = 44 +lnq.
The full Hamiltonian matrix to be diagonalised is therefore
Hm,n = m27r28m,n + 10!{mIHintln}, m = 1,3,5, .... (7.6)
with Ii the effective interaction strength where). = ",,2-D so that ). ~ 0 when S ~ 00
(see Apper-dix E). The spectrum is obtained as a function of f.L by diagonalising
Hn,m in '7.6). 'I'he matrix is essentially sparse, yet the off-diagonal elements never
tend to zero even when far away from the diagonal. The first 300 levels obtained
from a 1486 X 1486 matrix were found to be numerically stable and are not affected
by a truncation error. In Fig. f'1'.2) the lower part of the positive parity spectrum
is illustrated. For a better visuaasation we actually use the scaled eigenvalues kn/1i
with kn = .;E;. For better demonstration we only show the first 80 levels. The
emergence of the limit Ii- ~ 00 is clearly discernible in the lower right part of Fig.
(7.2).
The spectrum, as a whole, is characterised by many avoided level crossings. 'Ve
stress that nowhere in the diagram do levels actually cross although they appear to
do so due to the limited resolution. For demonstration we display in Fig. (7.3) a
blown up version of the little box in Fig. (7.2). Because of the numerous avoided
level crossings in the spectrum of this model, we conjecture that this model will
behave chaotically. To get further insight into the behaviour of the system, the
spectrum is analysed statistically.
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Figure 1.2: The first 80 energy levels versus the coupling constant p. ranging from
o to 4000. We actually have kn/1r on the vertical a=.~o.
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Figure 7.3: A blown-up version of the section in the little box in Fig. (7.2) showing
the avoided level crossings.
7..4 ,Statistical Analysis
\:
To analyse the spectrum we calculated .6.3(L) and PCB), the nearest neighbour spa-
cing distribution. Both quantities are obtained from the spectrum after unfolding.
Since we do not have a phase space integral at our disposal, we have performed the
unfolding by a best fit procedure. In Fig. (7.4) we display ..3.3(L) and the corre-
sponding. nearest neighbour spacing distribution for a few parameter values. For
intermediate values of ;.t the general trend seems to follow the GDE results mani-
festing the chaotic behaviour. The fae+.that the .6.3 results lie above the GOE curve
for large values of L is indicative of the order that is emerging as p -I> ;0.
At the two asymptotic values of p we have a spectrum that is highly correlated.
For p = 0 the spectrum is rigid and harmonic with Li3 = 1/12. For /.L -I> OOj ..6.3 can
be evaluated analytically using (3.22). Simple expressions for ~3 are obtained if the
L-interval ranges from 3m to am', m and m' being integers. For large L of this kind
the leading term in ~3(L) is given by L201 /450 , a ~ 1n 2/ In 3. It turns out that ~3
oscillates between two envelopes where the lower envelope is given by the expression
above while the upper one lies a.t values which are 10/3 times larger than those of
the lower one. The line L/15 relating to a Poisson spectrum lies slightly above 1;he
upper em dope for L:5 4406 and between the two envelopes for L :5 437413. When
averages over initial L-intervals are taken, .6.3(L) comes close to the Poisson line
for not too large values of L. Note, however, that ~3 grows stronger than linearly
which reflects the non-Poissonic nature of the spectrurs. for p -I> 00.
It is seen that at the two asymptotic values of p, the spectrum shows strong corre-
lations whilst the intermediate spectrum shows intermediate correlations. Through
these statistical results we see that there is a clearly discernible region, between
the two ordered regions, where the system behaves' chaotically, This is shown in
o
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Figure 7.4: (i) 63(L) (small circles) and (ii) nearest neighbour spacing distribution
peS) for (a) jJ,:::; 1000 (b) jJ, = 4000 and (c) tt = 10QOO.The solid curves relate to
the Poisson and ClE results.
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Figure 7.5; .Schematic illustration of the regular and chaotic regions 01 the spectrum
as &. function of the interaction strength.
Fig. (7.5). From the results we now say that this one dimensional system displays
features ascribed to quantum chaotic systems with a classical chaotic counterpart.
Evidence of another one dimensional quantum chaotic syst~m was given by Wu,
Valliers and Feng ['\iVV 90]. They studied a particle in a one dimensional potential
so that the system is classically strictly integrable. By solving the Schr5dinger
equation they then searched for a potential whose spectrum will give rise to GOE
statistics. Such a potential was shown to exist.
1.5 The Wave Functions
To get insight into the nature of the eigenfunctions, we expand a narrowly localised
wave packet in terms of the eigenfunctions of the model Hamiltonian. We define
the wave packet to be
VJ(x) - { .;2i5cosD7r(x - xo) for x E [xo -1/2D,:r:o + 1/2D] (7.7)
o else
with width liD, and expand it as follows
?jJ(x) = I)cn 'l'~+)(x) + dnW~-)(x». (7.8)
o Here \II~+) and \II~-) are the positive and negative parity wave functions respec-
tively. We calculate the expansion coefficients for a particle in the center interval
[-1/6,1/6]. In Appendix E.4 WE~ show that this can be done for any interval and
list the results for the interval [5/18,7/18].
For the following discussions we have ix E [-1/6,1/6] and let the wave functions
be
wi+) - Nn cos kn7rx
wi-) - Mk sin kk7rX'
(7.9)
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where Nfl, and Mk are the normalisation constants (amplitudes) obtained from the
eigenvectors, and kn and kk are the wave numbers obtained from the eigenvalues.
In order to get a description of the wave functions we expand them in terms of the
ordinary square well bases (given in (E.4) and (E.5))
In}(+) - v'2 cos nere, n odd, (pos parity)
Ik}(-) = v'2 sink1l'x, k even, (neg parity)
('1.10)
(7.11)
to obtain
00
q,~+) - Eo:~ln}(+)
;=1
00wi-) - L,,8il.~}(-}
;=1
(7.12)
(7.13)
where o:~ and f3i are the n-th and, k-th positive and negative parity eigenvectors re-
sr lely. In order to get expressions for the normalisation constants, we calculate
the derivatives of (7..12) and (7.13) and let x = 0 so that
(7.14)
2v'2 '" ',8i ~Yil'vfk = T L.tJ k::: V 2 k»
Ie ;
(7.15)
o
In Figs. (7.6) and (7.7) the amplitudes Xr:. and corresponding power spectra
are drawn for. a few intermediate values of Ji. The normalisation is so chosen that
Xn = 1 if p, = 0 and Xn ::: v'3 if p, -+ 00 for those values of n where the eigenfunction
makes a contribution within the center interval. Note the emergence of the large
interaction limit at low values of n with values of Xn essentially 8,t 0 and v'3. The
power spectra (see §3.6.2) are indicative for intermediate correlations in that they
are continuous functions of the frequency, but not constants as it would be for a
random set of amplitudes. The power spectrum is zero for J.L = 0 and noisy when
JI, -+ 00. We take this finding as further evidence that the one dimensional model
considered here does behaves chaotically.
The coefficients in (7.8) are given by
4 X cos lEJi!!.
en - -- _n cos k 7rXo 2D1l'.;J5 n 1- (~)2
4 1'. cos .&u1r.
dn ::: -.~ cos kn7rxo iD•
7r V D 1- (1t )2
i
i)
(7.16)
('1.17)
According to these equations there is a smooth dependence on the parameters of the
wave packet and we make the following observation; the dependence on the initial
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Figure 7.6: The amplitudes of the positive parity eigenfuncnons in the center in-
terval versus n in the order of increasing eigenenergies, The cases for (a) p. = 1000,
(b) p. = 4000 and (c) p. = 10000 are shown. .
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Figure 7.7: The corresponding power spectra of the amplitudes shown in Fig. (7.6).
The cases for (a) p, = 1000, (b) I;' = 4000 and (c) /1::;:: 10000 are shown.
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Figure 7.8: The autocorrelation coefficients of the amplitudes in Fig. (7.6) for (a)
!l = 4000 and (b) p = 10000. The coefficients decay exponentially.
conditions of the wave packet is smooth. The dependence of the coefficients Cn. and
dn on n, however, looks rather erratic owing to the factors Xn and Yn• The term
'erratic' is used because of the form of autocorrelation coefficients which decays
quite rapidly. The coefficients for a few values of !l are shown in Fig. (7.8).
The time evolution of the wave packet shows that it disintegrates faster than
it would under the regime of a nonchaotic Hamiltonian [HK gOa}. This is brought
about by what appears to be a general pattern in quantum chaos which is a ten-
dency of the eigenfunctions to be localised in coordinate representation [CIS 88],
[HT 83J, [Fi 92]. The eigenfunctions of this system are essentially localised and the
~igensystem seems to follow a pattern in that ¢n( x) contributes essentially only in
a part of the domain and ¢n+l(X) in another. In this way the overlap (WI<Pn), using
a localised wave packet W, becomes an irregular function of n. This behaviour is
reminiscent of scarring of eigenfunctions in two dimensional chaotic systems [He 84]
but this is ~ formal analogy since no association can be made to periodic orbits.
706 Expectation Value of x2
In order to get a better understanding of the concept of 'Q1Lantt£m Chaos' every
quantity that manifests the behaviour of a system is important. We conjecture
that the behaviour of a system, must also manifests itself in the expectation value
of x2 i.e., through the spreading of the particle inside the wells. The results from
such an investigation are actually more trustworthy because expectation values are
independent of the reference state.
Using the wave functions in (7.9) and the amplitudes in (7.14) we can now
calculate the expectation values of x2 in the center interval (see Appendix E.5 for
e.
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the full derivation). We obtained (nlx2In) in closed form to be
00 00 { 4 [a b(a
3
b ab
3
)] IE~a!a~ (a+b)3(a-b)3 sin'2sin2 2~·-2. f
a=b
(7.18)
where a - 'Jl(2k -1) and b= 11"(21- n and lX~ is the n-th eigenvector of the matrix
Hamiltonian in (7.6). The expectation values of x2 are plotted in Fig. (7.9). Note
the similarity with the form of the amplitudes plotted in Fig. (7.6). The power
spectra and autocorrelation coefficients are therefore globallv similar in nature to
that plotted in Figs. (7.7) and (7.8). This clearly shows hl.~"rmediate correlations
for intermediate values of f-L and strong correlations for f-L = 0 and f-L -+ 00 [HK 90b].
7.7 General Comment
The potential of this one dimensional model is very complicated and the behaviour
of the system might be ascribed to the 'freaky' potential. In more general terms
though we know that any matrix representation of a Hamilton operator can be
transformed into a tridiagonal matrix by successive orthogonal transformations; in
turn, the eigenvalue equation of a tridiagonal matrix can be viewed as the discretised
version of a second order differential equation which can be transformed into !1
discretised version of a one dimensional Schrodinger equation. From this general
statement, the results obtained above for this one dimensional system and results
from studies on multidimensional systems [He 88] the following conjecture is made:
there must be an isomorphism between !l.nymultidimensional quantum model and a
one dimensional system.
This transformation gives rise to a one dimensional variable which is not a usual
space coordinate and the potential would also not be a usual well but will have
a complicated structure like that of the model described in this chapter. This
will then in turn give rise to complicated behaviour which is similar to GOE (or
chaotic) behaviour as described in this chapter. This conjecture has actually been
implemented for some models describing finite Fermi systems which can und' ~o
phase transitions [HK 88b], [Sa 91]. Soft chaotic behaviour was detected in the
transitional region.
Quantum chaotic behaviour has also been detected in another one dimensional
system which does not have a classical counterpart. Jona-Lasinio and Presilla in.l.;d-
tigated a many-body system consisting of electrons undergoing multiple resonant
tunneling [JP 92]. By using a mean field approximation they found the origin of
the chaotic behaviour residing in the nonlinearity of the Hartree equation: Wu ei al
o
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Figure 7.9: Expectation values of x2 for (a) /-l = 1000, (b) p = 4000 and (c)
J.t = 10000.
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studied the quantum analogue of a classical integrable system and found that GOE
level statistics can occur in such a system [WV 90]. This is a step closer in ob-
taining the link between the classical and quantum regimes which could be sought
in the exceptional points of the system as put forward in the previous chapters.
We conjecture that the periodic orbits of Wu~'1classical system can be retrieved by
using the exceptional point method and we believe that it can also show how this
system, while classically integrable, is quantally chaotic.
7.8 Summary
From the statistical analysis of this system we conclude that the spectrum shows in-
termediate correlations for intermediate interaction strengths whilst the two asymp-
toties show strong correlations. The spectrum shows numerous avoided level cros-
sings i.e., exceptional points in the complex Jl-plane.
The behaviour of the coefficients en and dn i.e. Xn and Yn1 and t}~a.tof the
expectation "alR; of x2, shows the following character of the eigenfunctions:
• there is a decay of correlation amongst the individual state vector components,
• the eigenstates have a high sensitivity under perturbation and
.. observations similar to scarring of the eigenfunctions are seen (no formal anal-
ogy to scarring can be made because this system does not have a classical
counterpart ).
This is in sharp contrast to the behaviour of the expansion coefficients relating to
a regular Hamiltonian.
This chapter answered the first question asked in the introduction: from the
behaviour of the eigenstates and the statistical analysis of the spectrum, we conclude
that this one dimensional quanta! system's behaviour is similar to systems showing
GOE behaviour. Evidence of other one dimensional quantum chaotic systems that
give GOE fluctuations was also given.
The second question asked in the introduction is more fundamental and needs
more investigation. Although remote at this stage, one can argue that a detailed
semiclassical investigation of one dimensional quantum chaotic systems, with classi-
cal counterparts, might shed light onto the origin of the quantum chaotic behaviour
(like the system proposed by Wll et a1 [WV 90]). A periodic orbit analysis might
supply satisfactory answers which can then be substantiated with a thorough ex-
ceptional point analysis. A semiclassical analysis of quantum chaotic systems has,
at this stage, not been adequate enough to give a satisfactory explanation of the
behavior of these quantum systems - a satisfactory connection between classical
and quantum chaotic behaviour still evades us [Bo 92], [Gu 90]. The Gutzwiller
trace formula is, for the time being, the only viably method for establishing such
{I·"'--·~- ~;-.~.---- ..~~~. -.._.--.- ... -- ....-..-.
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a connection (see §2.4.4). The. current system, however, does not have a classical
analogue so that the tr<i("'l formula is rendered useless. This gives more impetus
to the conjecture that t~i~ origin of the chaotic behaviour should be sought in the
distribution of the exceptional points which might serve to answer the second ques-
tion.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Conclusion
In this thesis we address the following two questions: what are the common proper-
ties of the quantum mechanical operators that give rise to spectral properties that
are ascribed to quantum chaos, and if a matrix representation of a Hamiltonian
that originates from a classically chaotic analogy is given, what is the mathematical
mechanism that yields the special features of the spectrum within the particular
range where classical chaos is discerned?
From the fascinating study of quantum chaos, which remains at best vaguely
defined, it is apparent that, quantum mechanical systems with classical analogues
which display chaotic behaviour, show in corresponding regions universal patterns
of spectral fluctuations. These fluctuations are statistically described with Random
Matrix Theories where there is no physical input a priori. This raises a perplexing
question: why do systems with no intrinsic statistical element such as those ap-
propriately treated by semiclassical methods share univer.sal fluctuation properties
with matrices taken from a random Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble? We conjec-
ture that, the common denominator to answer these questions, irrespective of the
physical origin of any system, lies within the exceptional points of the Hamiltonian.
This, however, only addresses one aspect of the broader conjecture that the criteria
for a definition of quantum chaos should be sought in the properties of the quantum
mechanical operators.
Traditionally there are two methods to study quantum mechanic al systems which
have classical chaotic counterparts: the statistical approach using 31U1domMatrix
Theories and the semiclassical approach using the trace formula of Gutzwiller which
relies on the remnants of the periodic orbits still detectable in the quantum system.
In this 'thesis we introduce a third approach, the so-called exceptional point method.
Indeed, in this work we probe the underlying mathematical structure of the quartic
oscillator and the hydrogen atom in a strong uniform magnetic field (HASUMF)
and investigate the fluctuation properties of a one dimensional quantum system
which does not have a classical counterpart. The first two systems are known to be
chaotic classically, semiclassically and quantum mechanically while the third shows
140
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a statistical behaviour similar to results from a GOE. This stands in contract to the
known fact that all one dimensional classical systems are integrable and therefore
nonchaotic, Although no classical or semiclassical analysis was done on the systems
under investigation, the known results are listed for comparison. The classical
behaviour is manifested through the Poincare surface of section and the Lyaponov
exponent, the semiclassical behaviour through the scarring of the eigenfunctions
and the unstable periodic orbits and the quantum mechanical behaviour through
the .6.3-statistic, the nearest neighbour spacing distribution and the delocalisation
lengths of the eigenvectors.
Of course the definition of exceptional points rests upon the existence of a pa-
rameter that can be varied and thus classes of Hamiltonians of the form H(A) =
HD + >'H1 constitute an appropriate testing ground for our investigations. This
seems a reasonable representative choice as most problems in quantum mechanics
can be formulated by this Hamiltonian and in general it. is a common starting point
for studies in all branches of physics. The eigenvalues of En(>') of the Hamiltonian
are the roots of the characteristic equation det(E - H(>.)] = 0 and the exceptional
points are defined as the complex values of A for which two different eigenvalues
coincide [HK 91]. For complex >.-values the operator is not selfadjoint thus exclu-
ding the genuine degeneracies of the selfadjoint problem as the eigenvalues do not
coincide for any real >'-value.
If the two operators Ho and HI do not commute, then the parameter A may serve
to effect a transition from a nonchaotic to chaotic regime. Incontrast to the classical
case, the quantum mechanical transition from order to chaos is smooth, although
it can be dramatic. Quantum chaos is associated with avoided level crossings (or
tunneling) such that if they occur on a large scale then quantum chaos is likely to
occur. This phenomenon is seen in all three systems that are discussed. On the
other hand, exceptional points have a physical significance due to their relation with
level repulsion. The connection is realised since the spectrum En(>'), n = 1,2, ... ,N
has branch point singularities at the exceptional points where two of the N levels
are joined via a square root branch point. If this occurs close to the real A-axis, a
level repulsion occurs for the two levels at real >'-values.
Strong correlations exists between the N(N - 1)/2 complex conjugate pairs of
exceptional points and as a consequence, for sufficiently large N, the spectrum is af-
fected by any perturbation of Ho and III [Sa 91]. The high sensitivity under generic
perturbation of a chaotic spectrum and the corresponding state vectors is proposed
as a signature of quantum chaos. Mathematical examples are used to highlight the
relationship between the sensitivity to perturbation and the energy level density in
the spectrum: the sensitivity depends on the ratio of the average coupling matrix
elements and the mean level spacing. In an example where all the unperturbed
levels cross at one particular value of >., the mean level spacing is zero and hence
the sensitivity to perturbation infinite (see §4.6.1). This is bourne out by the very
small angles required for the exceptional points to, emerge from this point. Ac-
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cordingly the eigenvectors show marked delocalisation, and the distribution of the
localisation lengths the form associated with hard chaos, under this very slight per-
turbation. On the other hand, an unperturbed problem that has an extended region
of level crossings where the average level spacing is finite and constant, requires a
comparatively larger perturbation to obtain GOE-sta.tistics (see §4.6.2). The eigen-
vectors are delocalised less strongly, but the delocalisation persists over the entire
region and the distribution of delocalisation lengths has the form associated with
soft chaos. The difference between the two examples can be understood in terms
of the accumulation of exceptional points. In the first example the singularities are
concentrated in a narrow window of the A-range and due to the mutual influence of
closely lying singularities, there is an enhanced global sensitivity to perturbation.
In contrast, the exceptional points distribution is diluted in the the second exam-
ple hence there is less mutual influence. Although local sensitivity to perturbation
is retained, the overall global sensitivity is reduced and a larger set of angles is
required to produce statistics obeying the Wigner surmise. This is substantiated
through the density of crossing points and the delocalisation of the eigenvectors.
We have mentioned that it is impractical to determine the exact positions of the
exceptional points but we have proposed a method by which the unperturbed lines of
a spectrum may be determined by using knowledge from Ho and Hi alone. From the
line spectrum the density of crossings (of the individual lines ) can be obtained which
is statistically equivalent to the density of exceptional points. From the analysis in
this thesis we found that the statistical behaviour of a spectrum is highly correlated
to the density of exceptional ponts, By analysing the quartic oscillator we found
that the density of crossings follows the classical, semiclassical and quantum results.
There is an accumulation of crossing points for the range of A-values where the
classical surface of section is nearly filled with points and only tiny regular islands
prevail and where, semiclassically, scarring of the eigenfunctions around the unstable
periodic orbits occur. The same holds in the region of the spectrum where quantum
chaos is discerned and where the eigenvectors are delocalised. Maximal chaos occurs
at the maximum density of crossings. We therefore propose that it is the distribution
of exceptional points that give rise to the occurrence or absence of statistics ascribed
to quantum. chaos.
We further note that there are two physical quantities that prescribe the be-
haviour of a system: the density of states and the coupling matrix elements [GW 90].
The density of states is related to the density of exceptional points in that the higher
the one, the higher the other (the precise theoretical relation is not yet known) and
the size of the coupling is given by the angles r..p Introduced in §4.4.3 and §4.4.4.
The effect. of the coupling was seen in the quartic oscillator where chaos could be
evoked in the system (in the nonehaotic regime where the density of crossings is
low) by enlarging the angles r..p. GOm statistics are obtained by making the coupling
on average twice the size than that prescribed by the original problem.
Although we presume that it is generically the case, GOE type fluctuations must
//
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not necessarily occur if a high density of exceptional is found at a certain range of A-
values. Inother words, in the example of §(4.6.1) some specific nontrivial rotational
matrices U could possibly be construed which would produce spectra with li-ttle or
no fluctuations for the spacings. However, the slightest generic perturbation of that
situation would bring back GOE type fluctuations, It appears that the matrix U
in the quartic chaotic oscillator is sufficiently generic to generate the GOE type
spectrum although there is no random element in it. What must be studied in this
context is finding the (probably small) set of constellations of exceptional points
which yields no fluctuations and determining the corresponding rotation masrices
U that produce such a constellation. From our experience we conjecture that this
may be possible only for very specific spectra (like harmonic) of both operators, Ho
and Ht. We stress that it is not possible to prescribe a particular set of exceptional
points since there are strong correlations between them.
The HASUMF has been described as the chaotic system par excellence because
of its experimental tractability, This system was chosen to show that the exceptional
point approach can be applied to real systems in nature and not just to mathemati-
cal models. The spectrum of the HASUMF is obtained by using Sturmian functions
and has regions where the density of exceptional points is high, but the blJhaviour
is nonchaotic. The line spectrum was obtained whose form is globally nearly ex-
actly the same as that of the real spectrum. From the line spectrum we calculated
the density of crossings that substantiated the fact that there are regions of a high
density of states without chaotic behaviour. This shows that the coupling matrix
elements playa very important role in characterising the behaviour [KH 92b].
The classical and quantum HASUMF can both be scaled to depend OIl one
parameter, the scaled energy e, only where
e = E).-1/3
with E the energy measured in Rydbergs. Lines of constant e are invariant lines
whereon the chaotic behaviour is classically and quantum mechanically constant in
principle quantum number n. By investigating the simple two dimensional matrix
problem, we propose a measure which characterises the behaviour
- (2) 3 -B = A . C . P = en - . C . p
o where P is the density of crossings and 0 the average coupling matrix elements
(see §6.6.2 for the precise definition of C). With e constant, B is constant in n
corresponding to the classical and quantum behaviour. The results thus show that
the measure B follows the classical and quantum behaviour: 13is small for the ranges
of e where the system is nonchaotic (that is classically and quantum mechanically)
but it increases dramatically when e is enlarged to take the system into the chaotic
regime (the larger B the closer .6.3 to GOE).
The semiclassical behaviour of the quartic oscillator and the HASUMF gives rise
to another fundamental issue touched upon in this ,thesis: the substructure found
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in the spectrum and the eigenfunctions relating to the (unstable) periodic orbits
of an associated. classical system is believed to be ~ela.ted to a particular pattern
of the exceptional points. This must be the case sit1Cethe unstable periodic orbits
are retrieved from hidden periodicities in the spectrum. These periodicities must
reside within the distribution of the exceptional points. Preliminary results show
that these periodicities can be seen in the distribution of crossing points in sys-
tems where Ho has systematic degeneracies like the hydrogen atom. Scarring of
the eigenfunctions also seems to have its origin through the sensitive dependence of
the system on the exceptional points [He 92]. The distribution of crossings of both
the quartic oscillator and the HASUMF agrees with the results from a quantum
mechanical and classical analysis. From this we conjecture that the exceptional
point method provides the information necessary to build the bridge between the
quantum and classical regimes. If the behaviour of the exceptional points is even-
tually understood in the limit of infinite dimensions, the exceptional point method
may yield additional insight to obtain a mathematical description even of the cor-
respondence principle. ''phis statement needs a lot more attention and is the topic
of continuing research using the work presented in this thesis us a basis.
Finally Chapter 7 describes a one dimensional model that shows a statistical
1..,.~havioursimilar to GOE. 'I'his is not the main theme of this thesis but is in-
cluded because it serves to illustrate an interesting feature of quantum systems:
while all one dimensional classical systems are integrable, one dimensional quan-
tum systems can display chaotic behaviour. This behaviour was also seen in other
one dimensional models. We thus conjecture that by investigating the exceptional
points of seemingly simple one dimensional chaotic systems, which have classical
counterparts that are integrable, can be instructive in understanding the behaviour
of more complicated quantum chaotic systems.
To summarise: the spectra of systems with classical chaotic analogues contain
many avoided level crossings which are associated with the exceptional points. The
fluctuation properties of the spectra can be understood through the distribution
of exceptional points where the exceptional point method probes the underlying
mathematical structure of the spectrum. The unstable periodic orbits are due to
periodicities in the spectrum. These periodicities must therefore also be retrievable
from the distribution of the exceptional points. From the insight gained through
the analysis of the exceptional points, we conjecture that quantum chaos is the
more likely to occur the higher the density of exceptional points. Because of this
and the fact that one dimensional systems can show chaotic behaviour, one might,
now, try to give a characterisation of quantum chaos: quant1lTn chaos is quantum
mechanics under special conditions where there is a delicate interplay between the
coupling matrix elements and the density oj exceptional points.
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Appendix A
Quartic Oscillator: Matrix
Representation
In order to obtain a matrix representation of the Hamiltonian in (5.1.) e.g.
(A.1)
with
a$1 (A.2)
one has to change variables, SC8,te the Hamiltonian and introduce Bose creation and
annihilation operators. To avoid any degeneracies in the spectrum, group theory is
used to obtain an irreducible representation of the Hamiltonian .
.A.•l Change of Variables
The Hamiltonian in (A.I) is an Hermitian operator and can be transformed into a
more appropriate form through the following change of variables'
leN) 1C -)ql - v'2 qi + q2 ; q2 = -/2 ql - q2
], eN) 1 eN)PI - ..j2 PI +P2 ; P2 = ..j2 PI - P2 . (A.3)
With (A.3) substituted into (A.I) we obtain
H(Pl,P2, iii, ih) := ~(p~+ p~)+ 4 ~ a [§i +~] - : qfq~. (A.4)
lThis is a unitary transformation so tha.t all the commutation relations are preserved.
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The Hamiltonian in (A.4) can now be scaled2 to facilitate various problems
[SIr 88], [Si 70]. The underlying space is the infinite dimensional Hilbert space
L2('R.2) with eigenvalue equation (with Ii = m = 1)
[
1( 8'1. (2) 4..:.. a [1(_4. ,,-4"] at -2-2] ~/. E .1.-'2 8gf + 8tH +-4 '6 ql +q2) - '4 qlq2 'f'ffllffl2 = n'f'ffllffl2'
Now let (4 - 0'.)/4= (3 and with
(A.5)
ih --l- ).,PI;
qi --l- ..\-1qi ;
P2 --l- AP2
q2 --l- ).,-Iq2
and ).,;:::(3i, one obtains
[
1( 8
2
(
2
) 1 [-4. -4.J x -2-2] .1. .t.-'2 8qr + 8tH + '6 qi + q2 - "3q1q2 'f'ffllm2 = €n'f'mlffl2'
Equation (A .6) can be "written as
- I ,H VJffllm2 = €ni/Jmlffl2
o
"
(A.6)
where
and
€n = ¢4~0'. En
).,=~
4-0'.
(A.7)
(A.8)
so that -00 :5 ).,:5 1.
With iI' denoted from now on by fI we have
H(Pl,P2, qI, i]2) = HO(Pl,P2! gl, i]2) + >,F.lt(iiI, ii2) (A.9)
o
ft 1r -2 + -2] + 1[-4.+ -4]o - '21Ft P2 '6 qi q2
H- 1-2-21 - -3'QlQ2'
An upper bound for the lowest eigenvalue can also be found
b - 3).,€b = (1/Joo,H1/Joo) ="4 - 8
where ( , ) denotes the inner product and 1/Jml,m2 is the two dimensional Harmonic
Oscillator basis
(A.10)
where
(A.ll)
;0
.1. - [2ffllf'm2m 'm ' ....]1/2 eli1/2 e92/2 H (q-) r:r (q-)'f'mlm2 - 1- 2'" ffil 1 .rim2 , 2 -
Here Hm2(ii2) is the m2-th Hermite polyn.omial so that 1/J"Hm2(±00) = 0 where
n, ml, m2 = O~1, 2, •.• ,N - 1 with N the order of the system.
(A.12)
2The scaling was chosen so that the eigenvalues of fI' (the scaled Hamiltonian) and Hex in (A.I)
are equal when ex= A = O.
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A.2 Bose Operator Representation
In order to obtain a matrix representation for iI in (A.9) we introduce Bose creation
and annihilation operators defined as follows
bt = _!_(qk - ipk)v'2
bl: = ~(qk + ipk)i k = 1,2.
The following commutation relation holds
[bk, btl = Skl
(A.13)
(A.14)
(A.15)
and all other commutators .are zero.
iIo and iII are 11.0Wwritten in terms of these operators viz.
rr i 1 [...2 + ..2] 3 [ .. ..] 1 [bt bt .. "b b + bt bt .. .. b b ]
.nfJ - 4" n1 n2 + 4" ni +H2 + 6' 1 Ini + nl 111 2 2n2 + n2 2 2
i,;. + 2~[(bi)4. + bt + (b~)4.+ bi] ~ ~ (A.16)
112[bibi + bibi + b~b! + b2b2+ bibibtb1 + bibib2b2 + blblb~b1 + b1b1b2b2]
1 [.. .. bibt .. b b" .. btbt .. b b ] 1. [.... 3] (A 17)6' nl + n2 + 1 1n2 + 1 In2 + n1 2 2+ n1 2 2 - 3' nln2 + '4 . .
nk = bkbk are the number operators.
A.2.1 .Matrix Representation of the full Hamiltonian
The matrix representation of if = Ho+'AHl is obtained by using the two dimensional
oscillator basis (in number representation)
1ImI, m2} :=..; I ,(bDrnl{bt)"~210)
m1·m2·
in the infinite dimensional Hilbert space £2(N). Here m1, m2 = 0,1,2) ... ,N - 1
where we choose the order of the number pairs (m1' m2) to be
(0,0),(1,0))(0)1),(2,0),(1,1),(0,2),(3,0),(2,1),(1,2),(0,3),...,(O,N - 1).
N is the number of the last energy shell to be considered. The dimension of the
matrix is then given by
M= N(N-1)
2
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and the orthogonality condition becomes
(A.18)
The following recursion relations hold
bilml)m2} - v'ml + Ilml + 1,m2};
b1lmll m2) = .JTiillml -1,m2)j
nl1ml, m2) = mllml, m2};
b~lm1' m2} - Vm2 + lim!, m2 + I}
b2lml, m2) - v'm2lmlt m2 - 1)
n2lml' m2) - m2lml' m2)'
(J
(A.19)
With the relations in (A.19) and the orthogonality condition in (A.lS) we obtain
the following matrix representation for iI where (with (r2' rllHolm1, m2) = HZl)
H21 - [~+ ~(mi +mn + ~(ml + ~2)]Crl,mlSr2,m2
+ ~1 ~l + l)(ml + 2) cr1,ml+2CI'2,m2+ ~2 Jr-(m--2-+-1-)-(m--2-+-2-)Crl,mlOrz,tn2+2
+ m16- 2ym1(ml-' 1) crl,ffll-2Crz,ffl'J, + m26- 2ym2(m2 -1)crt,ffllbr2,m2-2
+ 214-/(m1 + l)(ml + 2)(ml + 3)(ml + 4) Cr1,ml+4Cr2,ffl2
+ 2~ -/(m2 + 1)(m2 + 2)(m2 + 3)(m2 +4) Cr1,ffllcr;J,ffl2+4
+ ;4..jm1(m1 - 1)(ml - 2)(ml - 3) cr1,ml-4Cr2.ffl2
1 ." . .' . .'
+ 24vm2(m2 -1)(m2 - 2)(m2 - 3) Cr1,ffllcr2,ffl2-4. (A.20)
and (with (r2' rlpi1lml, m2) =Htl)
-1
Hfl - 12{[(2m1 + 1)(2m2 + 1)]Cr1,ffllCr2,ffl2
+ (2m2 + 1)j(ml + l)(ml + 2) Crl,ffll+2Cr2,m2
+ (2ml + 1)-/(m2 + 1)(m2 + 2) Cr1,ffllCra,m2+2
+ (2m2 + Ih!ml(ml -1) Cr1,ml-20r2,m2
+ (2ml + 1)/m2(m2 -1) 0n,tnlCr2,m2-2
+ Veml + 1)(ml + 2)(m2 + 1)(m2 + 2)cr1,ml+20T2,ffl2+2
+ v(ml + 1)(ml + 2)(m2 -1)(m2 - 2) Cr1,ffll+2Cr2,m2-2
+ ';;;;;(ml - 1)(m2 + 1)(m2 + 2) Crl,ml-20r2,ffl2+2
+ vmlrn2(ml -1)(rn2 -1) crl,ml-2Cr2,m2-2} (A.21)
with k,l = 1,2 ... ,M.
{I~""'''_'"~'' ""-"~ -" '~"""""""-"'''''''''''''~-'-'-'""~-----~--'''-'"'""'"''-'''""-"'"-.------,----..,.,-~-,,.''''Wi:"-.
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If I E I o, I 204 I 20' I 20" II
Al 1 1 1 1 1
Az 1 1 1 -1 -1
BI 1 1 -1 1 -1
Bz 1 1 -1 -1 1
EI 2 -2 0 0 0
Table A.l: Character table for the 04v symmetry f-l'oup.
A.2.2 Reduced Matrix Representation
The matrix Hamiltonian H = HZl + >"Htl has multiple degeneracies. For the pur-
pose of our study it is essential to work with an irreducible representation of the
Hamiltonian matrix so that no degeneracies, and only avoided crossings, occur (see
Chapter 4). This is achieved by using group theoretical methods.
We note that the Hamiltonian fI in (A.9) is invariant under the following trans-
formations
qi -+ ql, q2 -+ q2
iiI -+ qZl qz -+ -qi
iiI -+ -iil) iiz -+ -iiz
L) iiI -+ -iiZl ii~ -+ iiI (A.22)iiI -+ -fill qz -+ ijzqi -+ iil, qz -+ -iiz
iiI -+ qz) iiz -+ iiI
iiI -+ -qz) ii2 -+ -iiI
and we say that H admits the symmetries listed in (A.22). These transformations
can be seen as rotations and reflections of a square as depicted in Fig. (A.l).
The symmetries listed in (A.22) are the same as those for the 04tJ point group; Ii
therefore has C4v symmetry. This group has 8 elements:
Here, E is the unit element, Oz, 04 and 0: are rotations by 900) 1800 and 2700
respectively, O"i and O"~ are reflections about the iiI and qz axes whilst 0"1 and. 0"2 are
reflections about the same axes rotated by 450 (refer to Fig. (A.l)). This group can
be used to reduce the Hilbert spa.ce of fI into 5 irreducible subspaces. There are four
one dimensional representations denoted by AI) Az, BIl B2 and one two dimensional
representation El [PE 81]3. The character table is given i:..l Table (A.l) ..
3PuJ1en vad Edmonds studied the system with H = (p~ +p~+ q~+ q~)/2 + aqrq~ which also
1l>dmits the G.lu symmetry group.
o
IJ
o\ .. /1<:»
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Figure A.1: The Hamiltonian H is invariant under rotations and reflections of the
square. ql and q~ are the qi and q2 axes rotated by 7r!4.
The bases for the second quantised Hamiltonian fI are obtained in the irreducible
subspaces. They are calculated to be linear. combinations of the eigenfunctions of
the two dimensional unperturbed harmonic oscillator
Al -+ Iml' m2} - [2+ 20m1,mz]I/2(12ml,2m2} + 12m2,2m:!.}) (A.23)
A2 -jo Iml,m2} - [2 - 202ml_I,2m2_1]1/2(12ml-1,2m2. -1} -12m2 -1)2ml-1}]
BI -4 Im1,m2) - [2 - 2om1,mz]I/2(12m],2m2} - 12m2,2ml)
B2 --t Iml' mz} - [2+ 2C2ml_l,2m2_1]1/2(12ml-1, 2m2 - 1) + 12mz -1, 2mI -1)
EI -jo Imil m2) - [2+ 20ml,m2C2ml_I,2mz_I]I/2(!2ml,2m2 -1) + 12m2- J ,2ml)'
We chose the subspace of positive parity" to do our calculations in i.e., the Al
subspace with the basis given by (A.23). We note that, by using this basis, the
number pairs (r, s) and (s, r) will lead to the same state. To avoid this, the order
of the number pairs are taken to be
(mIl m2) = (0,0), (1, 0), (2, 0), (1,1), (3, 0), (2, 1), (4, 0), (3, 1), (2, 2), (5, 0) ...
(A.24)
Using the same notation as before we calculate the matrix representations of Ho
and HI in the Al subspace viz.
H21 - 2~ [(1 + oml,mz)(1 + 6'''1'''2)]1/2X
X ([24(m~ +m~) + 36(ml +m2) + 18][orl,ml0r2,mz + 0n,m20,.z,ml]+
4The states are symmetric under permutations of i1 and q2,'
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+
+
0
+
+
+
+
+
..L,
8ml!C2m').+ 1)(2ml +2) [Cr"ml+lO'rzim2 + O'Yl,mzSrz,rnl+1]
8m2,V(2m'}. + 1)(2m2 + 2) [Sn,ffllO'rz,mz+1 + Cr1,ffl2+1O'7'2,mlJ
8(ml -1)V2ml(2m1 -1) [Cr1,m1-1S7'2,TIl2"7Srt,7I1zCr2,fIll-1]
8(m2 -1)~(2m2 -1) [cr1,7I11SI'2,7I12-1+ Sr!,mz-1S7'2,ml]
j(2ml + 1)(2ml + 2)(2ml + 3)(2m1 + 4) [Srl,m1+2STz,mz + Srl,mzlil'2,m1+2]
V(2m2+ 1)(2m2 + 2)(2m2 + 3)(2m2 + 4) [Sr1,7I11O'r2,m2+2 8r1,mz+2Srz,ml1
y2m1(2m1 -1)(2mJ. - 2)(2m1- 3) [8r1,ml-2C"z,m2 + Srl,m2Sr2,Dl-:2J
)2m2(2m2 - 1)(2m2 - 2)(2m2 - 3) [8r1,m1Sr2,7112-2 + Srl,m2-2Sr2,m~j }A.25)
and
Hfl - ii[(1+ Sml,m)(l + Srl,1'2W/2 X
X ([4(m1 +ma) + 16m1rnz + 1][orl,m1CI'J,m2 + Srl,m2Srz,mll
+ (1 + 4mz){(2ml + 1)(2m1 + 2) [S"1,ml+18r2,m2+ Srl'7I1rlr2,m~+1]
+ (1 + 4m1)V(2mz + 1)(2mz + 2) [Srl.rn!Or2,m2+1+ Srl!f'z+1Srz,mlJ
+ (1+ 4mz)V2ml(2m1 -1) [Cr1,ml-18r2,7I1a+ Srl,m2b'r2,ml-1]
+ (1+ 4m1)V2mz(2m2 - 1) [Srl,m1O'''2,m2-1+ 8rl,m2-1Sr2,ml]
+ j(2m1 + 1)(2m1 + 2)(2mz + 1)(2m2 + 2)[8rllml+18r2,m2+1 + 81'1,m2+18"2,ml+1]
+ V(2m1+ 1)(2ml + 2)2ma(2mz ....1) '[Crl,ml+1Sr2,m2-1 + Sn,m2-1Cr2,ml+1]
+ fon,l(2m1 - 1)(2m2 + 1)(2mz + 2) [8"1,m1-18"2,m2+1 + 8r1,m2+18r2,ml-1]
+ 2vmlm2(2ml -1)(2mz -1) [Ofl,m1-1Cr2,m2-1 + O'r1,7112-18r2,m1-1]}. (A.26)
Here Hkl is a strictly banded matrix.
Appendix B
Position Operator: Matrix
Represent.at ion
('_\
1_:.)
Let
H(p,q) = Ho(p,q) + >..H1(q).
The matrix representation of HI can be obtained, in the basis of diagonal. Ho) with-
out explicit knowledge of this basis. This Appendix describes an easy to implement
numerical procedure to calculate the matrix representation of the position operator,
if only the eigenvalues of the underlying Hamiltonian are known [KH 92a] which can
then be used to calculate HI'
B.l Matrix Representation of Position Operator
Let the discrete, nondegenerate spectrum of the Hamilton operator flo be known,
n,m = 0,1,2, ... ,N. (B.1)
i.e.
IT fIo contains kinetic energy teI'IIlS and a local potential V viz.
o
with P the dimension of the system. The following commutator holds
k = 1,2, ... .P. (B.2)
Now let
(B.3)
where Dnm il) the diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of Ho on the diagonal. We
exploit the commutator [qr, P.,] = iSr., and the completeness relation.
152 .,0
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We aim at calculating (mlqiln) without explicitly using the state vectors In)
in (B.1). This is accomplished by making U3eof the matrix representation of the
COIn!Q~tator b
(ml[qnPs]ln) = l:[(mlqrllc) (kIP6In) - (mjp"lk)(kl§rln)] = iSmn8rll• (B.4)
k
From (B.2) and using (B.I) one obtains
(mlp"ln) = -i 2.:( (mlq6Ik)Dkn - Dmk(klq"ln))
k
(n.5)
and then SUbstituting (B.5) back into (B.·4)leads to
8mn8rIJ = 2::[2(ml§rlk}Dkkl(k'lq"ln) - (mlqrlk) (klq6Ik')Dkln
k:.
-Dmkl(k'lq"lk)(klqrln)J. (B.6)
If we put (mlqrln) ::-: Q~~ Wehave
Q(r) Q(") D D Q(II) Q(r) 2Q(r) D Q(6) 1: C- mk kk' k'n - mk' k'k kn. + mk kk' k'n = unmUr6 (13.7)
where we sum over double indices.
As it stands the relation b (B.7) holds in an infinite dimensional space. We also
recall that the operators fj and P are unbounded. The matrices Q and D will thus
also be infinite dimensional matrices representing unbounded operators. To be able
to handle them numerically, Q and D have to be truncated. Then, however, (13.7)
can.not hold because for finite dimensions the trace of a commutator vanishes as
does the trace of the left hand side of (B.7); ••owever, the trace (over labels n and
m) of the right hand side is equal to N where N is the dimension of the truncated
matrices Q and .D (N is conveniently chosen even). To get as close as possible to
(B.7) we replace onm by a modified matrix C where
1 0 0 0 *0 1 0 0 *0 0 1 0 >{<
C= (B.B)
0 . .
0 0 0 1 *
* * * ... * -(N -1)
(B.9)
With tr.(C) = 0, the followingmodified equation is considered for N finite
- Q~1Q~~,Dk'n - DmkIQ~~lQrJ + 2Q~LDkkIQ~~~ = c.
(\
In (B.8) the asterisks are elements that might be nonzero, but their values are of
no importance for our procedure. Equation (B.9) i~ a set of 6 nonlinear equations
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r'c
(in the superscripts k and n for three dimensions) and can be solved for Qnm.
Further on we only consider the one dimensional case and drop the superscripts.
The matrix C has also been chosen in this particular way to get as close as possible
to the actual infinite dimensional problem in the top left corner of the truncated
problem. For the one dimensional harmonic oscillator we have tested this problem
and the known entries of the infinite dimensional matrix coincide exactly with the
top left comer entries of the truncated problem.
We demonstrate the explicit procedure for the simpler case of 'good parity as
this cuts down the number of equations by a factor two. In this case, the symmetric
matrix Qnm has zeros on the diagonal and consists of two disjoint matrices Q~:m
(even parity) and Q;m (odd parity) so that
Qnm = Q~m E9 az:
This reduces the problem so that only the even parity part, which has the following
form,
... ).
- ..
···
need be considered. The asterisks denote the nonzero elements of the matrix. Q~
has N2/4 independent variables so that (B.9) will lead to a system of N2/4 nonlinear
equations in N2 /4 unknowns.
In implementing (B.9) (for even parity) the following system of equations is
obtained
J.
m
:EQknQrtl(2cn - €l~ - €l) ;:;::0",
n
(B.10)
where (both equations have to be considered simultaneously)
t - 1,3,5, ... ,N -1
J - i, (i+ 2), (i+ 4), ... , (N -1)
m - 2,4,...,N
0 k - 2,4,6,...,N -2
1 - i, (k + 2), (k +4), ... , (N - 2)
n - 1,3:5, ... ,N -- 1
(I
and €j is the i~th eigenvalue of Ho. The quadratic equation in (B.9) can be solved by
solving she set of nonlinear equations in (B.IO) and using for instance the Newton ..
Raphson method. The Jacobian can be obtained straightforwardly. If a guess-value
is needed a good choice might be'Qnm for the harmonic oscillator which is explicitly
known [KH 92a].
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B..2 Representation of Quartic Oscillator
To obtain Qnm from the spectrum of fIo alone is of interest for its own sake. In
addition, we have tested and in fact successfully taken advantage of the method by
calculating the spectrum for a Hamilton operator' II where (with HI local)
H(p, q) =Ho(p, q) + Aill (q). (B.ll)
For our study we considered [HK 91]
fL 1[~2 ~2] 1[~ "'4]o = '2 Pi +P2 + 6" ql + q2
H... 1~2"'21= -S'Q1Q2'
For the specific type of our investigation we required a representation in which fIo is
diagonal - the corresponding spectrum is obtained by standard procedure. To get
the representation of iI1 in that basis our procedure turned out to be very reliable
and stable for dimensions up to 10( in comparison with the method used in the
references. The limit of 100 is impe ~,tldbecause of the computing power a.t hand.
It can be increased if more computix.g power is available [KH 928.}.
Because of the wide variety of Hamiltonians that can be decomposed in a similar
way as if in (B.ll), this method is rather general and can. help to determine the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the full Hamiltonian. With supercomputers, the
limit on the number of equations that can be solved simultaneously can be rather
large, in which case this method proves its full potential.
'u
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Appendix C
Unfolding: Semiclassical Method
(C.1)
In general, the Hamiltonians we study have the form
f 2
H(p,q) =?:~+ V(e,)
1=1.
with f the number of degrees of freedom of the SYStt5ID.and q ~ (q:t, lIz, .•• ,qf)' For
if in (A.9) f = 2. To unfold the spectrum of such a Hamiltonian we need to calculate
No.lI(E) (see §3.4). Asymptotically, Nall(E) can be obtained b;r a semiclassical fit of
the staircase function to obtain Weyl's rule [Oz 88]
VeE) is the volume of the classical phase space of dimension N and is calculated
through the following integral
with e the unit step function.
For the quartic oscillator we make the following ansatz
(i
1 I .t ,p=E2P; q=Enq
with n the rank of V. We consequently obtain
(C.2)
H(p, q) - EH(p', q')
tIlp df q = E,n2~2)f dlpI al q'
so that fu±!}fJJV(E) == E 2n • 8[E(1- H(p'~q')]df q' dtq', (0.3)
'\\-,. '.'J'IU
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The integral is constant for E -+ 00 and
(n+2) I
Nav(E) ~ VeE) = CE 2n .' •
For the quartic oscillator C = 1, f = 2 and n = 4 so that
Nal1(E) ~ E~.
o
U
'
r
,
(I - -=-Or--~'~,---~~''''"1;~-'"'1r~'--. -'~-~~~""' '''',' MP'_
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(C.4)
(C.5)
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The magnetic force on an electric charge e has its origin in the theory of relativity.
It arises only when the charge is moving and its strength is proportional to the ratio
of its velocity to the velocity of light.
The Hydrogen atom is a two particle system, one proton and one electron.
However, after a reduction to a reduced mass system, it can be considered as a one
particle system where a particle of mass m and negative charge e is moving in a
magnetic fie1dB. The Hamiltonian is given by
1 e
H = 2m (p + ~A)2 + ecf> (D.l)
with p = -i"iI:v, e the velocity of light, A the vector potential of Band cf>a scalar
potential denoting the Coulomb interaction between the proton and electron, The
vector potential satisfies '\l X A = B and V' . B = O.
Now, let B have a uniform strength directed along the z-axis Le. B =: BE. Then
1
A= 2 B X r,
called the symmetry gauge, which satisfies V· A = O. Denoting the classical orbital
angular momentum of a charged particle as L = r X p, the Hamiltonian can be
written, in Cartesian coordinates.
p2 e2 e e2B2
H=-2 --+-2 Blz+-S2(X2+y2) (D.2)m r me me
with lz the z-component of the angular momentum. The right-hand side contains
the kinetic energy, the Coulomb potential, the (paramagnetic) Zeeman energy and
the (diamagnetic) quadratic term.
Appendix D
The Hydrogen Atom
Magnetic Field
D.1 The Hamiltonian
c
o
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Let the angular frequency w (of the classical particle), be half the cyclotron
frequency where
1 eB
W== -Wc=--2 2mc'
so that, at a field strength of
m2e3c 5
B = Bo == -:;;,s- ~ 2.35 x 10 T,
the oscillator energy 1iw equals the Rydberg energy where
me4
Ryd == 2n2 ~ 13.6 eV
which is from now on the unit of measure of the energy.
In terms of a dimensionless field strength parameter
B 1iw
rt= Eo = n
(D.3)
(DA)
and using from now on atomic units (n = c = m == e = 1) and spherical coordinates
the Hamiltonian in (D.2) can be written
~)
2 1 2
H P ~l ~ 2' 2n:::;- - - + - + --r sm 11.2 r 2 Z 8
In this representation relativistic corrections to the simple model are negligible for
fields with ~ < 104, In (D.5) the effects of spin-orbit coupling has been neglected
which is permissible for strong fields where 'rns > 10-4 with n the principle quantum
number [Ga 77].
In spherical coordinates the eigenfunctions for the unperturbed Hydrogen atom
(D.5)
are
In, 1,m} = Rn,llr"m. i(D.6)
w!tth
(D.7)Rn,l(r) == (n -I-I)! ~ (2r)1 e-r!n L21+1 (2r)(n + I)! n2 n n-l-l \. n
I
I
r
and
Yi (fJ ¢')= (~l)m (21+ 1)(1 - m)! Dm( Ll) imt/>I,m , 2(1 +rn)! "I COSl7 e (D.S)
o
with Yi,m known as the spherical harmonics. Here n is the principle, 1 the angular
momentum and m the magnetic quantum numbers such that
n - 1,2,3p ••
1 == 0,1,2, ... ,n - 1
m == -1, -1 +1,... ,1 - 1~1.
L~~l_l(2r / n) is the generalised Laguerre polynomials and Pzm (cos fJ) the generalised
Legendre polynomials.
o
J
a (i
\:
J}
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D.2 Schrbdingers Radial Integral
D.2.1 First Method
We want to calculate integrals of the form
J = loco xPe-(0I+{3):&/2L~_n(ax)Lk:_fA.8x)dx (D.9)
dk
L; = (-1)" dx"L,,+ki with order p.
First, let a = (3 = 1 in (D.9) so that
Q(x) = loCO xne-:C L~_,(x)L::_p,(x)dx (D.10)
where the associated Laguerre polynomials L~...." are defined such that
where n, q, p, q' and p' are all integers. Use is made of the generating functions
,)
\.---
00E L:_p(x)th -
k=O
00
L: L::_",(X)S'" -
k';:O
(1- ttp-1 exp (~)
t-1
(1- st,,'-l exp (~)8-1 (D.ll)
"LV L'" t" k' _ (l )-P-l(l )-P'-l ([ t S] \f.k, q-p q'-p' s - . - t - s exp t _ ~+ oS _ 1 X). (D.12)
Ii
and we can say
o
Now, multiply both sides with e-:cxn and integrate over the positive real axis
2:t"sk' 100 :r;ne-zL:_p(x)L::_p,(x)dx
k,'" Jo
_ (1- ttp-1(1- stP'-l {O'.l xl1,exp([_t_ + _8_ -1] x) dx
Jo. i.; -1 s - 1 '
make use of the integral
t o
I
!
i
01
U
to obtain
rOO xn exp (_ [_t_ -I- _!_ --1] x). dx:::; n!(l- tt+1(l- s)7l+1(1_sttn-1
io t -1 s -1 ,
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Q is finally obtained by expanding the right-hand-side of (D.13) in powers of t
and s and by seeking terms of the form tk s"l so that
< q-p
Q - n! -f:' (_1)9+ql-p-1"+r ( . n - p ) (. ,n -.f') ( -en + 1)) (D.14)
1"=0 q - P - ". '1 - P -". ".
where (n - p) ~ 0 and (n - pi) ~ O. The binomial coefficients are defined such that
n!
n~O(n - k)!k!
(_)k (-n + k - 1)!
(-n - l)!k!
undefined
To calculate the general integral in (D.9) let
0:+/3......-x;::::Y·2 .
n<O
k < O.
(D.15)
(D.16)
Equation (D.16) can now be seen as the sum of the following two equations
o:x - (1 +1)Y
f3x - (1-1)Y
with "( Ot-I3- 0:+/3'
(D.17)
With a change of coordinates to Y
(
2 )P+1
J;:::: 0: + (3 J yPe-lI L~_k«l + "()y)L~:_kl«l - "()y)dy
and by using the known relation [AS 65]
L:(I-'x) ;::::E( s t r ) pS-'\l_ J.£)"L:_>.(x),
(D.1S)
I
r
o
c
one obtains
{) '~~- ••• ~.-.~ .••••.• -.----.- •••• ~ ••• - •••. __ <;' _ ••....••••. - ••.•..••• _ •
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,Vlith the use of (D.14)
J _ (_2 _)V"H p!E kE'(_)"( k) ( k' ) ")'''+1-'(1+ 'Y)k-n-"(1, _ 'Y)k'-n'-JJa + (3 ).=0 11=0 ). ,,1,
{
sk~::i"..:'" ( ) ( ") ( 1)}'* 2: (_1)° p - n p - n , -P - D 20)
7":::0 k - n -- ). - 'r \ k' - n' - p, - r r .
with C = k + le' - ). - p, + T. Equation (D.20) is known as Schr5clinger's radial
integral. If a == (3 the integral is much easier to handle because ")'= 0 and the
integral is then only defined if ). == f.L = 0 and
J(OI==(3)= (1..)P+1 p! {.$~:I (_l)k+k'+7" ( p - n . ) (. f -~' ) ( -p -I)} .
a L..J k-n-T k -n -T r
7"=0 '
(D.21)
D.2.2 SecondMethod
Schrodinger attempted integrals ( the form [Sc 26]
J(x.) = 1000 xPe-(0(+8):r:/2 L~+k(ax.)L~:+k,«(3X.)dx. (D.22)
with L~+k the associated Laguerre polynomials defined viz.
L; = ::kLp; with order k - p.
The same method as the previous paragraph can be employed where
)' \
··.•
··/~;""'l·"( \, \
~
\0I .
I
)
; I [n-m ( )k I()I 1m _ _ n n. .- n. n - m . n~m-k
Ln(x)-( ) (n-m)! ~ k! (n-k)!(n-m-k)!X
and after the transformation in (D.17)
k ")'Ay>"
L:+k(ax) - E >:IL:t~(y)
A=O .
k J.I. po
L:+k(,8x) - 'Eo(- )I-''Y ~ L~t~(y)
a-(3
'Y - a+(3'
_~'_~~~ ~_"_._,.:c~~. -''''-'--~--'4,f''''''''''''·''·-'''-v''''7'>-'·'__'__''~''''''''''.f~''
ii
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This leads to
J(x)
(D.23)
The integral in (D.23) is evaluated using the generating function
to obtain
Q(x) - laClO :eve-x L:+k(x)L!:+k,(x)dx
- p!(n+kl!(n' +k'll~(-lla ( t:~)(i,-:_n;) ( -P-rl JD.24l
With (D.24)
(
2 \ 1'+1 k k' ( )IJ{,).+J.!
J(x) == ~--\ (n+k)!(n'+k',)!EE - " (p+A+Jl)!
a + (3J ).:-::0/1=0 A.Jl.
".1<:-:1.
* ~~~(_1)C (' p+Jl-n) (p,+A-nl) (-P-A-/J,-l )D.25)
~ k-A-T k-H-T T7"=0 r:
where G = n + n' + k + k' + 'T. For other methods of solution of integrals over
generalised Laguerre polynomials see Gordon [Go 30], Erdelyi [Er 36] and Mayr
[Ma 35].
D.3 Sturmian Functions
Although the eigenfunctions of the Schrodinger equation form a complete set, the
fact that the continuum forms part of that set often reduces the completeness pro-
perty to formal importance only. The continuum terms are then usually ignored
because the ensuing equations are impossible to deal with. This is the case with the
discrete Coulomb basis given in (D.6). This basis is incomplete in the sense that the
positive energy of the atom (the continuum part) has been ignored [Ed n~]. It also
leads to a matrix equation that is impractical to implement as can be seen with the
radial integral in (6.18). To overcome these drawbacks a basis of Sturmian functions
is introduced which can reprpCl-:"'tthe Coulomb functions efficiently at small r.
o
-0
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To define a complete basis, the radial functions are represented in terms of 8,
suitable set of orthonormal polynomials defined in the interval (0,00). SuGh func-
tions have in general no direct physical significance but they heve several practical
advantages. The Sturmian functions are then defined as the nontrivial normalised
solutions of [Ro 70]
, (D.26)
such that
(D.27)
Here n ;::1,2, ... and 1 = 0,1, ... ,n - 1. Equation (D.,26) can be considered ~
a kind of Schrodinger equation, where, for a fixed totrA. negative energy Eo ari,~
angular momentum 1, the coupling constants ani are to be found such that (D.27b
is satisfied. In physical terms the potential energy is being increased as ani" ;:qcreases
(it is assumed that VCr) is attractive) and the kinetic energy must therefore also
increase to keep Eo constant. Therefore the number of oscillations of the Sturmian
function increases, which permits the possibility of orthogonality which reads
/
J drSnl(r)V(r)S,.II(r) == -6',.,./; VCr) negative. (D.28)
The most widely used Sturmian functions are those 'generated by the Coulomb
potential. They satisfy
rP 1(1+ 1) 2anl ([--~,+._- - Eo - --] Snl(r)::: 0dr2 r2 r (D.29)
with units of length and energy the Bohr radius and the Rydberg respectively. The
orthogonality property is such that
(D.30)
By comparing (D.29) with that for the Coulomb function
,rP 1(1+1) 1 2[-- + + -- - -] Rnl(r) = 0dr2 r2 n2 r
o
(D.31)
with Rnl given in (D.7), it is seen that
.-------
(n -1-1)! (rr)'+! e-,r/2 L21+1 (I'r)
2(n + 1)J ~ n-I-l ~STOII(r) = (D.32)
with ani == (n.
(.,\
i)
I)
, In, 1, rn) = SniYi,m (D.33)
* (
Ii'
I)
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Figure D.l: The I = 0 Sturmian functions for n = 1,2,3 and 4. Unlike hydrogen
functions, the first node continues t:> move closer to the origin with increasing n
(from [Ro 70)).
o
Because almost all bound-state hydrogenic wave functions are close to zero
energy, they suffer from the peculiarity ·~.hathe innermost zeros of the functions are
insensitive to the principle quantum number n. This means that as n becomes very
large, the first zero approaches a value of 1.88 Bohr radii and the region between
the origin and the first zero is never traversed. This is due to the incompleteness of
the Coulomb set and the continuum part is needed to analise this region. Because
of (D.27), the Sturmian basis set does traverse this region. The first few Sturmian
functions are shown in Fig. (D.l).
The matrix elements for arbitrary powers of r can now be obtained in closed an-
alytic form. The parameter ( may assume any positive real value without affecting
completeness or orthogonality properties. Variation in ( can be used as a check on
convergence. When ( = zt« the functions Snl coincides, up to normalisation, with
the hydrogenic radial wave functions for the zero-field degenerate manifold of states
with fixed principle quantum number n [CT 82].
The full eigenfunctions used can hOW be written as
o
which leads to a generalised eigenvalue problem for H in (D.5) which can be solved
without complications. TO' examine a particular region of the spectrum. me should
choose' to correspond to a value of n appropr'ate to the given energy in the absence
of a field. If [OT 8'2]
2
(:.:: }t"'-; n* = 1,2, .. ,n. (D.34)
the eigenvalues will be accurate in the vicinity of n", Edmonds used a value of
n = 50 and n* = 1 so that , = 2 which resulted in the correct first few energy
levels for the ordinary Hydrogen atom [Ed 73]. The Sturmian functions give highly
accurat€: energy values in the chosen spectral range ..
o()
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Ds4 Matrix Elements Using Sturmian Functions
Because the Sturmian functions in (D.32) lead to EI. generalised eigenvalue problem
for the Hydrogen atom in a magnetic field, WUDller et a1 proposed the following
orthonormal and complete set of Sturmian functions! [WKR 86]
G(C)(r) = I'~ (n -1-1)! e-Cr/2(l'r)'L2It2 (I'r)
".til ." (n + 1+ 1)1 ~ n-l-l"" (D.35)
This basis leads to an ordinary eigenvalue pro. ~....m, In this basis the radial matrix
elements can be calculated analytically. Note however that the ordinary Hydrogen
atom, Ho, is not diagonal in this basis. .
D .4.1 The Radial Matrix Elements
'The radial matrix elements are now, with the help of (D.21), calculated to be in
closed analy+'cal form. Let G~1)== In,I) and then
3+1+l/f(7l -1 ._1)! (n' -I' - 1)1(1', n'lr<1ln, 1) I'- ." (n+l+l)!(n'+1'+l)!
* {fo?O r2+q+l+l'e-Cr L!l'::I:I((r)L;':'::,LI((r)dr}
{
< n-I-l
_q (n-I-1)!(n'-['-1)! , ,-n~-l 0
- ( (n+l+1)! (n'+l'+l)! (1+1 +p+2). f='o (-1)
* ( q -1 + I' ) ( ,q +,1-11 ) ( -(q + 1+ I' ~ 3) ) "j'
n - 1 - 1,- r n - 1 - 1- r r
(D.36)
o
o
\I
II
with C = n + n' - 1 -" [' + r, For the Hydrogen atom in a strong magnetic field
q :;:::2. The binomial coefficientscan be used to obtuin the selection rule for n. 'We
show this by letting q :;:::2. No", if I = l' the binomial coefficients are
The binomial coefficientsare only defined if
71,-1-3::; r $n-l-l
"1' - I' - 3:::; r ~ n' - I' - I
1 Wunner et a1 used the radial quant~m number n while. here, n is the principle quantum number.
Iil ..~
rJ
I
o
(l
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or (1 is a constant)
71.-3:5 'T" ::;71.-1
n' - 3:5 'T" :5 nl -- 1
so that
71.-3 :5 71.'-1
71.'-3 :5 71.-1
and In - 71.'1:5 2.
As an example in using (D.36) let's calculate the matrix element when [' - 1+2
and nf:;;: n -1:
_ ,-2 (n ~ 1-1)! (n -1- 3)1(2l +4)!
(71.+ 1+ I)! (71.+ I-I)!
* {~( -) T ( 71.__ 1:' 1 _ r ) ( n --1~ 3 _ r ) ( -(21r+5) ) } .
so "'.at n -- I - 3 :5 r :5 71.- 1- 1 and 71.-- 1 - 5 :5 r :5 n - 1 -- 3 which leads to the
conclusion that r = 71.-- 1 - 3 only. The sum over r is now finite and can be done
analytically'', All the radial matrix elements with q = 2 can be calculated in the
same manner and are given by (Hr = (1',nflr2In,1)):
When l' :;;:1 we have
71.'= 71.- 2 H; = ,-2';(71. -1- 2)(71.-- 1-1)(n + 1)(71.+ 1+ 1)
n' = 71.-1 H; = --4nC-2Fn -1-1)(1'1, + 1+ 1)
71.'= n H; = 2(-2[3n(n + 1) -1(1 + 2)] (D.37)
n' = n + 1 H; = -·4(n + 1)(-2';(71. -l)(n + 1+ 2)
n' = 71.+ 2 H; = C-2';(n -1 + 1)(71.-. l)(n + 1+ 2)(n + 1+ 3)
and for [' = 1+ 2 we have
n' :;;:71.- 2 H, = C-2';(n -l-l)(n -1- 2)(n -1- 3)(n -1- 4)
71.'::::71.--I H; = -4C-2';(n -1--1)(71. -1- 2)(n -- 1-3)(n + 1+ 2)
n':;;: n H; = 6(-2';(n -1-1)(n -1- 2)(n + 1+ 2)(n + 1+ 3) (D.3S)
t.' = n -(··1 H; = _4(-2/(n -1-1)(n + 1+ 2)(n + 1+ 3)(~ + 1+ 4)
n':;;: n + 2 H; = ,-2/(n + 1+ 2)(n + 1+ 3)(n + 1+ 4)(n + 1+~)
2It might happen that r = fI - 1 - 2, n _ I -- 1,n _. I, n - 1+ 1. Here the summation is still finite
(with 3 terms) and can also be done analytically.
~
~, .--,~.-.~""""'",_",-,,"~" ..',-,, ......~'-.-,-.- ...~"...~.~~...-......~.~~,-"..-.,..~.._._ ..,."
o
o
J':\
)'. ')
\__-/.
o
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and for [' = l - 2 we have
n' = n'- 2 H,. == ,-2J(n + 1- 2)(n + 1-1)(n + l)(n + 1+ 1)
n' = n -1 H; = -4(-2.j(n + 1~ l)(n+ l)(n + 1+ l)(n -1)
n' = n H,. = 6(~2Icn + l)(n + 1+ l)(n -l)(n ~ l +1) (D.39)
n' = n + 1 H, = -l..(-2:.j(n + 1+ l)(n -·1)(;1-1 + 1)(n -1 + i5
nil= n+2 H; = (-2~ --l)(n -1 + l)(n -1 + 2)(n -1 +3).
D.4.2 The Ordinary Hydrogen Atom
We have
V2(r) 1
Ho=-----2 r (D.40)
with
\72(r) = !:_ + ~~ _ 1(1+ 1). (DA1)
dr2 r dr r2
To calculate the matrix elements of the operator Ho we need a differential equation
satisfying G~1>Ct·)defined in (D.35). It is known that
[r-t2 + (2l + 3- (r)fr + (Cn -1- 1)} L!~~':l«(r)= 0 (D.42)
and that
(D.43)
Now, by differentiating G~1)(r) twice with respect to r and by using (D.42)
(!:_ + ~j-) G(elj(r)dr2 r dr n - A -Ct'/2 I [ 1(1+ 1) (2 (n -1- 1)e r + - - ..;_;:._..,-_..!.,2 4 r
1 ( (1 1) 2 d] :1)1+2 ( )r2 -;: + 2: - r-dr L,.H-l (r
with A t.he normalisation constant of G~1)(r). By reordering the terms and by using
(D.43)
o _ {!:.+.~~_1(l+1)_f:+(n+n-l-l}. G(C)(r)
dr2 r dr r2 4 r r nl
- r12 v(n -l-l)(n + 1+l)G~_l,,~r). (D.44)
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With (D.41) \72 can be identified in (D.44) so that
(C) [n - 1- 1 en (:Ii 1] (C) 1 J ) CHOGnl = 2 +---8 -- Gnl --2 (n-l-l)(n+l+l Gn-ll•2r 2r· r 21' ,
(D.45)
With in, I,m) = G~1)(r)YiIr.(e,¢), the matrix elements of Ho are given by
(m', I', n'IHoln, ~Im) - ~ { - ~ cnln+ «(n - 2)(1', n'I~ln,1)
. 1+ (n -1-1)(1', n'I"2ln, l)
r
.f(n -l-l)(n + 1+ 1)(/', n'lr
1
2In -1, I}} omln(D.46)
Integrals of the form (1',n'll/7,qln, I) (g = 1,~) are calculated using Scbrorunger's
radial formula in (D.21) viz.
(2 '2~I(n-l-l)! (n'-I-l)! $*~(21+7")!
- --Cnln + - ( 1 )1 ( I )1 L.J 18 2 n + + 1 . n + + I,. T=O 7".
* [en -l-l)(n -1- 7")(n'-1- 7") + (n - 2/()(2l +1+ 7")
(n + 1+ l)(n -1-1 - 7")(n'-1- 7")1 OIIZOm'm. (D.47)
{mi,l', n'IHoln, 1,m}
oI ..
I
From (D.47) it is clear that Ho is diagonal with respect to 1with blocks (with indices
n and n') on the diagonal. Using this basis, Ho is reducible in l-subspaces. Ho is
not banded and n, n',= 1,2, ....
D.S Solving the Schrodinger Equation
,
~
I
This section describes the method used by Wintgen and Friedrich t..') obtain the
spectrum for the Hydrogen atom in a magnetic field. This method preserves she
classical phase space dynamics where they showed that the quantum system also
depends on the scaled energy s only.
They used "'heHamiltonian in (6.2) which is given iu cylindrical coordinateso
(D.48)
(J
It is of practical advantage to introduce the semiparabolic coordinates (Il-, v) given
in (6.7) so that H can be transformed and the Scrodinger equations reads (lz = 0)
()
o
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AJ.I and Ay are the Laplacians for the rAdial parts !J and 1), e.g.
1 o a
AJ.I = p,8p.llap,·
For fixed values of E < 0 the first two terms. of (DA8) represent two decoupled
two-dimensional harmonic oscillators, the third term is a sixth order perturbation
and ~ihelast term is simply a numerical constant.
The Schrodinger equation (DA8) is solved by taking matrix elements in a basis
of (parity-projected) harmonic oscillator states characterised by a given oscillator.
width b. Equation (DA8) thus becomes
[ 1 T- E'2f'r 1 2b6,"r 4] .1. 0, - b2 + b Yno - 4')' YB + 'f' == (D.49)
where T, VlIO and VBare all sparse banded matrices of the operators -AJ.I - AY1
p,2 + 1)2 and 1'41)2 + 1'20 respectively. The elements of these matrices are pure
dimensionless numbers independent of E, band ')'.
Equation (D,49) is bestsolved by taking b == ,),-1/3 so that
(E,),··2/3Vno - ~ Va + 4)'1/1 == ,),2/3T¢. (D.50)
For fixed values of E,),-2/3 == s, (D.50) represents a generalised eigenvalue problem
for the field strengths 12/3• This method generates spectra, not for fixed magnetic
fields 1, but along the hyperbolic lines of the constant scaled energy e [' ~.}~87].
As described in §6.2.2, the structure of the classical phase space is constant along
these lines. so that a direct comparison between the classical and quanta! behaviour
is possible.
By keeping e constant, but by changing E and 1, we are able to explore different
regions or the quantal spectrum without changing the classical dynamics. At small
values of lEI and ')' the quantum spectrum is very dense, whereas it is very sparse
for large lEI and ')'. The region close to E = 0 and ')' = 0 corresponds to a
small Planck's constant, n, in comparison to classical typical actions, whereas Ii
becomes larger in comparison with typical classical actions as we move along lines
of constant scaled energy towards larger field strengths. This can be e.tpressed by
the commutation relations of the scaled quantal operators associated with the scaled
classical variables (6.3), e.g. [Fr 88] ,
[iiz, z] = ,),1/3[Z,pz] = h1/31i.
This enables one to study the semi-classical limit by keeping s fixed and by decreas-
ing the magnetic field strength.
o
, (> II '
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Appendix E
Spectrum for a One Dimensional
Chaotic System
In this Appendix we describe two methods for calculating the spectrum of the model
proposed in Chapter 7. The first method involves solving the Schrodinger equation
directly and the second is based on a matrix representation of the Hamiltonian and
its s-ubsequent diagonalisation. The last section focuses on the problem of numerical
accuracy that has to be adhered to.
E.l Schrodinger Method
By taking the general solution of the I-th interval as
'l/JI = Al cos k» +DI sin kx (E.1)
we find, for ix E [-l,1], the values Al = 1 and BI ::::;:O. The coefficients Al and Bl
in the adjacent intervals are found from the requirement that the wave function be
continuous and its derivative has a jump of >'t/J(Xl) at the barrier potentials. This
establishes a linear relationship between the coefficients in adjacent intervals. For
the interval next to [-t,~] we obtain
(
Az ) __ ((1- O!sin2kx2)
Bz - a(l + cos2kx2)
-a(l - cos kX2) )
(1+ a cos kx.,,)
and for the lth interval we have
( .AI) _ I ((1- asi:n2b:i) -a(1- COSkXi) )Bz - 11i=2 a(1 + cos 2kxi) (1 + a cos kXi) (E.2)
where a = >./2k. Here ~he matrix product runs over the strictly ordered Cantor
set in one direction, since the individual matrices do no commute. For symmetry
reasons we can choose Xj > 0, i.e. the product runs from :cz= 1/6 to Xoo = 1/2.
171
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The spectrum is obtained by making use of the boundary condition
Aoo cos( ~) +Boo sine~) == 0
which ensures that the wave function vanishes at the boundary of the sq_rj~':t'ewell,
i.e. Xoo = 1/2. The spectrum is calculated numerically by finding the 'values k
where (E.3) vanishes for 0 s A ~ 4000 and by putting k,. = VB:: [HS 89].
E.2 Matrix Diagonalisevion
To obtain a matrix representation of the underlying Hamiltonian we choose as a
basis in Hilbert space L2[_~, ~], tr -omplete set of the symmetric wave functions
of the unperturbed (>. = 0) probr= ,e. the ordinary square well wave functions
given by
In)(+) :::; V2cosm['x, n odd (pos parity)
Ik}(-) = V2sink1l"x, k even (neg parity).
The interaction matrix elements (positive parity) are then given by
(mIHintln) ;:::? \.': cos rwxi cos m1l"xj
(E.4)
(E.5)
(E.6)
where the SUInS run over all the pc.; In the Cantor set.
The sums which run over 28 terms for the s-th generation of the partitioning
of the interval can be rewritten essentially as a product of s factors bj- using the
expression
s-28-t/-l [ (2i'1l"q)] ( i'1l"Q)}+ E II 1-l-exp 3r exp 38-V
v=o r=2
(E.7)
where the sum is extended over the positive points of the Cantor set and q ;:::n+m
or Q = n - m [HS 89], [HK 90a]. The sums in (E.6) and (E.7) diverge if s ~ 00.
This reflects the fact that the strength A must go to zero when infinitely many
8-functions are used. To get finite values for the sums we define a new effective
interaction strength parameter J.L where A= 1-'2-8• This reflects the condition that
>. -; 0 when s -; 00.
Denoting the right hand side of (E.7) by Zs(q), we obtain the matrix represen-
tation of tln. interaction Hamiltonian as
o
lim 2-8Re[Z/l(m + n) + Z.s(m - n)],
8-+00
(E.8)
n,m - 1,,3,5, ...
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The full Hamiltonian matrix to be diagonalised is therefore
(E.9)
The spectrum is obtained as a function of Jl by diagonalising }Im,n' The matrix is
essentially sparse, yet the off-diagonal elements never tend to zero the further away
from the diagonal.
E.3 Numerical Accuracy
The sums and products in (E.7) might be very large resulting in an overflow problem
if computer accuracy is not taken into account. The number of terms in the products
and sums can be reduced considerably by noting that the exponential factors tend to
unity very quickly when s is increased. For an average double precision calculation
the accuracy is roughly 10-2°. We then have
. 2i7rq 1 .
(1 + exp sr)~1 + 3'" 2z7rq + ...
with r = 2,3, ... ,s. This leads to
where, numerically, we want Q to be as small as possible so that
27rq ~ 10-20•
3'" '
S -I- 00.
Taking the logarithm on both sides leads to the maximum s that can be chosen for
this particular accuracy e.g.
Smaz = 44 + lnq. (E.10)
E.4 Expansion Coefficients: Off-Center Interval
o In §7.5 the expansion coefficients for the center interval were calculated. We quote
here the expressions for an off-center interval. Let x E [5/18,1/18] and the wave
functions are given by
w~+) - Tn cos kn7rx + Un sin kn1l"x
wi-> - VI: sin kl:7rx +Wk cos kk7l"X
(E.ll)
(E.12)
o
~here Tn, Un and Vl:l Wn are the normalisation constants (amplitudes) and kn and
kk are the wave numbers.
oii;
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We again expand these wave functions in terms of the bases' given in (E.4) and
(E.5) and go through the same procedure as described in §7.5 to obtain
4 (" [ ? ) cos[(2k -1)'1l"/2D]])en - 7rVJ5 ~ aIm cos(...k -1 7rXo 1- «2k -1)/D)2
dn = ,,~ (~ ['in2j""OlC:~;:~~i2l).
(E.13)
(E. 14)
The same conclusions as in §7.5 can also he drawn from this interval- the behaviour
of the system will be the same throughout all of the intervals.
E.5 Expectation Value of x2
In this section we give the full derivation of the formula for the spreading of a
particle inside the center interval which was listed in (7.18).
{1,bnlxltPn} is the expectation value of the position x. Let x he in the tenter
interval where we can have x = 0 so that from (7.14) we have .
s; =V2Ea~
I
with Nn the amplitudes 01 the wave functions used in §7.5. Here a~ is the n-th
eigenvector of the matrix hamiltonian in (7.6). Let the wave functions be
1/;n = Nn cos kn7rx;· x E [-1/6,1/6]
and the basis is
cPt = V2cos(21-1)1rx; x E [-1/2,1/2].
Now, expand tPn according to the basis in (E.15) such that
1/;n(x) = 2.:a~qSl(x), x E [-1/2,1/2]
I
with
!
a~ == (qS/(x)ltPn(x») = j_~ 'I/ln(x)qSi(x)dx.
6
To simplify our notation we work in the number representation so that
l1,bn(x») = In)
where
(E.15)
(E.16)
(E.17)
"
j}
l )
I~
o
o
~"
l) (?
The state where In) = IO} is thus the state where p, = 0 (the ordinary empty
potential well) and the total wave functions ,p.n( x) are the same as the basis Wave
functions <PI( x) and we have
Ea~= 0'11.1'
I
The overlap of the basis wave functions with the total wave functions inside the
center interval is then (Oln) and we have from (E.17)
lX~ - (Oln)
00 00
(nlx2(p)ln) - E E a:'{Olx210)lX~
l=ll;=l
1
- 2r;2( a~a~j_~[cos(2k -1)7!'x] x2(p,)[cos(21-1)7I"x] dx.
1
A == 12cos axe x.2 cos bx)dx.
Indefinite integration of (E.20) leads to
1
A - ~[cosaxcosbx(7]31x + "l'l]x)
1."
( ( 12x2) ( .,,2X2))+cosaxsinbx _~7]31- +r" 1- -2-,
- sin ax cos bta (_7]3 (1 _ 1;2) +13(1 _ 7]3;2))
+sin ax sin b:c( _7]31X + 1317X) )];, a =1= b
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so that
Nn = Vi L)Oln}.
I
The distribution of the particle inside the well is
Let
(2k -1)71" - a
(21-1)7!' - b
and because of the evenness of the integrand we have
(nlx2In) = 4E2:a:a~A
I I;
with
. ';' '"''r \1>: '1r/"';'~ :~ . ",' "tff" :,:j>.":;><!;$iHi"'''~MiiiiiO!M.{'~iji.ii __ .IJ;''i:~' , ~:," ......
(,:) _' ..
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(E.1S)
(E.19)
(E.20)
(E.21)
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where "',.== a + b and TJ = a-b. Because of the singularity in (E.21) (when a'= b)
we use the rule by L'Hospital" so that
limA(T, n) := A( ,)"7])a=b = 12
1
as[3(2z
2a2 -1) sin ax cos ax,.,-0
+3ax(1 - 2 sin2 ax) + 2a3x3], (E.22)
Substitution of the boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = 1/2 into (E.21) leads
to the distribution of the particle inside the center interval
a=b.
(E.23)
The overlap of x2 and the wave functions is in the form of a parabola around
the origin. The amplitudes of the wave fhnctions, on the other hand, tend to zero
at the boundary. A comparison of the amplitudes of the wave functions N", with
the overlap shows that if N", is L...nall,(nlx2!n) is large and if N", is large, (nlx2In)
is small, but if x = n = 0 we have
i
LJ
l
i
If n = 1 and x = 0 we have (nlx2In) < Nn•
IThis limiting case can also be calculated with Aa=b = J 2:2 cos2 axd:t = iJ x2 cos 2ax d:r!+
t J :c2d:c. ,
o
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